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Financial Instruments for which case
studies were prepared for this research

AUSTRIA
MN(#<=(O#>,.032,6JP<.03QR05.('5KHS
!"#$%&'()*+,-.././01
2323-4567
8#"9-0:-2-;2.3201<1-<-=-!)>-0:-2-;2.320<1-1
A large, recently created investment club (1993) aimed at renewable energy or energy saving projects. It has 240 participants who contribute on average 10,000 ECU. It differs from classical investment funds in that it has a direct investment policy (not in tradable paper). It invests in a small number of model projects which are democratically selected by the savers. Attention is paid to the risk
profile of the project, and its return. Most of AFW’s resources are currently being used by a hightech, low emission central heating project. This kind of club, primarily focused on environmental
projects, has been extremely successful in German-speaking countries, where there are dozens of new
projects, as well as in the United States.
TN(:4!(O:20,.0@(4>.20639(U(!3+*052,6*3S
?#@@A#B-21C-DE%,F)&'-23:
23:3-4567
8#"9-0:-...-121GG-3-=-!)>-0:-...-121GG-0H
An exchange system for SMEs managed through a central clearing system which uses a unit of account unique to the system. It could also be viewed as a pure mutual credit system. BCI was founded
in 1986 in Vienna, based on an American model. Today, 2,300 small companies are members, which
exchange the equivalent of 40 million ECU a year through the system, on the basis of systemimmanent interest-free credit. Since 1992 the system has spread to several other countries in Eastern
Europe (Slovenia, Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech Republic).
BELGIUM
MN(4?%&#A(O40B;6,(#>,.032,6+S(OVS
2H-I")&#-J#-"KL@$M#*%$,N
2:0G-OPLQR57=OR=76LQ6
8#"9-:.-23-0G-::-;3-=-!)>-:.-23-0G-::-;<
Crédal was established in 1984, out of an interest in the ethical dimension of money and the a better
of savings. Its customers are primarily not-for-profit organisations and co-operatives which operate
according to the principles of the social economy and which carry out projects aimed at job creation
and combating social exclusion. Crédal provides investment loans, bridging loans and working capital. Crédal also supports micro-enterprises set up by those seeking work. It also provides consultancy
services.
TN(H%<:LLC
QEE*S$,B)@B%,*)),-:::/;
23:3-T?LUU6OU
1

organisations indicated with (*) are members of the INAISE network
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8#"9-:.-.-.32-30-23-=-!)>-:.-.-.32-30-33
Created in 1985, Hefboom arose out of the same concerns as those that gave rise to Crédal.
Hefboom’s aim is to attract financial resources and use them to finance co-operative enterprises that
have the potential to create jobs or which are concerned with the environment. Hefboom’s involvement is by means of loans and equity stakes. Since 1991 it has also offered bridging loans to not-forprofit organisations. It also supports the micro-enterprise initiatives of those out of work.
WN($L=%4$LC(O=2>>**3(4*5123D(+*0(,-.($*I62>(C20X.,(%I*3*5DS
2:-)M#@S#-V)S*$&#-W#%,#@)X
0333-O56Y6
8#"9-:.-0-..2-<G-0G
Created in 1995, SOWECSOM is a public institution which promotes the development of the marketoriented social economy by financing projects developed in this sector. It can provide loans, guarantees or take equity stakes. Only supporting for-profit initiatives which respect the principles of the social economy, SOWECSOM aims to promote job creation primarily for those without skills. It also
provides assistance where necessary with the development of business plans.
DENMARK
MN(C.0X/0(OVS
Q#ZB))*J-V[""#M#Z-:
<233-RROTP?Y
8#"-0;-<G-23-2G-:;-=-!)>-0;-<G-23-2G-;:
Merkur was founded in 1982 and has a banking license. Merkur only lends to people or companies
which pursue social, alternative or environmental objectives. It has enabled a large number of environmental companies which did not have access to traditional banks to develop labour-intensive projects. Merkur’s strength as an organisation lies in its knowledge of the sector and the services that it
can provide.
TN(#8<(O#0K.Y;.0K.J2.9.>7.37(8**1.02,6J.(<632376.06397+*3;S
?#A#@,"EA%B)J#-20
2H;2-\PD67]RY67--Q
8#"9-0;-:2-:2-..-H.
AKF was established in 1953 when several trade unions decided to pool the shares they held in cooperative companies. It usually intervenes by taking equity stakes. AKF is a holding company, which
has a very low yield. It is thus limited in the extent to which it can support existing co-operatives or
take shares in new co-operatives. AKF does, however, have close links with the small co-operatives
in its portfolio, enabling them to benefit from the skills and experience of AKF’s staff.
FINLAND
MN(Z2X/P$RR,6[(O'/2023,..(<*/3;2,6*3)
^*Z_@+),S-:3-R
33233-]6OU57`5
8#"-:;G-<-H00-20.-=-!)>-:;G-<-H00-.30
The “Guarantee Foundation” was set up in 1990, at a time of severe economic recession. It aims to
assist over-indebted people, in particular those in difficult social circumstances, such as ex-prisoners,
former mental patients or those with large families. The Foundation’s initial funding came from a
charity collection. Since 1995, the Ministry of Social Affairs and the Slot Machine Association have
provided the necessary finance. The creditor banks welcome the Foundation’s policy of renegotiating
and rescheduling debts. Almost 700 cases have been dealt with to date, involving 2,500 people.
TN(%X*P*7//7123XX6(OVS
`a#@+SZ)-:=;-O=DE**)%
33-;33-]6OU57`5
8#"-:;G-<-132-21..-=-!)>-:;G-<-1HH-2:;
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A. Eko-osuuspankki is ab initiative to create an ethical bank in Finland. Its establishment is currently being held up by the introduction of the second European banking directive. Since 1991,
attempts have been made to collect the minimum capital required by the Finnish banking
authorities, but the sums accumulated are still well below the minimum threshold. In the meantime, it is only allowed to invest its funds in government bonds, without even being able to get
out of the burdensome banking accounting procedures.
B. These hold ups have persuaded some of those involved with the initiative to launch a pilot
scheme based on the remarkable Nettverkskreditt project in Norway. (This would be done under
a different legal format to Eko-osuuspankki). This pilot scheme would be a women’s microcredit
programme, replicating the pioneering model set up by the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh. In this
model, women are organised into groups of five. The group provides a guarantee for the loans,
which are granted to each member of the group in turn. The group also watches over and supports the development of each woman’s enterprise. The first phase started in 1991 with 15
women, during which 14 micro-enterprises were set up in very isolated regions. A second phase
is currently underway, which involves almost 200 women throughout Norway.
FRANCE
MN("%<(O".Q(<02,.032>(%I*3*5DS(<6323I.(4*5123D(OVS
0H-*S#-J#-")-TS*B#
3:2H3-TPL?TP7U-OKR?\]RVTRLO8
8#"-::-b3c0-13-H1-2G-;3-=-!)>-::-b3c0-13-H1-2G-;0
In 1987, the NEF association created a finance company, with the aim of adapting its legal structure
and skills to improve its activities. NEF’s finance company is a co-operative, which operates all over
France and is authorised by the Banque de France. It collects socially and environmentally oriented
savings from the members and then provides loans to new or developing companies which have a
clear social vocation and which are neglected by mainstream banks. Since its establishment, more
than 500 loans have been made and more than 650 jobs created or sustained.
TN(H.006X*2
?N%$J#@&#-"KR""$)@&#
\#@,*#-dE*"$%
H0H33-R7YO68
8#"-::-b3c.-;<-;.-03-:3-=-!)>-::-b3c.-;<-H:-12-;H
This is a public limited company in the Northern Basque region providing local venture capital to
promote job creation in the “home region”. Herrikoa provides capital or lines of credit to organisations which wish to start up, expand or restart. It also gets involved in recapitalisations and increases
in capital. Its resources come from 3,300 local shareholders. In its 13 years of operation, 1,300 jobs
have been created in the companies financed.
WN(#&!%(O#77*I62,6*3(+*0(,-.(?69-,(,*(%I*3*56I(!36,62,6J.S(OVS
222-*S#-U)$@,-V)S*
1;322-DR?5U
8#"-::-b3c-2-0:-;;-<G-<0-=-!)>-::-b3c2-0:-;;-<G-G:
ADIE is a not-for-profit organisation granting loans (of less than 30,000 Francs) to those excluded
from the banking system who want to start up an enterprise. It operates in most parts of France. It also
provides follow up to the new micro-enterprises, with the help of local partners. It has over the last
few years developed a partnership with local banks whereby the banks manage the loans, while ADIE
provides a guarantee and follow up to the micro-enterprise. Funds come mainly from public institutions (the European Union, the French Government and regional authorities).
\N(4!'#A%(O!3J.7,5.3,(4>/K(+*0(,-.(52329.5.3,(*+(2>,.032,6J.(23;(>*I2>(72J6397S(OVS
21<-*S#-J#-\')*E@@#
1;322-DR?5U
8#"-::-b3c2-0<-<2-<3-<2-=-!)>-::-b3c2-0:-13-:G-:0
The Cigale “Chemin Vert” was created in 1986 by a group of friends from the 11th arrondissement of
Paris. It stopped operating in 1996. This investment club was formed by 12 people, who collected
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part of the members’ savings (on average 30 ECU per person per month). Job creation was fostered
through taking a stake in the authorised capital of small enterprises. Its objective is to encourage reconciliation between saving and investment, in the hope of promoting development and democracy.
Ten companies were financed in ten years. There are about 50 active Cigale clubs in France.
)N(<<#(O<*3;7(<023I.(#I,6J.S
.32-*S#-J#-8#(I"#
1;33:-DR?5U
8#"-::-b3c2-00-H2-GG-;3-=-!)>-::-b3c2-0.-1.-01-H<
FFA is an offspring of several large institutions, such as the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignation. It
specialises in financial engineering to reintegrate people through economic activities. It operates both
directly and via local funds set up in partnership with local communities, providing guarantees on
bank loans for companies taking on unemployed people.
]N(<'!<(O'/2023,..(</3;(+*0(,-.(I0.2,6*3(*+(Q*5.3G7(.3,.01067.7S(OVS
2:<=202-)M#@S#-\')*"#%-J#-Y)S""#
<..33-76L5OO^=UL?=U6576
8#"-::-b3c2-01-0;-<3-2:-=-!)>-::-b3c2-01-0;-<3-2<
FGIF is a guarantee fund for women who wish to start, restart, or develop companies. It is managed
by a private organisation (IDES) in partnership with the Government. Its funds come from a government grant. FGIF has a 1.4 million ECU fund and has provided 455 guarantees in seven years.
^N('.3F7.
:-e$%-*S#-\"N(#@,
:G333-Y?67PTO6
8#"-::-b3c0-1H-<H-0G-.1-=-!)>-::-b3c0-1H-.2-03-3H
This is a co-operative public limited company with variable capital, which gathers the savings of the
managers of about fifteen small enterprises who share premises. It provides small loans where they
are most needed, in the first instance to projects of the co-operatives’ members and enables them to
access larger loans from regular banks.
_N($*I*;.3(OVS
:1-*S#-d#)@-O#&"#*&
1;321-DR?5U
8#"-::-b3c2-00-G;-01-:3-=-!)>-::-b3c2-0H-.1-00-.1
SOCODEN is the financial arm of the French co-operatives for salaried workers (SCOP). It finances
their long-term liquidity in order to support and develop them. SOCODEN has approximately 100 to
120 active investments each year, worth a total of 20 million Francs. SOCODEN is financed by a
0.1% charge on SCOP’s turnover.

GERMANY
MN('A$('.5.637I-2+,7K23X(OVS
DE%,F)&'-23-3G-.<
P%+)*-]EFF()@%,*)%%#-.;
00-1G<-TP\]LV
8#"9-0<-.:0-:3-1<-:3-=-!)>-0<-.:0-:31-<:-::
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The “Community Bank” of Bochum was created in 1974. It is one of the oldest of the present-day
ethical banks (like Merkur Bank, Triodos Bank, NEF etc). It has 17,000 savers and members and it
primarily finances projects in the fields of education, organic agriculture and renewable energy. It
particularly likes to support innovative and model projects.
TN(:23X(+`0(8Ca(O$C%(:23XS
8E*%,*)%%#-H=G
2322<-T6?O57
8#"9-0<-:3-.01-<.-.2-=-!)>-0<-:3-.01-<.-.0
Created in Berlin in 1994, the “SME Bank” arose out of a concern for job creation and is based on
the experience of the Berlin Guarantee Bank, from which it emerged. Its capital comes from four
public institutions as well as from numerous private individuals. It makes use of public, federal and
European support programmes (in particular those of the EIB), which enable it to give loans at lower
rates of interest than other banks and to provide accompanying services. In some cases, it also works
without a middleman, directly linking savers to the SMEs. It has expanded enormously in a very
short space of time. In mid 1996, 700 SMEs had been financed, including 200 start-ups.
WN('*>;02/7I-(<02/.33.,bQ.0X(.NcN(O'*>;0/7-(=*5.3G7(".,Q*0XS
DE,%J)(#*-U,*9-2:<
231G:-T6?O57
8#"9-0<-:3-.2;-1;-;0-=-!)>-0<-:3-.2H-<G-;.
A small organisation based in Berlin, run by volunteers, which only provides finance to women’s
projects. Supported by a network of 250 donors, Goldrausch has financed 200 projects since its establishment in 1982, including many start-ups.
\N($H&@($.36*0.3PH6>+.(&6.,b.3K2I-(O$.36*0(46,6b.3d7(#7767,23I.(&6.,b.3K2I-S
!*$#J#@%%,*)%%#-:G
H:2.G-W568f67TR\]
8#"9-0<-H310-:;111
A mutual organisation providing services through an inter-generational clearing system. The system
was imported from the United States by the president of the Land of Baden-Würtemberg. Participants provide services, paid for in time units which are entered in a centralised accounting system.
The services generated by the system are diverse, ranging from neighbourhood services to care activities, child minding, psychological support, driving and housekeeping as well as seminars and leisure activities. More than 1,000 people are members, with an average age of 64.
GREECE
MN(4*P*1.02,6J.(:23X(*+(A2562
2-W$)+ES-?E)J
:;233-ORV5R
8#"-:3-.:2-0H3-32-=-!)>-:3-.:2-0H3-33
Created in 1900, the Co-operative Bank of Lamia has played a pioneering role in spreading a cooperative culture throughout Greece. It only provides loans to its members, of whom there are 17,000
from different social and professional backgrounds. Many are small, local entrepreneurs and traders,
sole traders and craftsmen who are co-operative members and shareholders of the bank. Its aim is to
collect local funds and reinvest them in local development projects. The co-operative spirit has endured for a long time. The bank is now a considerable size, with 16 million ECU of capital.
IRELAND
MN(4>*3.7(23;(:>.77639,*3(40.;6,(a36*37
T"#%%$@B,E@-\*#J$,-L@$E@
T"#%%$@B,E@
\E9-45\`OP4
8#"-:;:-0;-H;:.G-=-!)>-:;:-0;-H;:.G

\"E@#%-\*#J$,-L@$E@-O,J
D*$@B"#-TS$"J$@BC-\"E@#%
\E9-VP7RY]R7
8#"-:;:-01;2-:1.-=-!)>-:;:-01;2-1H;
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Created in 1959, Clones Credit Union was the first Irish credit association. The credit union in
Blessington, a much smaller town, was only established in 1973. Few people in these two towns had
access to traditional banking services (even though they held accounts at the banks) or to consumer
credit. The aim of the credit unions was to keep deposited funds working within the local communities, both of which were going through serious economic difficulties. The fight against unemployment
took practical form through the creation of enterprise centres in each town. These centres have allowed companies to start up, by enabling them to share the costs of rent and administration. Today,
the Clones Credit Union has 4,500 members and the Blessington Credit Union 3,600. In both cases,
this represents the majority of the depositors in their respective communities.
TN(Z2>>*Q(40.;6,(a36*3
8)""EA
\E9-4R86?!P?W
8#"-:;:-;G-;H.G<
Created in 1969, Tallow Credit Union is today still one of the smallest credit associations in Ireland.
However, it is also one of the most active, through its voluntarist approach, in addressing the problem
of unemployment. Its main aim is to allow members of the credit union to create their own jobs,
mainly through training programmes for the unemployed in how to set up and manage businesses.
Where necessary, Tallow Credit Union also provides entrepreneurs with business workspace. It is not
limited to the passive management of the savings of its 3,000 members. Thanks to its strong local
connections, it is able to grant loans based on the strength of the business proposals and the people
involved, rather than on the basis of sECUrity. The impact on employment has not been insignificant
within this small community, both in terms of directly created jobs, both full-time and part-time and
numerous jobs created indirectly.
WN(:.202(A%Z$(OA*I2>(%I*3*5D(Z02;639($D7,.5S
!)XC-`$"&),'#*$@#C-6X#*$#%
T6R?R
8#"-:;:-.1-10-201
Beara LETS was created in 1993 based on similar systems in Canada. It was started mainly by unemployed people and was supported by the Irish Government. It is still in its expansion and development
phase. It is a mutual credit system which uses units of account which are unique to the system. It is a
transparent system with the accounts of each member being published regularly. In addition to reinvigorating the local community, the LETS has also revealed local needs, particularly for services in
the locality. Beara LETS is aimed at those who are on low incomes, who can nevertheless contribute
socially and economically at a local level.
\N(<607,($,.1
d#FF#*%E@-]ES%#C-6B"$@B,E@-?E)JC-WE@Xe*EE+
WLTO57-0
8#"-:;:-2-.H3-3<GG-=-!)>-:;:-2-.H3-3<G<
Created in 1990 at a time of economic growth, but also of high unemployment, First Step is a not-forprofit organisation which aims to assist unemployed would-be entrepreneurs who are excluded from
the banking sector. It provides three year interest-free loans and the services of a business mentor,
which are compulsory. Its funds come from private companies and the Irish Government. In particular, it benefits from the services of secondees from several major companies and a university. Funds
allocated to date total 530,000 ECU.

)N(!ZaZ(O!067-(Z02;.(a36*3(Z0/7,S
O$e#*,X-])""
WLTO57-2
8#"-:;:-2-G1G.1.-=-!)>-:;:-2-G1G12G.
6=()$"-$,S,g)E@)J9$E"9$#
This is a financial instrument supported by one of the most important trade unions in Ireland
(SIPTU). ITUT is original in that it is financed by contributions from the trade union movement. Its
aim is to create jobs through the financing of unemployed would-be entrepreneurs who agree to set up
co-operatives.
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ITALY
MN(C#'(T(<6323I.(OVS
Q$)-D)&$@$-22
.32:2-V5OR7
8#"-:<-.-.HH-;0-10-=-!)>-:<-.-.HH-G3;-3G
6=()$"-()B.=F$@)@&#g&E(IS*%#*M#9&E(
The Milan MAG was among the first Italian alternative financing instruments. It was created in 1980,
and makes it possible for private individuals to use their savings in a transparent and socially useful
manner. MAG is a co-operative finance society inspired by the principles of self-management (MAG
stands in Italian for “Mutual for Self-Management”). MAG’s aims are to 1) support the development
of co-operative and third sector companies and 2) to help companies in sectors which are ignored or
rejected by mainstream banks to start operating (e.g. environmental, fair trade, organic products, culture, publishing etc). It forms part of a network which includes a dozen of MAGs and which forms the
basis for the creation of the first ethical bank in Italy.
TN(4<!(O!3;/7,062>(<6323I.(4*5123DS(OVS
Q$)-Q$&#@h)-;)
332G;-?PVR
8#"-:<-H-000-3.-G0-=-!)>-:<-H-00;-21-HH
6=()$"-)%%EFE*g(eE>9ME"9$,
This financial instrument was promoted by the three principle Italian trade unions (CGIL, CISL, UIL)
and the three federations of co-operatives (AGCI, CCI and the Co-operatives’ League) and is supported by the Italian Government. It was created in 1985 as the result of a law (No 49/85 known as
the “Marcora Law”) which aims at safeguarding threatened jobs in the industrial sector. The law allows the employees of a bankrupt company to buy out the company, provided they re-establish it as a
co-operative. CFI provides venture capital to the employees who repurchase their companies in this
way. Its funds are regularly topped up by public grants.
WN(4L$!$(O$*I62>(!3J.7,5.3,(4*5123DS
Q$)-7)h$E@)"#-:<
332G0-?PVR
8#"9-:<-H-010-23-G:-=-!)>-:<-H-010-22-21
COSIS is a very young financial(instrument (1995). It is original in that it was created by a banking
foundation, which is its majority shareholder (95%). It aims to finance social co-operatives defined
by the Italian law No 381/91 (concerning social, health and educational services; economic activities
to reintegrate disadvantaged people). This relatively large instrument (it has authorised capital of
ECU 10 million) was a clear success from the outset with social co-operatives, which have difficulty
obtaining finance from traditional banks.

THE NETHERLANDS
MN(Z06*;*7(:23X@(</3;(+*0(#0,67,7(OVS
DP-TE>-;;
:133-RT-f65U8
8#"-:2-:3-H<-:H-;33-=-!)>-:2-:3-H<-:H-;;;
6=()$"--,*$EJE%g$e(9@#,
In the 1980s, the ethical bank Triodos and a not-for-profit organisation specialising in the arts sector
set up a fund to finance artists whom traditional banks refused to finance and whom the Government
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was supporting less and less. The majority of the loans are granted to artists in the audio-visual sector
to set up workshops or other workspaces. The fund is experiencing and increasing success.
TN($,6I-,639(=.0X9.>.9.3-.6;(O<*/3;2,6*3(+*0(e*K(L11*0,/36,6.7S
5*9-W*$%%#@%,*)),-<0
.:2:-`f-O65W67
8#"-:2-12-;20-HG-1G-=-!)>-:2-12-;20-<;-;0
The “Foundation for Employment” was established in 1983 by the municipal council of the town of
Leiden, to address the problem of unemployment among certain groups (the long-term unemployed,
disabled people, immigrants and women). The local authorities did not seem to be reaching these
people through traditional business start-up channels. The Foundation provides guarantees for loans
granted by the Leiden municipal bank.
WN(Z06*;*7P&*.3(<*/3;2,6*3(OVS
DP-TE>-;;
:133-RT-f65U8
8#"-:2-:3-H<-:H-;33-=-!)>-:2-:3-H<-:H-;;;
The Triodos-Doen Foundation was founded in 1994 by the ethical bank Triodos and the Doen Foundation, whose resources come from the national postal lottery. The Triodos-Doen Foundation is particularly well known for its financial support (guarantees, venture capital and loans) for projects in
countries in the South, in the fields of development co-operation, human rights and the environment.
It also finances projects in the North which produce social added value, but which are unable to obtain finance from other sources.
PORTUGAL
MN(?!C(OC6I0*P.3,.01067.($/11*0,($I-.5.S
Y#@#*)"-W$*#&,E*),#-FE*-?#B$E@)"-W#M#"EI(#@,
?S)-J#-UiE-dS"$iE-H:
2233-O5UTPR
8#"-:;2-2-GG2-03-33-=-!)>-:;2-2-GGG-22-22
RIM forms part of the IDL (Local Development Initiatives) programme. Created in 1995, its objective is to develop local potential, create jobs and fight against economic withdrawal. RIM provides
subsidies on investments and job creation as well as loans at subsidised interest rates to “microenterprises” (understood as having less than 10 employees). As at September 1996, the number of
projects selected was 411, with a total investment of 24.5 million ECU. The financial aid provided
totalled 15.5 million ECU and 1,342 jobs have been created.
TN($!?(O?.96*32>($/11*0,($I-.5.S
Y#@#*)"-W$*#&,E*),#-FE*-?#B$E@)"-W#M#"EI(#@,
?S)-J#-UiE-dS"$iE-H:
2233-O5UTPR
8#"-:;2-2-GG2-03-33-=-!)>-:;2-2-GGG-22-22
SIR provides two kinds of assistance: grants and interest-free loans. It aims to promote local development, a reduction in unemployment and improvements in methods and techniques to ensure a good
distribution of craft products and services in national and European markets. The number of projects
selected up until September 1996 was 1,016, with a total investment of 250 million ECU. Total financial aid provided was 125 million ECU and 4,780 jobs have resulted.
SPAIN
MN(%I*7(4216,2>(?6.79*(O%I*7(c.3,/0.(4216,2>S
Q)""#'#*(E%E-2;-2!I")@,)
.G32;-VRW?5W
8#"9-:0-2-;<:-2.-:0-=-!)>-:0-2-;<:-<H-<;
Created in 1993, Ecos is the only Spanish venture capital company which specialises in the social
economy. Ecos supports co-operatives, both in their start-up and development phases. It has three
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full-time staff. 38 jobs have so far been created and 112 jobs maintained through seven investments
worth a total of 763,000 ECU.
TN(426f2(?/02>(*+('/677*32(O'/677*32(?/02>(40.;6,(4**1.02,6J.S
!)M)"-8*)%I)")S-G
-.;.23-YL5UUP7R-bO"#$J)c
8#"-:0-1:-;;-32-33-=-!)>-:0-1:-;;-31-GG
The Caixa Rural was created in 1963 by a farming co-operative. It is a rural savings bank which offers loans on favourable terms. The majority of its customers are co-operatives.
WN(4LLE()^
?E@J)-U,-D#*#-;HC-2=2
3G323-TR?\6OP7R
8#"-:0-:-.HG-.2-<<-=-!)>-:0-:-.HG-2.-:3
COOP 57 was established in 1995. It is a Catalan venture capital co-operative society, which developed out of the co-operatives network, FACCTA (Independent Federation of Catalan Co-operatives
and Worker-Owned Businesses). It provides support and technical and financial advice on matters
relating to the members’ economic activities. It also helps to obtain financial resources for them. It
aims to create a co-operative savings bank. In its first year of existence, COOP 57 responded to five
requests for finance, four of which were accepted, worth a total of around 112,000 ECU and which
created a total of around 20 new jobs.
SWEDEN
MN(%X*!3J.7,
U+)*I%+Z,,#M-.;
2;::H-dR?7R
8#"-0H-G-;;2-1:302-=-!)>-0H-G-;;2-1:302
EkoInvest is the venture capital branch of the Swedish ethical bank, EkoBanken. Created in 1994, it
currently only has a small capital base, provided by private individuals and the financed projects.
EkoInvest finances large-scale community projects - which aim to revitalise the local community.
One example of the numerous projects financed is that of the Solmarka community, where EkoInvest
financed the farm, the school and even a sewage treatment plant. It finances infrastructure by actively
involving the local community, in a spirit of eco-development. EkoInvest is well known in Sweden
for the exemplary nature of the projects it has financed, even serving as a case study for Swedish
ministries.
TN(e#8(OVS
Q)%)B),)@-20
;02;3-U`jQW6
8#"-;H-;33-0H0-;33-=-!)>-;H-;33-0H0-;H2
JAK was created in the 1960s based on the pioneering model of JAK in Denmark, which itself dates
back to the depression of the 1930s. JAK is a mutual savings society, which uses an ambitious credit
policy which does not use interest. Expenses are covered, however. The Swedish JAK has seen its
membership grow substantially since the beginning of the 1980s, reaching a peak in 1993 of 32,000
members. JAK also runs a continuous awareness raising campaign on the role of credit and interest in
the economy. In the field, it operates as a network of small local mutual societies, which have a lot of
management autonomy. 90% of JAK’s finance is used for housing, but interest free financing mechanisms for small enterprises are also being explored.
UNITED KINGDOM
MN(4#<(O4-206,6.7(#6;(<*/3;2,6*3S(OVS
`$@B%-]$""
4#%,-V)""$@B
`678-V62<-08R
8#"-00-21-:.-;.3-333-=-!)>-00-21-:.-;.3-332
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6=()$"-(')XJ)Xg&)F9&')*$,X@#,9E*B
Arising out of a belief that charitable organisations lack the funds to pursue their activities, “Investors
in Society”, an autonomous structure, was set up by CAF in 1996. Its aim is to increase the resources
available to charitable organisations and to improve understanding and cooperation between them and
mainstream banks. “Investors in Society” usually provides loans, after an examination of the project
according to financial and social criteria. “Investors in Society” also organises training programmes
in financial management.
TN(#?Z(O#7,*3(?.63J.7,5.3,(Z0/7,S
UA)@-]ES%#
]E%I$,)"-U,*##,-k-US((#*-O)@#
T5?V57Y]RV-T2<-:D^
8#"-00-2.2-:;<-.000-=-!)>-00-2.2-:;<-.:::
Based on the American “community banking” model, ART’s aim is to help regenerate urban areas
abandoned by mainstream banks. ART has been operating since 1996 and invests in microenterprises within the social economy, housing and energy saving projects. It also supplies additional
support services in collaboration with partners.
WN(!4L<(O!3;/7,062>(4*55*3(LQ3.07-61(<6323I.S(OVS
O")@JXF)@-]ES%#
O")@JXF)@C-R(()@FE*J
W^!6W-UR2G-.8^-4)"#%
8#"-00-2.H<-G;2-.22-=-!)>-00-2.H<-G;2-3<;
Initially, ICOF set out to finance workers’ co-operatives. However, since 1994 it has also provided
loans to ethical and community-based companies. ICOF plays an important role in providing additional support services to the initiatives it finances. It also supports new initiatives.
\N(Eg:Z(OE063I.G7(g*/,-(:/763.77(Z0/7,S
2G-D)*+-UlS)*#-6)%,
OP7WP7-742-0O]
8#"-00-212-;0:-2.:0-=-!)>-00-212-;0:-2.;G
PYBT helps young entrepreneurs, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds, ex-offenders
or those from ethnic minorities, mainly through the provision of loans. These are granted only when
their business projects have failed to obtain finance from mainstream banks and are always accompanied by free support from a business mentor. In order to be able to operate, PYBT relies on volunteers and donations from mainstream banks and companies as well as funds from the Government and
Europe.
)N(A!<(OA*I2>(!3J.7,5.3,(</3;S
00-T)+#*-U,*##,
OP7WP7-42V-2W]
8#"-00-212-..0-2H33-=-!)>-00-212-0GH-2133
In 1992, the UK Department of the Environment agreed to contribute to the financing of an urban and
social regeneration programme. It provided one third of the finance, provided that the private sector
provided the other two thirds. Established in 1994, LIF aims to experiment with financing local
community initiatives.
]N($4%!<(O$I*,,67-(4*55/36,D(%3,.01067.(!3J.7,5.3,(</3;S
L@$,-0;C-UE&$#,X-D")&#
46U8-\ROW6?-6];;-G6R
8#"-00-2;3H-G12-:13
SCEIF is a “bottom-up” organisation, which was established in 1989 to meet the needs of local communities wishing to start up commercial activities, but which were unable to obtain finance from
commercial banks. Small loans are provided to community businesses. SCEIF only provides loans
and does not itself provide accompanying support services. However, it can, where necessary, refer
people to other organisations within the community enterprise arena for these additional services.
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1. Introduction and presentation of the
research

1.1 Introduction
1.1.1

Context

European integration has not, to date, succeeded in one of the greatest challenges it has had
to face - that of employment. The proposals of the 1993 White Paper, to provide three million jobs to satisfy new needs and a major infrastructure programme, have for the most part
not been put into practice. Moreover, fundamental questions have been asked about the effectiveness of the Structural Funds. Quite apart from questions about their current way of
operating, the Commission knows that it will also have to re-examine the Structural Funds
policy when the Union expands to take in candidates whose standard of living is appreciably lower than the European average. This political context has led the Commission to explore other options in detail. New areas with employment potential and territorial employment pacts are part of the exploration process. It is enough to see the number of European
programmes of different kinds that focus on these issues. This approach, which the Commission would like to call Local Development and Employment Initiatives (ILDE), has already achieved numerous realisations.
The financing of such initiatives is obviously a main concern for all those who agree with
this approach. The first report on Local Development and Employment Initiatives gives the
following diagnosis with regard to supply-side finance: “Proximity saving [i.e. the mobilisation of local savings for local projects] does not seem to have benefited of any major encouraging support framework in the recent past”. The success of such financing is of course
largely dependent on their integration with the promotion of local investment. They must
be accompanied by good information on possible knock-on effects. It is often necessary to
set up solid networks, which include business leaders and experienced bankers, alongside
elected representatives and local leaders. Proximity saving will develop more easily the
better its specific characteristics with respect to savers (e.g. lower returns, but greater positive externalities) as well as towards project promoters (e.g. more flexible guarantee requirements, loans accompanied by technical and financial support) will have been defined.

1.1.2 Why the Financial Instruments of the Social Economy (FISE)?
In the last 20 years, even more so in the last ten, Europe has seen a wave of new finance organisations which link themselves closely or loosely to the social economy - i.e. an economy which in its aims or methods works towards adding value to society as a whole.
INAISE (the International Association of Investors in the Social Economy) which was created in 1989, is an example of this rising phenomenon; More than 40 of these young finance organisations are part of this network today.
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Although these initiatives are not well known among the general public, an interest in them
is relevant for those concerned with the problems of employment because:
1. they serve exclusively small, or even very small (micro-) enterprises, which are thought
to have greater job-creating potential;
2. they serve - as a result of their social, environmental and local development aims sectors identified as being rich in employment potentials;
3. they practise “soft banking” (in comparison with traditional banks) with regards to
guarantee and return requirements. They also tend to provide intensive follow-up support to projects. This enables viable projects of lower profitability (in particular those
which are not-for-profit) to have access to finance;
... and, arising from the previous point :
4. they finance sections of the population, projects, sectors or regions which have been
abandoned by traditional banks and finance institutions.

1.2 Presentation of the research
1.2.1

Objectives

This research aims to describe the broadest range possible of the new <6323I62>(!37,0/P
5.3,7(.3,.0639(,-.($*I62>(%I*3*5D (henceforth abbreviated by FISE) in the European
Union and analyse in particular their impact on employment. The focus is on 3.Q instruments, that is, those that have mainly come into being over the last 20 years, and not on the
larger traditional social economy banks (e.g. savings banks, co-operative and other mutual
banks).
More particularly, the objectives defined at the start of the research were as follows:
!

to analyse(job creation caused by the FISE (Financial Instruments of the Social Economy) and the sectors of activity which these financial tools target;

!

to highlight the innovative elements of the various techniques used, in particular initiatives which focus on disadvantaged groups, and examine the impact of the “cultural
element”;

!

to describe the endogenous and exogenous factors that could help to increase the
FISE’s potentials@ including specifically a description of how external sources of finance are likely to assist their development process;

!

to increase understanding of how financial and non-financial support systems affect
economic initiatives and permit the spread of innovation

!

to analyse the causes of constraints and the reasons for failures in order to learn from
past experience;

!

to encourage the emergence of an institutional environment which is favourable to the
development of the FISE and to economic initiatives - by demonstrating their importance, their impact on the economy and their common difficulties. Also to raise awareness, by drawing up proposals to be sent to public and private decision-makers, of the
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job creating potential of these economic initiatives, particularly for disadvantaged
groups.
!

the research will enable ;02+,(9/6;.>63.7 to be drawn up which could lead to new
European Commission initiatives.

1.2.2 The field of research and the choice of instruments studied
From the outset, it was clear that this research would not be about the banks of the
“traditional” social economy. Though the latter’s achievements are remarkable, the fact
that a new generation of financial instruments had to emerge is enough to indicate that certain needs went unmet during these last two decades. With an interest both for job creation
and for sectors with unmet needs, it seemed legitimate to focus our attention on those
newer financial organisations who seem to meet the scope for innovation which is there.
The instruments selected aim to finance projects, many of them micro-projects, which have
an added value in the areas of the environment, social development, culture, local development or job creation.
With this starting frame, the instruments were chosen on the basis of proposals formulated
by members of INAISE and by experts consulted in the 15 countries in the Union - a total
of more than 70 people. We cannot claim that either the suggestions made by the experts
contacted or even less of the organisations finally selected were exhaustive. The only national survey carried out which attempted to be thorough is to our knowledge one conducted in France, covering the “proximity finance” instruments for small enterprises (see
bibliography2). In other countries, no such surveys existed and the scope for choice was
smaller.
The main criteria in our selection was: (1) innovation, (2) a diversity of organisations and
(3) some degree of geographical representation.
Having given priority to these main principles, we ruled out any institutional definition of
the social economy. We were open to redefinitions in the light of what was happening in
the field.
We also ruled out any restrictive definitions of the financial instruments used. This decision, which was discussed during many control committee meetings, made it difficult to
come up with a standardised questionnaire and to gather identical information from all the
organisations.
However, this decision for a very open approach allowed us to gain a broader perspective
on what is being done today and “what makes things work the way they do”.

1.2.3 Research methodology
According to the objectives, the research was broken down into two phases:
2

This survey includes more than 300 national and local organisations making a total of 4,000 investments each year. Among these, eight were retained which seemed to be the most representative.
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!

a phase which thoroughly analysed 50 financial instruments (48 retained for the following phase);

!

a horizontal analysis phase based on the 48 case studies retained, which included: a two
day seminar involving invited experts; the drafting of contributions by six of these experts; and an analysis and drawing together of the report by a team of five editors.

The study of the experiences (phase 1):

The process selected arose out of the decisions taken, mentioned above. A rather open process was adopted, stressing the participation of those involved in the field. While emphasising the importance of gathering the most comparable data possible, we nevertheless
asked those directly involved to make their own reflections as part of the study. Spokespeople were thus able to decide to a large extent for themselves what were the crucial
points to be noted in terms of job creation, the sustainability of the FISE and the transferability of the scheme. The standardised statistical data was collected in addition to this
detailed qualitative analysis.
In practice, each expert was asked (1) to prepare a case study (10 to 15 pages), following a
plan guideline detailing the information required and (2) to fill out a table which brought
together the statistical data available (see Annex III).
We obtained 48 usable case studies (monographs) of variable quality, some complete, some
subjective - reflecting the position of the organisation being reviewed or the specific background (journalism, banking, social sciences, etc) of the expert doing the review. The overall picture given by these case studies, however, is extremely rich and complete, full of revealing details of what we can in many ways describe as “3.Q(7*I62>(+6323I.”.
The recommendations, which appear in this report, are drawn from the case studies, from
the experts’ seminar and from the analysis carried out by the drafting team. The final selection was made by the drafting team.
The experts’ seminar (phase 2a):

In November 1996, at the end of the phase of analysing the experiences, 19 experts, together with four of the editors, met together at Villarceaux in the French countryside, for a
two day seminar. Six experts were invited to present their analyses and proposals, based
on their area of expertise and the case studies they were invited to read.
The debates and proposals discussed during the seminar, together with the experts’ comments were drawn on extensively by the team drafting this report. We have, however, decided to reproduce some experts’ comments, reviewed during the seminar, because each
one sheds further light on particular issues raised in the report. These comments can be
found in Annex II.
The horizontal analysis and drafting of the report (phase 2b):

The broad topics for analysis could be gleaned from a first reading of the case studies,
bringing together the main points in the case study plan (see Annex III).
The horizontal analysis of the case studies was carried out principally by the five editors of
the report, by topic, but also by geographical region, particularly when drawing up the tables on organisations’ activities and impact on employment (Annex I).
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1.3 Overall picture of the financial instruments
1.3.1 Principal characteristics of the instruments analysed
“Financial instruments”:

It must be stressed right away that the financial instruments being studied here are not
“grant-like” instruments (i.e. subsidy type) but “bank-like” instruments, i.e. for example
loan, venture capital and guarantee instruments.
An “instrument” may refer in some cases to a complete financial organisation, in other
cases only to one specific tool among others within a financial organisation, if the latter is
relatively large.
Mainly loan instruments:

The vast majority of the financial instruments, that is 41 out of 48 (85%) are basically
lending instruments. They either provide the loans themselves (37 out of 48) or they provide access, via guarantee mechanisms (4 out of 48) to loans from third parties. That said,
many FISE combine several financial tools, accompanying one core tool by one or several
other financial tools. Several FISE (i.e. 13 out of 37) who intervene through loans as their
main financial accompany this by another tool, mostly venture capital (7 cases) but also
guarantees (4 cases) or grants (5 cases).
To sum up, 45 out of 48 (94%) of the studied FISE give access to credit. Only 15 (31%)
intervene with venture capital, namely in the equity of the projects and enterprises financed.
&629025(WNM(

ZD1.7(*+(+6323I62>(63,.0J.3,6*37(/7.;
C263(+6323I62>(,**>
*+(,-.(7,/;6.;(<!$%

$.I*3;20D(<6323P
I62>(,**>7

37 Loan tools

----------------->

7 Venture capital tools

----------------->

4 Guarantee tools

----------------->

Total :
48 FISE and their main financial tool

7 Venture capital
4 Guarantees
5 Grants/subsidies
(no accompanying
tool)
1 Venture capital
Total :
17 accompanying
tools

Service instruments as well:

All FISE provide accompanying services additional to their financial intervention, many of
them provide several services - except for two of them, where the nature of the instrument
does not require it. This is one of the major factors that differentiate the FISE from the traditional banking sector. As will be seen in section 2.3.2, the importance of these services
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should be underlined. These services are a factor, amongst other things, explaining the low
failure rates usually recorded.
Young instruments:

Just ten years ago, in 1986, 60% of the FISE evaluated here did not exist. Twenty years
ago, 80% did not exist. This has to do of course with the fact that the study tried to focus
mainly on the new wave of the FISE, though the date of creation was not used as a selection criterion as such. It is therefore worthwhile noting that the present wave seems to have
started in the early 1980’s, continuously gaining momentum since then. The less recent
FISE were retained because of they were recommended to us as having a strong and youthful spirit. This is especially so for the selected Irish credit unions and the Co-operative
Bank of Lamia in Greece, whose local roots and co-operative commitment seem to have
remained strong since it was created at the beginning of this century.
'021-(MN\(

g.207(63(Q-6I-(,-.(+6323I62>(637,0/5.3,7(Q.0.(I0.2,.;
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Employment as the main objective?

Twenty of the 48 organisations - that is, clearly less than half of them (42%) - say that
“employment” is the forefront objective of their work in that a direct impact is sought.
Though this may be a preoccupation for the rest as well, employment seems mostly to be an
objective subordinated to other objectives.
Sectors targeted vary substantially, as Table 3 of Annex I shows: 15 organisations mainly
target the social economy (understood as co-operatives, mutuals, associations, foundations,
charities and community enterprises), 10 local development and two the environment. In
addition, more than 20 organisations aim to reach disadvantaged groups (the unemployed,
women, the over-indebted, young people, artists or disabled people).
Small instruments:

Their youth, their local nature and the fact that they are often still in an experimental phase
means that most of the FISE have not yet reached a large size - and some may never do, as
it may be not be their vocation to grow. More specifically, the majority of the FISE do not
finance more than 50 projects per year (with some remarkable exceptions, e.g. in the field
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of microcredit), have less than 20 employees and have rather limited capital (only one instrument, financed by European funds, has significantly more than 20 million ECU).
“Phenomenal” instruments:

Even though the majority are extremely small, they are nonetheless significant in that they
are by no means isolated cases. The majority of the FISE are indeed adapted replications
and examples of other similar cases. For example:
!

the :.202(A%Z$ (Local Exchange Trading System) forms part of an impressive wave
of LETS coming from the English speaking countries (starting in Canada), which arrived in Europe around the end of the 1980’s. Great Britain saw 450 LETS created
within seven years, 60 were started in The Netherlands, 50 in France within four years
and 20 in Belgium within two. No EU country has escaped them;

!

C.0X/0@('A$('.5.637I-2+,7K23X@(%X*:23X.3(O,-0*/9-(%X*!3J.7,S@(Z06*;*7
:23X(O,-0*/9-(Z06*;*7P&*.3(23;(Z06*;*7(</3;(+*0(#0,67,7S@(23;("%< are just
some of the twenty or so of so-called “ethical”, “social”, or “environmental” banks
which have appeared in Europe over the last 15 or 20 years;

!

4692>. is one of about 200 local investment clubs set up in France during the last 15
years, of which 66 are still functioning (their life span being limited by law);

!

#?Z((the Aston Reinvestment Trust) is the first European organisation based on the
American “community bank” model. Dozens of community banks exist in the US,
particularly in cities and in areas abandoned by traditional banks. Similarly, A!< (the
Local Investment Fund) is a first European initiative based on several American examples;

!

C#'(T <6323I. forms part of a network of about ten financial co-operatives throughout Italy. They also form the basis for the new “Banca Etica” currently being established;

!

$H& originated in the US and also exists in Japan. This service exchange system for
the elderly has proved very successful in Germany, where 30 initiatives of this kind
have sprung up in a few years;

!

#<= is an investment club with an exclusively environmental focus. There are at least
ten in existence in the German-speaking part of Europe (especially in Austria, but also
in Switzerland and Germany), some with a significant size;

!

'*>;02/7I-@(%X*P*7//7123XX6 (through its peer group lending model) and the <'!<
(Guarantee Fund for Women’s Initiatives) of IDES are among a number of financial
instruments aimed at enterprises created and managed by women.

These are some of the organisations which represent recent trends. One could add those
which go back to previous decades, for example traditional mutual savings banks, such as
co-operative banks (The Co-operative Bank of Lamia, for example), the rural credit cooperatives (the Caixa Rural of Guisona) and the credit unions (Tallow Credit Union,
Clones Credit Union). The latter have seen a revival in the Anglophone countries (Ireland,
Great Britain, the US and Canada). The less typical mutual savings societies which operate
on an interest-free basis (JAK) are also experiencing continuous expansion, particularly in
Scandinavian countries. Finally, we can add credit co-operatives created for financing social economy enterprises (Coop 57, Socoden, Mag 2Finance, Crédal, Hefboom) which are
replicated particularly in the Latin countries.
Phenomenal because of their numbers, these financial instruments are also so because they
represent phenomena within society. They are hybrids - economic and social at the same
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time - which respond to unemployment, social exclusion, regional decline, environmental
degradation and numerous other societal problems in a variety of ways. They are therefore
one of today’s expression of the shortcomings both of our market economy and of society.

1.3.2

An initial typology of instruments

Among the common characteristics that have just been highlighted, the main one is probably the hybrid link with a human, cultural and economic environment. This constitutes
both the FISE’s strength (in terms of complementary vis-à-vis traditional banking structures, hence little displacement) and their weakness (in terms of development and transferability).
In order to be able to make relevant and realistic recommendations, it will be necessary to
go beyond a case by case analysis. A typology of instruments will need to be drawn up,
identifying their intrinsic coherence and basic characteristics. These will determine the
levers for intervention as well as the intervention limits, which should not be ignored. We
will refer to this typology again later in section 3.2 on “Obstacles and Recommendations”.
However, to close this presentation, four types of existing instruments, studied in this research, and their main characteristics will be outlined.
This categorisation is neither exclusive nor all encompassing. They serve as guiding tools
which can be improved and refined.
Type 1: Kitties, Investment clubs, Local Funds:

Case studies of this kind are: Cigale, ART, Genèse, MAG 2 Finance, Herrikoa. Their main
characteristics are:
! human and financial resources from the locality;
! self-financing of financial activities (without relying on grants and subsidies);
! low overheads and often considerable involvement of volunteers which enables the organisation to provide advisory services (accompanying support and follow up of the organisations financed), secured in a variety of ways;
! target: small local enterprises; enterprise creation, small organisations and associations
(financing provided in small quantities);
! legislative frameworks are often non existent, restrictive or unsuited to these small
structures (the Cigales cannot make loans, Herrikoa’s public call procedures for savings
are cumbersome and very expensive, and others are at the limit of legality);
! common support structures (networks) which are necessary for their development are
difficult to finance, the operational costs are high, even if they are able to attract voluntary support;
!"#$%&'()* +",-"#./"'0#"1(&#23'%$30%&'$ (the beneficiaries are the organisation’s members, e.g. Genèse): This version relies on a strong involvement of the beneficiaries or
"customers". This has as a positive consequence that the structure is very well adapted
to their needs: maximum complementary; optimal allocation of resources; intervention
with maximum effect; very flexible and rapid intervention. In principle, it operates as a
kind of self-managed mini-mutual society.
!"#$%&'(4* 5&/36(7"'08#"(/39%036(/&,93'%"$ (e.g. Herrikoa): This type of tool has an important characteristic in its capacity to follow up its investments over time and provide
support for the development of the companies financed. Its interventions come not
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only in the form of equity investment, but also in guiding the growth of the company
thus supported. This monitoring enables for instance Herrikoa to give, in the socioeconomic annual report that it gives to its shareholders, a realistic view of its impact on
employment.
Type 2: Instruments with strong links to public authorities:

In this category can be found ADIE, FFA, FGIF in France, SIR, RIM in Portugal, PYBT
and LIF in England :
! a substantial part of the resources of these organisations come from state or quasi-state
institutions at European, national or regional level;
! two types of financing are typical: (1) a one-off grant (possibly renewable to allow for
further development), with operational costs being borne by returns on spare funds invested in stocks and bonds and interest earned on funds lent to projects, or (2) on-going
financing of the operation through subsidies. The first of these operating modes is considered more orthodox for a financial instrument, but it is usually conceivable insofar
as the costs of support services (advice and monitoring) are externalised. However, if
the organisation is targeting people for whom financial support must be accompanied
by more intensive advice services (e.g. in the case of micro-enterprise start-ups), the
costs of these cannot be borne by the banking margin alone. Specific subsidies (direct
or conditional) will then be required;
! additionality (i.e. interventions only in areas not served by traditional banking sources)
is a recurring investment criterion. However, one might wonder whether in some cases
the right targets are reached indeed, considering very centralised management structures and remote monitoring of the government funds (e.g. in the case of EU funding
for the SIR and RIM schemes);
! these instruments may operate either directly, or through a network of local partners,
who often finance their own overheads. In the latter case, the full costs are seldom accounted for - the national organisation accounts only for its own costs and not those of
the local partner organisation.
Type 3: "ethical banks":

This category comprises banks (GLS Gemeinschaftsbank, Merkur, EkoBanken), a financial
company (NEF) and credit co-operatives (Crédal, Hefboom, MAG 2 Finance).
! These organisations combine a clear orientation towards the saver (on the deposit side)
and ethical objectives (on the financing side) - usually in relation to ecology or social
and sustainable development. To do this, some use traditional banking status. Though
considered at best to be “Micro-Banks”, they may have reached significant size, intervening in specific, usually innovative sectors, which they know well, but which do not
traditionally receive much attention from other banks.
! It is their expertise in these specific sectors, which enables them to intervene where
other banks do not intervene, or do so very seldom. These skills, where the human factor and the project “quality” are as important (if not more important) than other economic factors, converge with those of the micro-financiers;
! Administrative expenses are financed out of the banking margin or, in some cases, in
the framework of self-sustaining set-ups involving original partnerships (see below);
Therefore,
! they tend to finance the development of businesses rather than start-ups, as the latter
would often require screening and support services, whose cost are difficult to support
out of the banking margin alone.
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Projects needing more intensive support services can nevertheless be financed to a
certain extent, using two complementary types of solutions:
):! +3'32%'2(;$&/%36(<8'1$=($"93#30"6>* This is what happens in the case of Triodos
Bank with the Fund for Artists and with Triodos-Doen. Triodos Bank manages half of
its funds in its own banking activities and the other half (1996 proportion) “outside the
bank” in partnership with, and the support of, third parties (private or public).
Likewise, NEF can serve projects which need more intensive attention by having them
supported by the NEF )%%E&$),$E@ - a sister company of the NEF financial company which was itself initially mainly financed by private donations from the founders; later
on public subsidies became more and more essential to maintain balance. During
NEF’s initial growth phase, these donations were found to be essential. However, as
scale is reached notably through the establishment of a network of voluntary representatives in the regions, the finance company is able to balance its accounts without the
support of the association. The “profitable” loans should compensate for the excess
costs of the unprofitable loans, which is the second type of solution…
(4:(+%?%'2(;9#&<%03-6"=(3'1(;6"$$(9#&<%03-6"=(9#&@"/0$(%'(0A"($3,"(%'7"$0,"'0(9&#0<&6%&*
As NEF reached economies of scale in parallel to growth, it gradually integrates a limited number of more “expensive” projects into its overall portfolio.
It should be stressed here that there are limits to the reasoning in terms of economies of
scale: these can be achieved in the “banking” part of the financial management, but not
to any great extent on the “human” aspect, with the supporting services. It is certainly
possible to capitalise on past experience and formalise systems, but the cost of “human
transactions” is difficult to reduce. The overall overhead costs for a micro-loan could
be roughly around ECU 2,000, of which pure financial management would be between
ECU 400 for non-streamlined management and 200 ECU for streamlined management.
The remaining ECU 1,600 for accompanying measures is often very difficult to compress. Becoming aware of this fact, NEF tried to externalise these costs to some extent
by collaborating with local partners, advice organisations, whose services are otherwise
financed. This is one solution. But it does not reduce costs but merely shifts them more
onto public funding. This externalisation is limited also, as NEF’s own expertise advantage gets lost by so doing.
Type 4: Financial instruments of enterprise networks:

BCI in Austria, Coop 57 in Spain, Socoden in France are in this category, as well as Genèse
again (also mentioned above among local investment clubs). These instruments
! are self-sufficient as they are financed by the underlying network the instrument serves;
! have a good level of expertise thanks the expertise input of the network itself;
! come from the co-operative movement, or constitute some form of reinvention of it
(e.g. Genèse).
It should be pointed out that there are limits to the expertise and mutual guarantee capacity
in cases where the mutual guarantee instrument is organised by sector. When the professional sector is in difficulty, the mutual guarantee company collapses. Regional mutual
guarantee companies are longer lasting in this respect.
The Socoden financial set-up, which is the financial instrument of the French SCOP
(worker’s co-operative) network, is interesting. The SCOPs commit themselves to giving
0.1‰ of their turnover to Socoden and 0.2‰ of their turnover to URSCOP (the regional
unions of SCOP), enabling the latter to provide advice in particular when a SCOP is in
trouble. It can be clearly seen that this type of financing is a form of mutual aid, whereby
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the large help the small. It also illustrates issues surrounding how much financial support is
required in order to put together an effective support network for companies: in this case
0.3‰ of turnover, of which 2/3 is for advisory services and 1/3 for financing services.
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2. Impact on employment

The evaluation and analysis of the impact of the FISE (Financial Instruments of the Social
Economy) on employment, discussed in this chapter, rely on the standardised data annexed
to the case studies. The diversity and wealth of information collected must be stressed immediately. Indeed, whatever the criterion used - the year of establishment, the financial
tools used, the objective(s), the type of organisation or its origin etc - the observer is confronted with a wide variety of situations - an obvious sign of the vitality of the new social
economy. This vitality is a delight, but it does not make the task an easy one.
The first part (2.1) of this chapter will attempt to clarify the context of the analysis by trying to group the organisations analysed according to their objectives in regard to job creation. The second part (2.2) presents an analysis of job creation by the FISE in terms of investments, costs and sector impact (specifically in relation to the concept of @#A-%#&,E*%
A$,'-ZEe=&*#),$@B-IE,#@,$)"). The third part (2.3) aims to provide some elements for the interpretation of the data presented in the second part. In this respect, it is worthwhile discussing the difficulties and methodological limits of evaluating the impact on employment.
The crucial concept of additionality is defined here. This concept makes it easier to understand the exact nature of the impact on employment and the FISE’s strength in creating
jobs. Some benchmarks will also be used to get a better feeling for proportion and comparative effectiveness. This third part ends with an analysis of the multiplier effects of the
FISE and an analysis of the sustainability of the projects financed.

2.1 Is employment an objective?
First of all, the organisations are grouped according to the objective(s) they pursue. This
first classification is justified because employment is the top priority of some organisations
while for others it is not the main criterion for intervention. Any attempt at classification
must be a bit arbitrary. Indeed, the answers are not always clear-cut. Our simple categorisation does not do justice to the FISE’s wider understanding of their mission and impact.
Nevertheless, it seemed worthwhile making the effort to distinguish the FISE according to
three broad objectives, i.e.: (1) employment, (2) employment and another objective or (3)
another objective.
As Diagram 2.1 shows, for a total sample of 47 organisations, 8 (17%) of them concentrate
on job creation, 18 (38.3%) are concerned with another objective alongside job creation
and, finally, 21 (44.7%) pursue another principal objective. For the latter, employment appears clearly as a by-product of their principal objective.

'021-(TNM(
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As regards the second category, “employment and another objective", a more detailed
analysis of these other aims reveals two large sub-categories. On the one hand, we can distinguish organisations trying to solve the financial problems of certain types of organisations such as co-operatives, mutual companies and small and medium-sized enterprises. On
the other hand are several organisations that appear to be trying to encourage local and/or
regional development. It should also be pointed out that some of them add an environmental dimension to one or the other of these objectives.
When a similar analysis is carried out for the third category, “other objectives”, greater diversity is seen. Indeed, local development and the financing of specific types of organisation can be found, but we also find the majority of organisations pursuing environmental,
social and cultural objectives. Lastly, some organisations pursue very specific objectives
such as providing aid to the over-indebted, providing loans on an interest-free basis, assisting the elderly or establishing a local exchange system.
At the end of this examination of the organisations’ objectives, a first principle should be
stated: .51>*D5.3,(27(,-.(7*>.(*KY.I,6J.(67(23(*KY.I,6J.(1/07/.;(KD(2(563*06,D(OM^mS
*+(,-.(*0923672,6*37(0.10.7.3,.;(63(,-.(7251>.N(Z2X639(,*9.,-.0(2>>(<!$%(265639(2,(Y*K
I0.2,6*3@(25*397,(*,-.0(,-6397@(,-.D(+*05(2(752>>(52Y*06,D(O))mSN((4*376;.0639(,-2,
,-.7.(*0923672,6*37(+*05(120,(*+(,-.(3.Q($&/%36(.I*3*5D(P(6N.N(23(.I*3*5D(,-2,(;*.7
3*,(0.;/I.(,*(5.0.(10*+6,(52X639(P(,-67(67(23(651*0,23,(0.7/>,(,*(*K7.0J.N

2.2 Analysis of job creation
This second part offers an analysis of job creation by the FISE. The question of
“investment” per created or maintained job is tackled first (section 2.2.1), leading to a synthetic categorisation of the FISE by this impact (2.2.2). The “costs” accompanying these financial interventions follows suit (2.2.3), followed finally by a sector analysis (2.2.4), both
in relation to traditional subdivisions and in relation to new sectors with job-creating potential.

2.2.1 Analysis of “investments” per job created
The only piece of financial data presented in the majority of the case studies is the financial
allocation per project (in the form of credit, risk capital or guarantee). Table 2.2, on the
next page, shows on the basis of the data collected the average investment per job created
or sustained by these instruments.
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Some clarifications are worth outlining in order to understand better the table.
BA"(9&0"'0%36('8,-"#(&<(9#&@"/0$(<%'3'/"1(9"#(>"3# (column 2) is a figure intended to give
a realistic idea of the FISEs annual financing capacity. The number is either the latest
given figure if the FISE shows a continuous growth pattern, or an average of several
years if the pattern is more erratic over the years;
C7"#32"(%'7"$0,"'0(9"#(9#&@"/0 (column 3) is the FISE’s total annual investment divided
by the annual number of projects (usually column 2);
BA"('8,-"#(&<(@&-$(/#"30"1(9"#(9#&@"/0 (column 4) is the reported number of jobs created
(or maintained, if the jobs had disappeared without the investment) divided by the
number of projects.
;D'7"$0,"'0=(O1.0(Y*K(I0.2,.;@(column 5S refers to loans (either direct or leveraged by a
guarantee) and venture capital.
Furthermore, some organisations appear twice if a job effect could be distinguished for different financial tools inside the financial organisation.
!

Socoden, for instance, is divided up to reflect on the one hand its business start-up programme (Socoden 1) and on the other hand its business rescue programme (Socoden 2);

!

the figures for Hefboom 2 applies only to those investments going on social companies
and the figure the Hefboom 1 deals with the investments and jobs created in the other
companies financed;

!

Crédal 1 is the individual self-starters pilot programme, while Crédal 2 is the general
programme of development investments;

!

Tallow 1 represents the jobs created by the business centre financed by the credit union, while Tallow 2 represents the businesses that the union finances in general;

!

Eko-osuuspankki 1 represents the ethical bank project which is stuck because of the
European banking directives (which is why there is no figure, as there is no investment), whereas Eko-osuuspankki 2 is the peer group lending model (applied in Norway by Netwerkskreditt on the model of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh) which it
would like to replicate;
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2.2.2 Categorising the FISE by “investment” per created job
23 of the financial instruments - i.e. more than half of the FISE for which an approximate
impact could be evaluated - need less than ECU 8,000 to create a job, twelve FISE even invest less ECU 3,000. Clearly, the smallness of social investments needed to create a job is
impressive, almost reaching a symbolic level considering that a job can be created already
with ECU 1,200.
This result is the more remarkable considering the robustness of the data. Indeed, the continuum seen in table 2.2 (column 5) shows a remarkable coherence and consistency in impact. This consistency – or the near absence of scattered individual cases – is a strong indication that these results are not the consequence of erroneous or exaggerated estimations.
However, one should be warned not to compare these results too rigorously from one case
to another. The figures should clearly be taken as orders of magnitude, no more, as several
factors (which were too difficult to isolate) influence these figures in a non-homogeneous
way:
BA"(%'<68"'/"(&<(0%,"* the maturity of the evaluated project portfolios may vary substantially from one FISE to another. Looking at those FISE with an older investment portfolio (e.g. Hefboom, Crédal, and to a lesser extent MAG 2 Finance) it seems that maturity shows a greater job impact;
BA"(E836%0>(&<(0A"(1303*(it is(often unclear whether the data tell the same story, in particular
with respect to jobs “created” compared to jobs “maintained”. In some cases (ICOF,
Bank für KMU and certainly the Portuguese cases), jobs maintained were mixed with
jobs created, which distorted the calculation of investment per job, as less money is
necessary usually to ()$@,)$@ a job than to create one;
BA"(/&'$%$0"'/>(&<(0A"("<<"/0(#"9&#0"1* when the evaluation is based on a very small number of financed projects it is difficult to extrapolate the job creation potential were
these FISE to operate on a larger scale. This is particularly true in the cases of AFW
and Sowecsom. Both are extremely young and have invested in a small number and
very specific projects, pilot projects mostly;
BA"(6"7"6(&<(/&.<%'3'/%'2* it is not always clear what percentage the FISE’s intervention
represents in the overall funding of each project. The existence of other funding
sources (from the applicant himself or from other banks) of varying levels may distort
the ratio of ECU per job created, once again making narrow comparisons hazardous.
In short, it cannot be stressed enough that these results should be seen as indicative orders
of magnitude only. Yet even so, they remain undeniably remarkable.
Categorisation:

According to their investment and their job impact, the FISE can be grouped under different categories as shown in Table 2.3 below. We have broadly distinguished three groups –
which could definitely be further refined – taking into account their investment per project
and their investment per created job. There are two groups of FISE for which the investment-per-job ratio are fairly similar but who differ on their investment per project, namely:
1. The(C6I0*I0.;6, (or 56I0*P63J.7,5.3,) tools, who create a job at an average rate of
ECU 2,900 (with a range going from 1,300 to 6,100 ECU). This is the result of similarly small investments per project – ECU 4,000 on average (range: ECU 2,000 to
6,100) – which generate 1.8 jobs on average (range: 1 to 4.3 jobs). Organisations in
this category include \$B)"#C-UE&EJ#@C-!$*%,-U,#IC-D^T8C-YE"J*)S%&'C-!!RC-RW56C
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Y#@r%#C-\*NJ)"-bA$,'-$,%-o%#"F=%,)*,p-I*EB*)((#cC-)@J-6+E=E%SS%I)@++$-bA$,'-$,%-I##*
B*ESI-"#@J$@B-(EJ#"c9
2. Tools which we could term 752>>(I0.;6, tools (or 752>>(63J.7,5.3,7), who create a job
at a similar average rate of ECU 4,100 (range: ECU 1,200 to 8,000). Yet their average
investment per project is substantially larger, i.e. ECU 34,000, with a quite significant
range going from ECU 15,000 to 100,000. Note that though their investments are substantially larger than the first group (about ten times so), they are still extremely small
by any banking standards. The reason why they too need very small investments to create a job is that each project financed generates a substantial 7.1 jobs on average - even
14 jobs in cases where a “social enterprise” (businesses providing employment for disadvantaged individuals, community businesses) was targeted. Included in this category
are-U\65!C-6&E%C-]#**$+E)C-5\P!C-5W6UC-VRY-.-!$@)@&#C-\EEI-;1C-U,$&',$@B-4#*+=
B#"#B#@'#$J-)@J-]#FeEE(9
3. Beyond these first two categories, one can gather a third group of instruments whose
investment per job created is around ECU 25,000. This is a very homogeneous impact
as the range is small, going from ECU 20,000 to 25,000. Their investment per project
is, on average, double the previous group at around ECU 75,000, with a broad range
from ECU 30,000 to 160,000. It is very striking that the purely private initiatives (of a
“bottom-up" type, like Crédal or NEF) generally have lower investment per project figures. Though investing twice as much per project than the previous group, they create
half as many jobs per project, i.e. 3.7 jobs on average (range: 1 to 7.8 jobs). The group
gathered in this category includes ,'#-T)@+-Fs*-`VLC-?5VC-\EEI-;1C-\*NJ)"C-\PU5U
)@J-76!. The special case of SIR, part of whose investment is made up of grants,
could also be added here. Within the framework of this study, we could categorise
these FISE as "5.;6/5P76b.;(63J.7,5.3,7" (though they would still be considered as
rather small investments by mainstream banks).

Z2K>.(TNW(
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(in general)
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from 15,000 to 100,000 ECU

(in social enterprises)
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from 1,200 to 8,000 ECU

n(^)@jjj(%4a

n(WN^(Y*K7

n(T)@jjj(%4a

range:
from 30,000 to 160,000 ECU

range:
from 1 to 7.8 jobs

range:
from 19,000 to 25,000 ECU

range:
from 2 to 17 jobs

As well as these categories, the impact of the instruments which finance company rescues
must also be considered, in particular those which support companies in the process of
bankruptcy, like CFI and to some extent Socoden. Their impact is more on the level of job
maintenance rather than creation. Their interventions are characterised by a very high em-
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ployment impact per project financed (38 and 18.8 respectively). However, their investments per job differ substantially (ECU 12,500 and 1,200 respectively). This is because
CFI finances the buy-out of industrial companies, which requires more capital.
It should be noted that this categorisation only covers financial instruments which help to
F$@)@&# activities, which is an impact on the supply side of business creation and development. The analysis of the instruments which have an impact on the solvency of demand
(such as credit unions and most of the traditional banks of the social economy) and which
have a demand-side impact on business development and job creation, would require different treatment.

2.2.3

Analysis of the “costs” per job created

Investments are one thing. Yet most FISE characterise themselves by specific overhead
“costs” (due, for instance, to their additional support service) which are covered otherwise
than by the return on investment. An analysis of these costs should be as broad focussed as
possible, taking into account government subsidies (direct or indirect), private donations;
secondees3; volunteers, etc.
It should be remembered however that comparisons should not be made between one instrument’s figures and another’s, because the same services may not be included. Some organisations externalise all or part of their non-financial services while others assume most
of them internally.
This cost issue is more difficult than is apparent. Considering financial resources, direct
government subsidies are not always easy to trace: one-time-grants may stand out and be
identified clearly; however when the subsidy comes with an on-going government programme, these can easily be forgotten or difficult to identify. This is especially tricky in
cases were employees benefit from social security or tax rebates. Also: how does one treat
foregone interest returns by committed savers: are they a donation (as the tax system treats
it) or are they part of the sector specific bank margin? Furthermore, the @E@-financial resources are seldom priced by the FISE and the writers of the case studies had some difficulty in integrating this information into the standard format. Costing of volunteers’ time
appears in some standardised data sheets but information on non-financial resources is
mainly qualitative and contained only in the text of the case studies.
A first step, a quite conservative one, is to consider the administrative costs as they are
stated in the FISE’s accounts. Yet, these were given in only 19 case-studies (see annex I,
table 10).
Accounted overheads

Small size financial instruments spend between ECU 100 and 500 per job created, as indicated for instance by Genèse, Goldrausch and SCEIF. The case of Genèse in France is very
exemplary in that respect, as its total operating costs for 1995 stood at an incredibly low
ECU 4,307. Actually, this corresponds to an overhead of merely ECU 253 per job created
for that year. Yet this only includes expenses on the financial management of the loans, as
it is volunteers who provide the analysis of applications, support and monitoring.
3

Personnel employed by a company who are “lent” to another organisation free of charge.
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Other instruments have higher costs: NEF, COSIS, MAG 2 Finance, Crédal, Hefboom, and
Merkur seem to spend between ECU 1,000 and 8,000 per created job. These larger organisations have significant administrative expenses – e.g. ECU 396,000 for NEF in 1995, to be
compared with an average investment per job created of ECU 23,700.
These costs include the assessment of applications and support services, which are all provided by paid employees. But even here additional assistance from volunteers can make it
possible to provide better support to the entrepreneur (before financing) and to ensure
proper monitoring of the company (after financing).
Volunteers: a zero cost option?

Almost half of the financial instruments make use of volunteers. Volunteers are very
common in small, local development organisations. Eko-osuuspankki (in the case of the
peer group lending model), Cigale and Goldrausch function by only using volunteers.
Other FISE with an important remunerated staff, such as NEF and ADIE, also need to work
with volunteers.
Volunteers provide additional skills and resources, often with less time pressure, allowing
to provide more and diversified services at relatively little cost, but not at no cost. Volunteers have indirect costs in terms of recruitment, training, management and co-ordination,
which represent a clear limit to the use of that precious help.
Grants: an important source of finance

Grants can be direct or indirect. Sowecsom, CFI, Stichting Werkgelegenheid and TriodosDoen rely 100% on grants. But then, these instruments are often the creation of traditional
donor or subsidy organisations (governments, lotteries, etc) having decided to go the way
of bank-type instruments. By contrast, the Cigale investment clubs in France, which are
pure bottom-up initiatives, are financed entirely from their members’ savings. However,
three quarters of the budget of the Cigale support network that ensures the renewal of the
Cigale Clubs, is covered by public grants. Grants are often essential, and are even more so
if support activities are provided internally, by the FISE’s own staff.

2.2.4

Sector analysis

A third element in the evaluation of the impact of the FISE is to consider their sector impact, first in a traditional economic sector perspective (primary, secondary and tertiary
sectors), then in relation to the new sectors with job-creating potential – a central issue to
this analysis.
Indeed, the concept of “new sectors with job-creating potential” was established at European level in the 4'$,#-D)I#*4 of the Commission of the European Community in 1993.
The conclusion of the official report was that, as a result of major changes in European society, numerous needs remained unsatisfied. A few months later, a Commission working
paper used the expression “new sectors with job-creating potential" and stressed that “at
least 17 areas seem likely to meet these new needs: neighbourhood and domestic services;
childcare; new information and communication technology; assistance for young people in
difficulties and the creation of job opportunities for the disadvantaged; housing improvements; safety; local public transport; regeneration of urban public spaces; local retail serv4

European Commission (1993), “Growth, Competitiveness, Employment: The Challenges and
Ways forward into the 21st Century -White Paper”
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ices; tourism; the audio-visual sector; cultural heritage; local cultural development; waste
management; water management; the protection and maintenance of nature; regulation and
control of pollution and related activities.”5
An analysis of job creation by major economic sector cannot be carried out for all the organisations studied. However, in 28 cases, data (e.g. taken from general breakdown by
sector when, but also from illustrative examples) is available and makes it possible to draw
some interesting conclusions.
A summary observation can be made right away. The organisations evaluated in this study
clearly have an impact on all sectors of the economy. Through their interventions, jobs are
created in agriculture and industry as much as in the service sector. Moreover, these organisations are extremely active in new sectors with job-creating potential. They also have
a considerable role in the development of new economic activities and of new markets such
as recycling, organic farming and renewable energies – sectors not or partially mentioned
among the 17 recognised sectors with job sources.
Primary sector:

Seven organisations indicated that they had financed projects in the primary sector, all focussing on agriculture, e.g.:
!

An instrument (ADIE, France) created in 1990 to support the economic initiatives of
the long-term unemployed and those living on minimum state benefits with micro-loans
(of maximum ECU 4,500) financed more than 2,000 business start-ups. Among these,
4% were in agriculture, which created approximately 80 jobs;

!

Another instrument (FGIF, France) specifically aimed at women creating or restarting
businesses noted that 2% of the projects financed were in the fields of agriculture and
livestock farming;

!

A bank (MERKUR, Denmark) specialising in financing ecological companies supported an organic dairy, which would not have survived without its assistance. The
dairy went on to develop organic food products and experienced considerable growth in
its production and profits, making it possible to create more than 20 new jobs.

It is worth noting that of these instruments, only one concentrates exclusively on job creation. Four pursue a different objective and two have employment as an objective along
with another different objective. Three of these organisations actively support the development of organic and biodynamic farming - activities which have an impact within the
framework of new sectors with job-creating potential, in particular in the area of the protection and maintenance of natural areas.
Secondary sector:

Twelve organisations indicated that they had financed projects in the secondary sector.
Among the activities mentioned are: the manufacture of furniture, windows, tiles, equipment for play areas, display units, clothing, tailor-made toys for children; craft industries;
the production of electronic instruments and water turbines. Various initiatives in the
building and construction trade are also mentioned. The proportion of the projects financed
which are in the secondary sector varies from 9% to 62%, depending on the instrument.
Outreach can be important, considering for instance the 3,693 jobs created in 631 projects
5

European Commission (1995), "Local Development and Employment Initiatives: An Investigation
in the EU", COM (95) 564, p 7.
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financed by a governmental organisation acting in collaboration with the ERDF, the latter
providing up to 75% of the financing6 . Some examples:
!

An alternative credit co-operative (CREDAL, Belgium) gives the example of a social
co-operative working in the modernisation of buildings. The workers are organised
into teams who manage their work sites quite independently. They know the quotation,
the allotted time and the expected results, which helps to make the members more responsible. Each one receives the same wages and is kept informed of the business’
situation. Seven jobs have been created thanks to the financing;

!

A company manufacturing and installing windows was restarted in Eastern Germany
after reunification. The product’s excellent reputation allowed the company to expand.
However, winning a large contract created a serious liquidity problem that threatened
the company’s existence. The intervention of a bank specialised in financing SMEs
(Bank für KMU, Germany) made it possible to overcome these problems;

!

A credit union (Tallow Credit Union, Ireland) succeeded in creating 31 full-time and 9
part-time jobs by financing an enterprise centre. Among the full-time jobs, 14 were in
the secondary sector (furniture, display unit, saddle and tile production).

Tertiary activities

The proportion of financed activities which are in the service sector is often very significant. It frequently exceeds 50% and can be as much as 89% of a given project portfolio.
The spectrum of activities for which financing is required is extremely broad. It ranges
from courier services to cleaning and ironing, the recycling of electro-domestic appliances,
motor repairs, the hotel trade, hairdressing, retail, insurance, the maintenance and cleaning
of river banks, computer-aided design and energy and environmental consultancy.
As can be seen from this list, the FISE, in addition to serving traditional services, are very
present and active in new sectors with job-creating potential. They operate in almost all
fields, including energy management.
Some Examples:
Personal and domestic services:
! “Five brothers created a company proposing a high standard car washing service on car
parks. The washing (without water) is carried out by 3 to 5 people by site, all of whom
are former long-term unemployed. The enterprise employs nearly 40 people today and
is developing well." (NEF, France, p. 15)
! Ironing and cleaning services are mentioned in several case studies.
Childcare:
! Five crèches who couldn’t find funding from commercial banks were financed in local
communities without these kinds of services. About twenty jobs were created. (EkoInvest, Sweden, p. 7)
New information and communication technology :
! “The Aberdeen Teleworking Centre provides secretarial, printing and administrative
services to businesses throughout the North East of Scotland. [...] The Centre is based
in an area of Aberdeen which has three times the average unemployment of the rest of
the city and the project directly created 3 jobs.” (SCEIF, Scotland, p. 7)
6

S.I.R case study (Portugal), p 16.
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!

“A starting graphic designer asked for credit. As an artist, woman and non native
Dutch, her plans were found uninteresting and not financeable by several banks. A loan
was granted by the Fund for Artists of TRIODOS BANK. [A few years later] the entrepreneur applied for another credit: [...] the organisation had shifted from graphic design
to a contractor in the design of schoolbooks, which hired about twenty graphic designers and free-lancers. TRIODOS provided a loan for computer equipment [...] The business is going well.” (TRIODOS/VVK, The Netherlands, p. 5)

Aid for young people in difficulties and the creation of employment opportunities for them:
! “For ten years, this enterprise for social integration has not ceased developing: from a
small craft structure, it developed into an industrial furniture enterprise for local
authorities. It employs 32 paid workers, including 20 to be socially integrated. In 1992
it launched a program which allows employees, when reaching the end of their contract
with the enterprise, to find another job or training.” (FFA, France, p. 7)
! “The not-for-profit association’s mission is to employ and to develop occupations for
disabled people". As a “sheltered enterprise” (atelier protégé) it employs now 75 disabled workers in the gardening sector.” (CREDAL, Belgium, p. A1)
! “Based in inner city Manchester, this project provides jobs for ex-offenders through
new businesses opportunities.” (LIF, United Kingdom, p. 8)
Housing improvements:
! “The new project seeks to break the spiral faced by some regular Nightstop clients who
lack both the technical and social life skills to hold on to accommodation when found.
The solution is a radical programme which uses derelict and run down property as a
training ground whilst also providing a programme of learning to develop life skills
[...].” (CAF, United Kingdom, p. 7)
! Other examples were given in several other case studies both on improvements and access to housing.
Local Retail:
! “The first loan granted was in [...] the Western Isles to buy a Co-op shop on an Island.
The retail shop was one of only two on the Island, but the Co-op considered that it
could not make it a viable business. The community feared that the implications of the
closure would be a loss of choice and competition which might have undermined their
access to a range of products or offered at less affordable prices. The application for a
loan, which came from the local community, was to purchase the shop and to run it as a
community business. To date, half the loan has been repaid, the shop is still trading
providing a wide range of goods for local inhabitants and from an employment perspective provides 10 jobs.” (SCEIF, Scotland, p.7)
Tourism:
! Without external aid, the Blessington Credit Union built a business centre housing
small enterprises as well as a tourist information centre with one employee. “It seems
likely that Blessington's tourism activities have led to an increase in the occupancy
rates in local B&Bs and hotels and to more people visiting local attractions [...]”
(Blessington Credit Union, Ireland, p.12)
! In Portugal, the creation of economic activities in less-favoured regions, integrating social and spatial dimensions is seen as the exclusive responsibility of the state. Two financial instruments have been established which are involved in tourism, among other
things. The first instrument helped create 175 jobs in 45 tourist projects, while the second, financed up to 75% by the ERDF, made it possible to create 122 jobs in 157 tourist projects. (RIM and SIR, Portugal)
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The audio-visual sector:
! One of the small French Cigale investment clubs invested ECU 3,000 in an educational
and social film production company. This funding complemented other financing
sources and five jobs were created: four on flexible contracts and one on an indefinite
contract. Several films were produced. (Cigale, France)
Cultural heritage:
! To allow artists to work and/or to improve their working conditions, an ethical bank
(TRIODOS BANK) and a development fund for artists joined forces in The Netherlands. A sculptor encountering liquidity problems was helped to continue his work. A
couple of painters were able to buy an old abandoned school and modernise it to set up
their workshops and an “Art apartment”. They are currently negotiating with the local
authority to develop a “sculpture garden” around the school. (Triodos/VVK, The Netherlands)
! An Italian ethical financing co-operative (MAG 2 Finance) working in the environmental, social and cultural fields has financed various co-operatives working on cultural activities (including theatre, exhibitions etc) covering chamber music events,
theatre productions, literary evenings and theatrical production companies and cooperatives providing theatre and cinema training.
Local cultural development:
! A group of inhabitants brought together on the initiative of a local credit union (Blessington Credit Union, Ireland) contacted a government training agency. It conceived a
programme to create community enterprises. Collaboration continued and led to the
formation of a group of 13 young unemployed people who undertook an historical
study of their region, by meeting with and recording the memories of the old. The result
of this research was published. “The course improved the life skills of those involved
and they all got jobs”. Additionally, the interest generated by this research was such
that a feasibility study on a tourist and historical centre was carried out. This would
create between 6 and 10 jobs. However, the final decision will depend on government
intervention because of the investment required. (Blessington Credit Union, Ireland)
Waste management:
! An ethical credit co-operative (Hefboom, Belgium) invested in a recycling centre without any specific knowledge on that kind of activity. Since then, recycling centres have
multiplied and the majority of them required and obtained financing from this cooperative, which has contributed to the expansion of the sector and improved professionalism.
Protection and maintenance of natural areas:
! A financial instrument (CFI, Italy) created by the Italian Government to rescue employment using the co-operative model, financed a co-operative specialised in the
maintenance of gardens and public parks as well as the maintenance and clearing of
riverbanks. This co-operative has now moved into organic waste processing and was
instructed to work out a regional environmental management plan. Twenty jobs were
created.
Energy management:
! Several French Cigale investment clubs financed a research consultancy examining
problems related to energy and the environment in France, Europe and developing
countries. Ten jobs were created.
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The various initiatives quoted above clearly illustrate the essential role that the FISE play
in putting into practice and consolidating new sectors with job-creating potential. This is
evidence of the great dynamism of these instruments. However, these examples of individual project should not lead us to ignore the FISE’s leading (and often pioneering) role in
the development of new activities and markets. It seems that the action taken by some instruments is at the level of a whole sector. One illustrative case of this is in the organic
sector where some instruments finance the production, processing and marketing of organic
products and biodynamic projects. We are clearly seeing efforts to put a coherent development model into practice. As an example of this:
"Solmarka farm" (Sweden) has been a customer of EkoInvest for10 years. The first loans
made it possible to finance:
! the purchase of a farm converted to biodynamic use;
! the purchase of a rest house to open up as a Waldorf school;
! the purchase of a house to establish a crèche;
! the setting up of a natural purification pond making it possible to re-use the mud purified during agricultural processes;
! the modernisation of a bakery;
! the modernisation of workers' houses;
! the purchase of houses in the village, which was becoming depopulated;
! the creation of a co-operative crèche for the village;
! the purchase of a building to install various workshops.
! the running of the farm, school and art centre;
Among the range of projects was the opening of a rest home for elderly people and the
creation of workshops for mentally disabled adults [...]. In 10 years, 49 jobs were created
(…) and the downward trend in house prices has been reverted, indicating that people are
coming back to the community. (EkoInvest, Sweden, p. 5-6)

2.3 Interpreting the data
From the information collected in the field, it is possible to come up with some models to
evaluate the impact of the FISE on employment. First of all, it is worth discussing the difficulties and methodological limits of such an evaluation. Then, it is essential to consider the
concept of additionality (2.3.1). This will enable us to assess the extent to which it is
meaningful to talk about net employment creation. Then an attempt will be made to evaluate the effectiveness of the instruments analysed in this study (2.3.2). This will be done by
comparing the FISE’s investments with the "cost" of other instruments and with average
expenditure on unemployment. Finally, the multiplier effects of the interventions of the instruments studied here will be analysed (2.3.3) as well as the sustainability of the projects
financed (2.3.4).
Trying to evaluate the impact on employment of an instrument or policy is not in itself an
easy task. Indeed, as a recent European report emphasises, “the literature relating to the
evaluation of employment policies is still very heterogeneous and disparate [...]. This is
partly because of disagreements over what should be measured and partly because it remains too distant from current political decisions.”7 It concludes by saying that “this type
of systematic evaluation still is in its infancy.”8
7
8

EC : " Employment in Europe 1996 ", COM (96) 485, p 127.
Ibidem, p 127.
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The evaluation to be attempted here is hampered by the heterogeneity of the data involved
and its reliability. Having made an inventory of the information, it is apparent that in most
cases, we only have estimates, indications or opinions – if there is even anything at all. The
organisation’s difficulties in evaluating the impact on employment of their interventions are
caused by a number of factors. Some instruments are too recent to be able to provide
quantified data; in this case, the problem is one of timing. In other cases, the cause is
structural: employment is simply not regarded as a key indicator or a primary reason for
intervention. For these organisations, not collecting any data seems understandable. However, even in some cases where employment $% a primary objective, paradoxically, the
number of jobs created seems not to be considered as a key indicator and is therefore not
quantified.
This evaluation also encounters other difficulties. How should the impact on employment
of an organisation aiming to restructure over-indebted people’s debt or provide interest-free
loans be evaluated? Both have a decisive impact on people’s purchasing power, hence on
employment. In both cases, we can only resort to an estimate of the potential impact on
employment. The same problem occurs with inter-business barter systems. If, as is claimed
by the users, they allow a better use of productive capacity, this would suggest that there
was an effect on employment either in terms of its maintenance or its creation. Nevertheless, any more precise evaluation is uncertain.
Lastly, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, another difficulty lies in estimating any induced effects. Taking a specific (real and in no way unique) example: an ecological bank
invests in a wind power advisory institute, which turns out to have a decisive and leading
role in the development of the wind energy sector. 8,000 jobs are created in what has become a strong growth sector thanks to the leverage role of this institute. Should some of
these new jobs be attributed to this bank which had understood the strategic role this institute was going to have? We feel that the answer must be yes. But the problem of quantification remains unsolved.

2.3.1

The concept of additionality

Defining “additionality”:

Additionality can be defined as the fact of operating in "segments" of the "market" which
are not covered by so-called “traditional” financial intermediaries, for a number of reasons.
In other words, when this concept of additionality applies, the resulting employment (created, maintained or rescued) would most probably not have existed without the intervention
of the FISE. The job effect can therefore be considered as a positive @#, effect, in )e%E"S,#
terms, as no comparison is possible in the absence of any other form of bank intervention.
Additionality is defined here in a negative way – as an intervention in cases where the traditional financial sector does not wish to intervene; whatever the reasons might be. This
does not do justice to the dynamics of the social economy in general, and the FISE specifically. But additionality can also be defined in a positive way. From this point of view, additionality is the desire to )JJ an ethical, environmental and social dimension to the strictly
economic dimension of savings and investment. However, from the point of view of evaluating the impact of these instruments on employment, we will limit ourselves to the negative definition of additionality.
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In order to understand the additionality criterion better, the reasons why traditional financial institutions refuse to intervene in various "segments" of the "market" must be understood. The following discussion is based on the information collected in the case studies.
They do not claim to be exhaustive but aim to demonstrate general trends.
Reasons for additionality:

The underlying issue on which this concept of additionality builds upon is clearly the one
about the increasing rift between the financial economy and the real economy9 . The rationale of maximising profits is increasingly the sole investment guide of the financial sector,
as of the economy more generally10. In line with this maximisation rationale, costs must be
minimised which results in the rejection of a large number of economically viable activities, due solely to the presence of high transaction and information costs or because of the
supposed existence of risks considered to be excessive.
This said, an examination of the reasons why financial intermediaries refuse to grant finance can be put into five categories.
1. Financing is sought by groups that do not fit the desired profile of an entrepreneur:
Some examples:
! A special instrument was created in France for women, out of the observation "[...] of
the contrasting situation of women start-up entrepreneurs compared to men. This disparity finds its origin in the bankers’ attitude towards women entrepreneurs [and in] the
objective situation of weakness in which many women decide to create their own job as
an ultimate solution to get out of unemployment (FGIF, France, p.1);
! This is also true of artists who "as such, do not have or have very little access to loans
from traditional banks" (Triodos/VVK, the Netherlands, p.1);
! Lastly, this is also the case for "young people from ethnic minorities and ex-offenders"
(PYBT, United Kingdom, p. 4) as well as “unemployed people from disadvantaged
communities” (First Step, Ireland, p. 4)
2. Traditional banks do not understand the nature of the (new) social economy and doubt
the viability of projects emerging from it:
!
!

9

10

“(Hefboom, Belgium, p. 1) Traditional banks are confused by the attitude of social enterprises which accept to forego part of their profitability in order to increase their social return” (HEFBOOM, Belgium, p.11);
A foundation whose objective is to increase resources available for charitable causes
“[...] identified continuing gaps in the market arising from, inter alia, perceptions about
the predictability of repayment sources [and] the apparent complexity of mixed funding
regimes involving grant and loan finance; [...]” This foundation believes that, “the
relatively low proportion of funding mix of charitable projects accounted for by loan
finance is related to a lack of understanding by both banks and charitable organisations
[...]” (CAF, United Kingdom, p. 2)
"in today’s economy money has created separate circuits of its own." (HEFBOOM, Belgium, p.4).
"the development of the investment market turned the concept of money into just another product:
more money [is] made by selling and buying money." (Eko-Osuuspankki, Finland, p.1).
"Today the increasingly elaborate and complex economic system integrates in its rationale an increasing share of economic and social behaviour. However this progression is accompanied by serious abnormalities at the margins of the system, in terms of unemployment, social exclusion or
environmental degradation.” (NEF - France, p. 1)
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!

Similarly, a small bottom-up institution lends only if other sources of financing have
been exhausted, i.e. especially when “the financing has not been granted for reasons of
lack of credibility of the project or because it is considered too complicated or unusual.” (Genèse, France, p. 4)

3. The projects seeking finance are in new production and service markets and/or aim to
encourage social, economic or ecological innovation:
!

!

!

“EkoInvest [Sweden] is specialised in operations where normal financial institutions
cannot or will not engage or where a clear attempt is made to find new paths in the social, ecological and economical field” (EkoInvest, Sweden, p. 1). This involves, for example, supporting the conversion of a farm into a co-operative organic livestock farm,
accompanied by services such as kindergartens, schools, and an art centre, which are
financed by the co-operative’s members.
“The first time Hefboom bought shares in and gave a loan to a [recycling] centre [...],
the members of the project committee and the members of the Governing Board knew
little or nothing about this field of activity. Since then recycling centres have sprung up
like mushrooms [...] and most of them have come to Hefboom for the finance they
need. Thus Hefboom is contributing to the expansion and making it more professional.”
(Hefboom, Belgium, p. 12)
“Merkur was founded when an ecological company experienced an economic crisis.
The basic idea or business concept is still the same. Merkur wants to provide loans to
or allocate funds to persons or enterprises that want to work, teach or live in an alternative, social or environmental way.” (Merkur, Denmark, p. 3)

4. Projects lack guarantees and/or are being carried out by non-traditional economic initiative structures and/or are located in “high risk” areas:
!

!
!

!

!

“Small and medium sized enterprises and private entrepreneurs are the back-bone of
the Greek national economy. As they frequently lack proper organisational structure,
suffer from liquidity shortage, cannot meet the guarantee conditions required by banks,
have a limited credibility or operate within the context of a stagnating sector, they are
often sentenced to bankruptcy because they cannot access adequate funds and are
charged unbearable interest rates.” (Co-operative Bank of Lamia, Greece, p.6)
“Those from social and economically disadvantaged backgrounds are the primary target
group of the [First Step] Programme, particularly as this group does not have the collateral to raise capital in the money markets.” (First Step, Ireland, p. 2)
“The main originality of Genèse [... ] is to have been financially constituted and fed by
its beneficiaries themselves. It is a tool created by micro-entrepreneurs to meet their
needs, which are not financed by banks. It is particularly essential to fund the enterprise
equity at start-up and the working capital during the development of the enterprise. The
latter is particularly difficult to obtain from banks when the equity capital is insufficient and the guarantees are weak.” (Genèse, France, p.1);
An organisation providing finance to production co-operatives stresses that “its financing target, by vocation, is to reach those whom the banking environment does not
serve, be it to provide long term working capital financing, or the financing of
nonmaterial investments.” (SOCODEN, France, p. 1)
“It is recognised by ART that the traditional banks will continue to have far more capacity for financing projects. However ART consider their role to be complementary by
taking a lead role in investing in areas such as Aston because of the high risk/low reward ratio, the high transaction costs [...]”. (ART, United Kingdom, p. 3)
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5. The absence of experience as regards management on the part of the applicant:
Whether an individual or an organisation, this implies to provide assistance and/or training
in this area. This category often goes together with one or other of the categories discussed
above.
Types of additionalityl

Thus having defined additionality and looked at its actual content, it is important to specify
its characteristics and examine to what extent the organisations analysed satisfy the criterion. Additionality can cover %#&,E*%-EF-,'#-#&E@E(X9--Such cases occur when traditional financial players refuse to invest in certain economic activities whose innovative nature is
associated with excessive risk. Additionality can also cover B*ESI%-that do not possess the
profile and characteristics seen as being necessary for a “good” entrepreneur. This affects,
for example, artists, the unemployed, those living on minimum state benefits, or even
women. Additionality can also cover certain #&E@E($&-%,*S&,S*#%-such as co-operatives, social businesses providing employment opportunities for disadvantaged groups and third
sector organisations. Lastly, additionality can cover B#EB*)I'$&)"-)*#)%C-such as-declining
urban areas or remote rural communities. This categorisation of additionality should be understood as simplified or typical profiles. Variations and combinations between the different types of additionality can be observed though.
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ZD1.
Additionality - explicit
Additionality - not relevant
Non-additionality (competition)
Unknown additionality

Z*,2>

m

41
4
1
1

88
8
2
2
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The 41 organisations that satisfy the criterion of additionality can be regrouped on the basis
of the profiles defined above, as shown in Table 2.5 below.
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Sector additionality
Target group additionality
Type of organisation additionality
Geographical additionality
Sector )@J target group additionality
Target group )@J type of organisation
additionality
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6
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5
2
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14.6
31.7
31.7
12.2
4.9
4.9
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Table 2.5 reveals ,-2,(2;;6,6*32>6,D(63(,-.(20.27(*+(,209.,(90*/17(and(,D1.7(*+(*0923672P
,6*3(20.(,-.(,Q*(1063I612>(I2,.9*06.7N((However, each one of these only represents just
under one third(of all cases of additionality. This result is to be related to what was noted
when analysing the FISE’s objectives, especially with regard to job creation. This analysis
shows that though most FISE do not follow job creation as a direct objective, the majority
(see table 2.4) satisfy the additionality criterion, thus have a positive impact on job preservation and creation.
Additionality often involves the need for either (1) project support or (2) support to the
people responsible for the project - next to the financial services directly connected to the
financial transaction:
1. Services for the projects include, for example, legal advice, management advice, the
preparation of a business plan, the carrying out of market research, and strategic advice.
These services are given both in the project’s development phase and once it is operational. This support is mostly provided on a pragmatic (ad hoc) basis; although in 40%
of the cases, it is systematic.
2. 33% of the organisations analysed also provide services to individuals - that is building
up the skills of the individuals responsible for the projects. This primarily involves
training in management and accountancy or even of vocational training.
The supply of these services, both during the project’s development phase and during its
operational phase seems often to be essential: “the attention given to people and the time
spent on each funding request, makes NEF a much sought after partner. This is true especially for business starters, for new sector enterprises or for the unemployed whom traditional banks almost systematically refuse to finance due to lack of financial guarantees and
insufficient visibility of the project‘s profitability.” (NEF, France, p.8).
In addition, these accompanying services are very important for maintaining a stable financial structure: “the follow-up is particularly important in that the rate of non repayment, in
the event of absence of follow-up, is more than 2.5 times higher to cases where the borrower is followed up [...]. It appeared that a good preparation and a technical follow-up
adapted to each business starter were essential in obtaining good refundings.” (ADIE,
page 7).
An important point needs to be stressed here: when these accompanying services are offered, those benefiting from them who, in the end, do not put their business ideas into practice, sometimes end up finding jobs instead. This was the case for the Irish credit union
which, out of a group of 26, saw half going on to set up enterprises while the other half
found jobs. This was also true for a Belgian instrument which set up a support programme
for job-seekers who wanted to start up their own micro-enterprises - out of the ten people
who attended the course, four found employment and the others started their own businesses.
Finally, these support services usually result in low or very low failure rates, which can
compare very favourably with the failure rates recorded by traditional banks.

2.3.2

Some benchmarks

Putting into perspective and limitations:

A true evaluation of the effectiveness of the instruments analysed in terms of their ability to
create or maintain jobs must include a comparison between the statistics from these organi-
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sations and those of other types of financial intermediaries. If it is to be useful, such a
comparison should take account of three other dimensions: the type of financing (loans,
types of loans, equity etc), the type of jobs created or maintained and of course the sector in
which the job was created or maintained. However, the definition and analysis of additionality have shown that the majority of the instruments analysed within the framework of this
study work in areas abandoned or never tackled by traditional financial institutions. As a
result, such a comparison would seem to be very difficult to carry out.
Nevertheless, in order to attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the instruments analysed,
the investments of the FISE per job created or maintained will be compared with other
types of financial interventions forming part either of active or of passive policies on unemployment. By “financial investments” of the instruments of the social economy, we
mean the amounts allocated in the form of loans or in equity in initiatives or projects.
These investments might sometimes be equal to or lower than the actual total costs of creating the new position in the organisation thus financed. However, the fact that the amount
committed might be lower than the total cost of employment should not hamper the analysis. When this situation occurs, it very often appears to be the case that the intervention of
the FISE was a crucial input, without which the job would not have been created at all, and
was also essential for leveraging financing from elsewhere.
As a result, although there are some methodological reservations about this technique, the
FISE’s financial input per job created will be compared with the average annual costs of
unemployment benefit in the European Union. It is important to bear in mind the spirit in
which this is being done, for a comparison is being made between recurring annual expenditure and an investment (loans, equity etc) which cannot be treated as expenditure and
which is certainly not recurring. After this, a comparison will be made between this investment and the equity stakes taken by venture capital funds which aim at job creation, as
well as some other benchmarking costs.
As regards the first benchmark, total expenditure on employment policies authorised by
Member States amounted to almost 3.5% of the Union’s GNP in 1995.
When we take out expenditure not specifically intended for the unemployed, the average
annual expenditure per person for unemployment in the Union in 1995 amounts to ap11
proximately ECU 9,000 . In four countries - Denmark, The Netherlands, Austria and
Sweden - this expenditure is almost double, while in three countries - Spain, Portugal and
Greece - it is approximately half this amount.
Another point of comparison which can be used is the investment made per job created
12
through the intervention of a seed capital funds . This is shown in Table II.6 below.
Based on the results by country and by instrument, the weighted average investment per job
created by this type of instrument amounts to ECU 14,666.
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Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
The Netherlands
United Kingdom

5.3
5.6
2.0
2.6
4.4
8.7

84
65
39
67
49
73
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719
42
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17,890
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In the same way, the intervention of the ERDF through Objective 1 in the Hainault region
(Belgium) helped to create 3,438 jobs, with an investment of 26.1 billion Belgian francs,
including 7.8 billion of European aid. “The amount invested per job created is therefore
13
7.6 million Belgian francs (190,000 ECU) . In addition, it is instructive to look again at
14
some figures quoted by 8'#-6&E@E($%,- showing the incentives provided by governments
to attract foreign investments.
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Portugal
Alabama, USA
South Carolina, USA
Birmingham, UK
Lorraine, FR
South Wales, UK

1991
1992
1994
1995
1995
1996
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254,000
167,000
108,000
129,000
57,000
47,000

220,980
145,200
93,960
112,230
49,590
40,890

Ford/VW
Mercedes-Benz
BMW
Jaguar
Mercedes-Benz
LG Electronics
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Analysis:

On the basis of the data collected in the case studies, the average investment granted by the
instruments studied can be gathered together in separate categories according to their size.
These are shown in the table below.
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not significant

1

3.3
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The average annual expenditure per person on unemployment benefit is ECU 9,000. Table 2.8 shows that 53% of the organisations analysed need investments to create or maintain a job lower than or equal to ECU 5,000. Moreover, none of the organisations in the
ECU 5,000 and 10,000 range commit more than ECU 9,000 per job. This means that 70%
of the FISE studied make investments per job which are lower than the average annual cost
of unemployment benefit in the European Union.
When compared with the average investment per job created with venture capital instruments (ECU 14,666), the proportion of instruments committing less than this reaches
76.7%.
Lastly, when this investment is compared with other instruments or incentives to encourage
job creation, almost 94% of the organisations examined here make smaller financial investments than these.

2.3.3

Multiplier effects within the cultural and social environment

The FISE can directly encourage the creation and development of employment. However,
this is not the primary focus of most of these instruments but is the indirect effect of other
areas of focus, such as:
!

to help people escape from dependency by allowing them to start up small enterprises,
with the help of loans (at reduced rates) and management advice;

!

to support projects which encourage the development of the economic potential of a
given region;

!

to allow the exploration of new kinds of activities (recycling, renewable energies,
proximity services") or of new organisational forms (worker co-operatives, businesses
providing opportunities for the socially excluded");

!

To fill the vacuum when public authorities withdraw their support from certain fields
(in particular the cultural) as a result of budgetary constraints.

By their actions, the FISE help to mobilise and organise a social setting which leads to the
creation of concrete activities in terms of providing direct services and to the emergence of
an economic development which is more socially and/or ecologically friendly. This system
works because it provides money where there are no other sources of finance. It is also
helped by the social support and solidarity network which forms around the economic relationship. These remarks can be illustrated with some examples:
!

The Beara LETS presents itself as a socially integrated economic system. Relying on
reciprocity, it provides for an exchange of goods and of services between people who
would generally be excluded from the market because of their lack of (recognised) resources. It recreates social links at a local level, vitalises people developing their
chances of gaining employment in the labour market;

!

Going against classical economic theory, MAG 2 Finance requires that a solidarity
group (of co-operators) be formed before it will finance the project. In this way it
demonstrates that solidarity can come before economic activity;
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!

The French Cigale Clubs are investment clubs made up of friends who make investments and who share joint responsibility for them. The recipients - small entrepreneurs, those on benefit, the unemployed, etc ... - usually start micro-enterprises which
fit into a local development perspective. The Cigales invest only a few thousand ECU,
but more importantly they also embed the project in a network of contacts, expertise
and sometimes customers.

The FISE have multiplier effects in different areas: regional economic development; the
strengthening of the social links; environmental protection; the development of entrepreneurial spirit" which are intertwined in a synergistic relationshipN(For example, there can
be no economic regeneration of a less-favoured area unless social links are strengthened.
This will also have positive effects on the state of the environment, if it is carried out with
the aim of sustainable development.(The categorisation carried out below, even though it
may facilitate the analysis, is therefore artificial.
A. The multiplier effects on the social environment

Strengthening of social ties:
Merkur, SHD, ICOF, MAG 2 Finance, GLS Gemeinschaftsbank, COSIS and SCEIF clearly
see the strengthening of social links and the involvement of individuals within the community as a positive outcome of their actions. These effects are not limited to the projects financed but have a knock-on effect on the whole community.
!

Merkur’s support for ecological villages in Denmark (of which there are approximately
30) and for schools in less-favoured areas has encouraged many people to get involved
in the community and has contributed to the strengthening of social networks in residential areas.

!

SHD in Germany has for its part demonstrated that elderly people can provide for their
own needs. Details of this experiment have been widely disseminated. Eight cooperatives for the elderly have now been created around Dietzenbach, with a total of
around 1,500 members.

!

The case study of MAG 2 Finance, in Italy, notes that: “" MAG 2 Finance takes part
in a deregulation movement which can be described as positive " because its main action is the preservation and the strengthening of social ties rather than their disruption
through a continuous process of economic marginalisation.”

!

LETS obviously strengthen social links, because their operation depends on trust and
good relations between the participants. The case study on the Beara LETS, in Ireland,
talks about creating an atmosphere of co-operation between people.

Development of networks among people and organisations:
Belonging to a network is very important for motivating and supporting those starting up
businesses, and therefore also for the success of their projects. The case study on NEF, in
France points out: “The impact of the NEF projects is very much local and mobilises networks of relationships and competencies. Around the 500 projects financed by NEF, one
can count for instance more than 2,500 people implicated as collateral. Very often, to help
a member of a family in distress can help other members of the same family in their own
initiatives. Indirect job creations are thus very likely through the dynamisation of local initiative networks.”
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The network is also a form of social link and gives a sense of belonging: AKF, in Denmark, has developed a network between the co-operatives in which it holds shares, in which
information circulates very easily. The drawback is that this “family spirit” can reduce
market competition and lead to higher costs for the consumer. This may be particularly in
the case of housing co-operatives.
Crime reduction:
The case study from ART, which aims to regenerate marginalised areas of Birmingham,
concludes: “Although the notion of local jobs for local people creating sustainable products
and services for the benefits of the local community is gaining support, the obvious microeconomic benefits reveal benefits in less dependence on social welfare, "#%%-&*$(# and more
cohesive communities.”
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$,0.39,-.3639(*+(7*I62>(>63X7(and the involvement of individuals within the community : as a result of support for schools in less-favoured areas and for villages managed in an ecological way
[Merkur (DK), but also SHD (D), ICOF (UK), MAG 2 Finance (IT)].
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&.J.>*15.3,(*+(7X6>>7(3.,Q*0X7, family ties" [AKF (D), NEF (F)].

!

:0639639(,*9.,-.0(>*I2>(1>2D.07(Q-*(20.(/32II/7,*5.;(,*(Q*0X639(,*9.,-.0: communities,
state services, employers, associations, financial institutions" [FFA (F), CAF (UK)], demonstrating that structures connected with trade unions can provide a financial model and a pool of
expertise to help develop companies [ITUT (IRL)].

!

?.;/I639(I065. [ICOF (UK)].

B. Multiplier effects within the cultural environment

The effect of acting as a role model, demonstrating the profitability of cultural activities:
The objective of the Triodos Fund for Artists (The Netherlands) is to make it possible for
artists to improve their working conditions, which in turn leads to higher quality productions and greater effectiveness in terms of putting ideas into practice, and therefore helps
them to become less dependent on state assistance. This also generates work for artists’
suppliers and for related institutions.
Multiplier effect at a sociological level (changing attitudes):
Replacing subsidies with loans demonstrates to disadvantaged people that they are able to
take control, by creating their own activity and playing a part in their socio-economic environment. Changing the attitudes of excluded people and helping them escape from a state
of dependency is a real cultural battle.
The case studies from Takuu-Säätiö, whose initial objective was to help ex-prisoners, overindebted people, drug addicts or those with psychological problems concluded: “Indebted
people have no need [anymore] for social benefits (livelihood benefits), and mental problems tend to occur less.”
Eko-osuuspankki, which was inspired by the model of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh,
points out that the system of groups of five people who take joint responsibility for managing a loan (peer groups), increased the participants’ self-confidence and encouraged the
women to become more involved in the local community.
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!
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#II.77(KD(1.*1>.(+0*5(2>>(7*I62>(I>277.7(,*(,-.(1*Q.0(*+(I*51236.7, through the co-operative
system [AKF (D)].

!

A.77(;.1.3;.3I.(*3(7,2,.(K.3.+6,7 and a reduction in depressive disorders [Takuu-Säätiö
(FIN)].

!

:0.2X639(67*>2,6*3 of the entrepreneur [NEF (F)].

!

4*-.76*3(23;(7/11*0,(between the partners of the same group of entrepreneurs [Ekoosuuspankki (FIN)].

!

%3I*/029639(Q*5.3(,*(120,6I612,.(63(I*55/36,D(>6+. [Eko-osuuspankki (FIN)].

!

Development of an o.3,.01067.(I/>,/0.p [First Step (IRL)].

!

!510*J.5.3,(*+(10*+.776*32>(q/2>6+6I2,6*37 [CFI (IT), JAK (S)].

2.3.4

Multiplier effects in the Economy and the Environment

A. The role model effect of the environmental projects financed

The projects supported by the FISE, particularly in the environmental field, serve as pioneering examples. They open the way for the future development of new kinds of activities.
Merkur in Denmark, Triodos Bank in The Netherlands, GLS Gemeinschaftsbank in Germany and NEF in France finance pilot projects which demonstrate the feasibility and viability of activities in new markets such as organic farming, renewable energy, and waste
recycling. This breakthrough in activities concerned with environmental protection is happening more in the countries of Northern Europe, which are more environmentally aware.
In several cases, there has been a snowball effect which has led to significant changes in
the direction of local and regional economic development, in favour of sustainable development. Merkur for instance, significantly contributed to the development of the
wind-energy industry, by lending money to the centre for renewable energy, which was a
crucial player in the success of the industry in Denmark. It should be noted that this sector
now employs 8,500 people directly and indirectly, according to the association of Danish
wind-engine manufacturers.
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(DK), Triodos Bank (NL), GLS Gemeinschaftsbank (D), NEF (F)].

!

Putting into practice /3/7/2>(10*Y.I,7(63(3.Q(2I,6J6,D(+6.>;7([NEF (F)].

B. Catalysts for regional (re)development

Several cases can be cited where assistance from FISEs made it possible to reverse the vicious circle: lack of financial resources - reduction of activities - dependence on state aid.
This was substituted for the virtuous circle: investment loan - development of activities new investment - job creation. This type of positive sequence, set up for individual proj-
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ects, involved and created new dynamics of economic regeneration at the level of the communities and the regions concerned.
!

The policy of the Co-operative Bank of Lamia, in Greece, contributes to preserving
jobs in the region by increasing the buying power of its members, who represent 10%
of the population of the prefecture. In addition, activities connected with traditional
products (production and sale of local agricultural and crafts products) and schemes to
promote tourism in the region were also financed by the Bank of Lamia.

!

The establishment of numerous small enterprises in Tallow, Ireland, with the help of
the Tallow Credit Union had a beneficial effect on existing companies. Other villages
nearby of the same size, have seen their populations decline while that of Tallow is stable. Moreover, Tallow’s unemployment is lower than that of neighbouring communities
which are confronting similar problems.

!

During the last ten years, EkoInvest (Sweden) has financed several investments for the
community of Solmarka, in various fields: the purchase of a farm and conversion to organic agriculture, purchase of a building for a crèche, modernisation of a bakery, extension of the school, etc. This has led to a reflux of inhabitants to an area which had been
abandoned, has helped maintain a number of local services (hairdressers, banks, buses,
etc) and encouraged a cultural revival.

!

Herrikoa tries to support the economic development of the Basque region. It was established in 1980, to finance job creation and to maintain and develop the economic fabric
by regaining local savings.

!

The long-term aim of ART, in the UK is to become the focus of economic development
for the city of Birmingham. ART believes that its holistic approach to problems which
is its defining feature can be an example for government policy in the fight against unemployment and can act as a catalyst for the development of the social economy.

!

Triodos-Doen’s experience in The Netherlands shows that when part of a project’s risk
is guaranteed, traditional banks are more willing to provide finance. If the first phase is
successful, the bank will grant a larger loan for the project’s development phase, without any intervention on the part of Triodos-Doen.

!

The experience of Genèse in France also shows that networks of investors make it possible for financial difficulties to be shared among all the participants. In this way, even
the most fragile companies are able to survive, which contributes to the vitality of the
economic fabric made up by the network.

2.3.5

Sustainability conditions of the funded enterprises

Time analysis of the funded projects:
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Very few FISE provided statistical data giving an analysis by age of their portfolio. According to some of the information available, it is noted that:
! AKF: 70% of failures are of long-term projects, which is to be expected since 90% of
the project portfolio are relatively old projects;
! NEF: 52% of doubtful credits are three year old projects, while 83% of the portfolio is
made up of projects lasting less than three years;
! ICOF: 50% of failures are of long-term projects, which represent only 10% of the portfolio.
The figures above are insufficient to allow general rules to be drawn up. However, for the
three instruments for which complete data are available, it appears that failures and repayment difficulties appear far more among longer term funding, in relation to the contents of
the portfolio.
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EkoInvest points out, in its case study, that financial needs are felt when businesses are
being started, but also during their development phase. Access to additional resources at
this time, can be an important push in the right direction.
In addition, it appears that special efforts are needed to provide more technical assistance to
the project initiator, during the project appraisal, as well as while the project is being established and throughout the following three years, until it is running smoothly.
Internal and external causes of project failures and difficulties:

All in all,(the causes of default, bankruptcy and difficulties faced by the businesses created
within the framework of the social economy are the same as for traditional SMEs.
Internal causes:
The problems of insufficient financing (own funds, long-term liquidity) are common to all
projects.
Those problems connected with the entrepreneur’s lack of training, qualifications and professional experience are quoted more often by the FISE which finance micro-projects (with
an average of 4,000 ECU invested per project): ADIE and FGIF in France, Goldrausch in
Germany, and by the traditional FISE – credit co-operatives and credit unions: ICOF in the
UK, MAG 2 Finance in Italy, Tallow Credit Union in Ireland and JAK in Sweden. The difficulties encountered are increased if the entrepreneur was unemployed for a long time and
if he is socially isolated. The two factors often go together.
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!

!37/++6I6.3,(*Q3(+/3;7 [ADIE (F), FGIF (F), Bank für KMU (D), Goldrausch (D), ICOF (UK),
EkoInvest (S)].

!

A2IX(*+(>6q/6;6,D(23;(+6323I639(10*K>.57 [Co-operative Bank of Lamia (GR), MAG 2 Finance
(IT)].

!

!37/++6I6.3,(7X6>>7(*+(,-.(.3,0.10.3./0 [ADIE (F), Goldrausch (D), ICOF (UK), MAG 2 Finance (IT)].

!

A2IX(*+(10*+.776*32>(.f1.06.3I. [ADIE (F), Tallow Credit Union (IRL)].

!

!37/++6I6.3,(K/763.77(0.>2,6*37-617@(,-.(.3,0.10.3./0d7(67*>2,6*3 [ADIE (F), JAK (S)].

!

A*39(1.06*;(*+(/3.51>*D5.3,([FGIF (F)].

!

E**0(.J2>/2,6*3(*+(,-.(067X7(,-2,(569-,(K. .3I*/3,.0.; [Goldrausch (D)].

!

%3,0.10.3./0G7(>2IX(*+(7.>+PI*3+6;.3I. [Goldrausch (D)].

!

E0*K>.57(*+(+6323I62>(23;(1.07*33.>(52329.5.3, [Cigale (F), FGIF (F), Bank für KMU (D),
ICOF (UK), LIF (UK), RIM (P)].

!

!37/++6I6.3,(520X.,639( [ICOF (UK), RIM (P)].

!

%3,0.10.3./0d7(2K6>6,D(,*(232>D7.(10*K>.57@(I*1.(Q6,-(,-.5@(2;21,(7,02,.96.7@(1**0(7,02,.P
96.7([Genèse (F), Bank für KMU (D)].

!

!32;.q/2,.(*0923672,6*32>(7,0/I,/0. [Co-operative of Lamia (GR), ITUT (IRL)].

!

L3.P523(7-*Q7 [Hefboom (B), Merkur (DK)].

!

!5569023,(.3,0.10.3./07 [Hefboom (B), EkoInvest (S), ADIE (F), Stichting Werkgelegenheid
(NL)]

!

the .3,0.10.3./0G7(1.07*32>(10*K>.57 [Triodos Fund for Artists (NL)].

On the other hand, cases where the origin of the problem lies in poor management are usually found among larger projects, as seen by FISEs such as the Bank für KMU in Germany,
RIM in Portugal and LIF in the UK, which support the establishment of medium-sized
companies (with an average investment of ECU 75,000 per project) and also by the traditional FISE of the social economy: Genèse in France, the Co-operative Bank of Lamia and
ITUT.
A special problem is that of activities launched by immigrants, with whom a higher than
average default rate is experienced. These often experience difficulties in their relationship
with the financier. The social links which could integrate them within a socio-economic
structure are not as easy to establish. This explains why EkoInvest - who plans, together
with the local authorities, to start a special scheme for start-ups - will involve would-be entrepreneurs in general, but immigrants in particular, as stakeholders by asking them to buy
shares in EkoInvest worth 10% of EkoInvest’s financial investment.
External causes:
In contrast to the internal causes, external causes cannot be allocated to particular categories of financial instruments or projects, except in the case of the precariousness of public
financing, which provides an element of instability mainly for medium-sized projects.
These have more access to grants from public authorities than small and micro-projects.
Z2K>.(TNM\
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!

&.+.I,6J.(*0;.07(in the case of sub-contractors [FGIF (F)].

!

A2IX(*+(I/7,*5.07 [Bank für KMU (D), SCEIF (UK), ITUT (IRL)].

!

A2IX(*+(7/11>6.07([Triodos Fund for Artists (NL)].

!

&6++6I/>,(.I*3*56I(.3J60*35.3, [Cigale (F), Bank für KMU (D), ITUT (IRL), MAG 2 Finance
(IT)].

!

H69-(067X(7.I,*07 (advertising, information technology, consultancy, retail trade in cities, social
services, social enterprises providing opportunities for the socially excluded, cultural organisations) [FGIF (F), Goldrausch (D), MAG 2 Finance (IT)].

!

E0.I206*/73.77(*+(1/K>6I(+6323I639(Q-6I-(63I0.27.7(,-.(3..;(+*0(K06;9639(>*237 [Crédal (B),
MAG 2 Finance (IT), CFI (IT)].

!

&6727,.07 [Triodos Fund for Artists (NL)].
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3. The influence of public bodies

The situation in the 15 Member States was reviewed, through examining 47 relevant case
studies. In addition to the comments, the reader will find the following five tables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Distribution of direct financial contributions from public bodies to financial instruments, by country and by date of establishment (Table 3.1);
Wider public policies (subsidies, taxation, social legislation") which influence the
financial instruments (Table 3.2);
A brief summary of national laws which influence the legal structure and operations of these instruments (Table 11 in Annex I);
Examples of positive synergies and of cooperation with public bodies, at different
levels (Table 12 in Annex I);
Examples where the actions of the public authorities hinder the development of alternative financial instruments (Table 13 in Annex I).

Elements referring to relations with public authorities are not exhaustive. Indeed, this aspect is not systematically treated in all the case studies. The case studies tackle the topic
mostly in a very punctual, ad hoc fashion, from a variety of different perspectives, closely
linked to the economic and social niche in which the financial instrument being described is
located. In addition, national situations are extremely complex and vary considerably.

3.1 Country snapshots
In general, it seems that public bodies in Southern Europe - for example in France, Italy and
Portugal - often have a greater presence, financially and especially politically, among the
FISE. The greater or lesser assertion of their presence is closely linked to the historical and
cultural development of each individual country.
! Countries where the public authorities have a more active role and intervene both in financing projects and in operating financial instruments are Belgium, Finland, France,
Italy, The Netherlands and Portugal.
! In German-speaking countries, public authorities seem to be very discreet. The role of
the state is seen more in support for traditional industrial sectors, something which is
criticised in Goldrausch’s case study.
! In Portugal, the Government has received large subsidies from the EU, but the structures charged with managing these funds seem rather poorly linked to any social economy notion.
! The UK has a great tradition of charities which provide assistance to disadvantaged
groups. The state plays a subsidiary role, acting as a lever to help raise funds from the
private sector. Government funds are to be used to finance projects. Financial instruments are often left to deal with emergencies. Nevertheless, ART, the most recently
established of the British instruments studied (1995), differs from this policy in that it
has medium to long-term aims - the economic regeneration of a declining part of Birmingham.
! The Finnish situation seems comparable to that found in the UK.
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-
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Running + Funds
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Running

1953
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bottom-up
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local + nation. (soon)
-

Funds
-

1990
1986
1988
1987
1980
1989
1979
1965

top-down
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top-down
bottom-up
bottom-up
top-down
bottom-up
bottom-up

EU + national
national
local
EU + national
national
-

Running + Funds
Running
Running + Funds
Running + Funds
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1990
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national + local

Funds

1900

bottom-up

-

-

1993
1959+73
1990
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-
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1995
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top-down
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national + local
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Running + Funds
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1995
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EU + lottery
-

Funds
-

1994
1965
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-

-
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top-down
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???
national + lottery
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national
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Funds
Funds
Funds
Funds
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3.1.2

Public support: rather recent

All the “top-down” instruments - that is those whose creation was part of a national or regional economic policy initiative (or the initiative of one person with the support of public
funding) and which had access to significant funding from the outset - were created after
1985. These are found in France, Italy, Belgium, the UK, Portugal and Finland.
This phenomenon constitutes without any doubt a search for new answers to the problems
of unemployment and exclusion.

3.1.3

Motivations for collaboration

The organisations studied follow different ideologies and understandings of their role,
which influence their actions:
!

Some are located within the framework of the market economy and wish to 7/11*0,
9*J.035.3,2>(2I,6*3(aimed at balancing the shortcomings of the market economy. The
most obvious case is that of Portugal, where the two financial instruments studied depend directly on the national public administration. This is equally true for Sowecsom
in Belgium.

!

The UK and Finland are in an intermediate position. The structures set up are less connected with the Government. The descendants of charities, the British financial instruments do not seem to have, for the most part, any ideological vision for society
other than ,*(-.>1(,-.(;672;J23,29.;N

!

Also targeting the most disadvantaged, yet inspired by the pioneering model of the
Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, the group of micro-lenders rely partly or only on public
funding - though not directly functioning as a tool of government, as they are clearly
part of the private sector. Their aim is to 0.2I-(,-.(90.2,.7,(3/5K.0(*+(1.*1>.(Q6,-(2
7,23;20;67.;(56I0*P>*23(,.I-36q/., be it through a mentoring technique (e.g. ADIE
in France, First Step in Ireland, PYBT in the UK) or, closer to the Grameen model,
through a peer-group technique (see Eko-osuuspankki).

!

Some instruments within the private sector concentrate on ecological, social and cultural projects, working within a framework of 7/7,2632K>.(;.J.>*15.3,. Though
working mostly with saver’s money, they also manage specific target funds (e.g. the
Fund for Artists of Triodos Bank) sometimes with the support of public funding. In this
category come Triodos Bank in The Netherlands, EkoInvest in Sweden, GLS Gemeinschaftsbank in Germany, NEF in France, Merkur Bank in Denmark, etc.

!

Others wish, originating from, or inspired by the traditional social economy techniques
(mutuality and cooperation) do make little use of public funds. They wish to establish
an 2>,.032,6J.(>.3;639(7D7,.5(+*0(7*I62>(23;(.I*3*56I(;.J.>*15.3,(2657(02,-.0
,-23(+*0(+6323I62>(9263N Part of this group are the Irish credit unions, the Caixa Rural
of Guisona in Spain, the Co-operative Bank of Lamia in Greece and MAG 2 Finance in
Italy. This is the most widespread motivation among the FISE.

!

Finally, sometimes building on the same tradition as the previous group, there are other
instruments which are opposed to the prevailing economic and monetary systems and
which wish to generate 2(7*I62>(2>,.032,6J.@(.J.3(2(1*>6,6I2>(2>,.032,6J.(63(7*5.
I27.7. The most obvious examples are the clearing instruments - the LETS in Ireland,
BCI in Austria and SHD in Germany - as well as JAK in Sweden, a savings mutual opposed to charging interest.
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The instruments in the last two categories are happy to go without public contributions, of
which they are rather wary.
Relationships with the state and with official authorities therefore vary considerably depending, on the one hand, on the public or private character of the initiative which formed
the basis for the FISE, and on the other hand, on the founding motivation. In summary, all
the instruments studied have a social development aim. All target small enterprises and
small initiatives, be they in the start-up or development phase. A subset of these also aim
for sustainable development, environmental protection, cultural promotion or the defence
of women’s rights. The questioning of economic structures that produce a dysfunctioning
market economy is still the aim of a significant minority.

3.2 Wider public policies which influence the FISE
Table 3.2 shows the various methods of intervention (direct and indirect) of national, regional, European and local authorities, on the activities of these organisations:
!

The public authorities can be the creator of the financial instrument or have a direct equity share in the organisation. The government levels involved in this form tend to be
national or regional, according to the degree of government centralisation within the
country. It can even go down to the level of a municipality, but this is not frequent, as
in the case of Stichting Werkgelegenheid in The Netherlands.

!

Often financial aid is given through subsidising the operation of the FISE. The levels
of government involved here are also national and regional.

!

Regulatory and tax regimes are established at the national, regional and European levels.

!

Exceptionally they can be the FISE’s customer. This is the case for instance for BCI in
Austria which set up a special financial arrangement for the town of St Valentin for the
development of an industrial site.
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- indirect intervention through subsidies to financed activities and through employment support.
- J$,,E
- Sowecsom is a state company, which is a branch of the regional holding SRIW. Receives its
budget in the form of loans by the public authorities under favourable conditions or bank guarantees.
- Acceptance committee notably made up of members appointed by Walloon Region.
- indirect Public subsidies to Small and Medium companies.
- indirect subsidies to projects + local subsidies for management costs.
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- economic support from the local and national governments.
- indirect support through the regulation environment.

!

#&!%

- financing by the Ministry of Social Affairs, by the Ministry of Employment, by regional public
authorities, by the EU ( Poverty II program)
- State financing of the « Cigale Network».
- fiscal exemptions.
- founded by « Caisse des Dépôts et des Consignations » (public bank).
- indirect intervention through ACCRE premiums and other types of subsidies to the creation of
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companies.
- Government representatives in the Board of Directors and in the Technical committee.
- founded in 1989 as a result of an agreement between the State (Ministry of Economy, Finance and
Budget), the State Secretariat to the Rights for Women (Ministry of Social Affairs, Health and the
City) and the Institute for Development of Social Economy (IDES). Has received State and EU
(NOW) subsidies.
- Subsidies from the Interministerial Delegation for Social Innovation and Economy.
- indirect support in the form of subsidies, loans and public guarantees.
- indirect intervention through the regulation environment.
- subsidies to projects from the city or the State.
- partly financed by Ministries of Justice (initial foundation) and of Social Affairs and Health (Insolvency Foundation to provide guarantees)
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P indirect intervention through the regulation environment.
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indirect through the Community employment scheme.
indirect intervention through projects funding.
local government funding + Bank of Ireland Loan Programme.
Co-operation with the financial instruments of other agencies and bodies.
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Founded by the Italian Government.
responsible for the management of Public funds.
public shareholders.
small public funding.
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- Owned by the city of Leiden + resources from the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and the
SME’s Institute.
- Subsidies from the Dutch Central Government.
- Funded by the National Post Code Lottery.
- depends upon the DGDR (General Directorate for the Regional Development).
- Execution of the objectives of the White Book of the European Commission through an initiative
called « The local dimension of the internal market, a new synergy power ».
- Financing from PPDR, PEDIP + community initiatives PME, INTERREG, ADLER, RESIDER,
RECHAR.
- depends upon DGDR.
- Co-financing from ERDF.
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- indirect intervention.
- indirect intervention through regulation.
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indirect intervention through regulation.
indirect intervention through regulation.
The clients are the public institutions
public funding (national + European Initiative Horizon)
indirect intervention through regulation

- small co-funding from public sources.
- co-funding of “Investors in Society” with the Department of Environment Special Grants programme.
- co-funding by the Secretary of State for Environment (1994).
- local authorities are clients.
- Initial funding from the Department of the Environment, part of the UK Government.
- Government officials participating on the Board of Directors.
- support from the Prince of Wales.
- established by the Prince of Wales.
- co-funding by UK governmental agencies such as the Single Regeneration Budget, Training and
Enterprises Councils, local authorities and Central Government and by participation in ERDF.
- co-funding by Local Authorities (shareholder).
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3.3 National laws affecting the FISE
Table 11 of Annex I obviously does not show all the regulatory and tax provisions which
have an impact on the FISE in the various countries. It does however include some, which
are among the most significant to appear in the case studies.
The principal regulatory and tax obstacles affecting the development of the FISE arise:
! from the lack of recognition, in national and European legislation, of commercial activities which have also a social nature. This situation compels the financial instruments to juggle between various legal forms and penalises them fiscally. For example,
the tax authorities demanded DM 60,000 from Goldrausch of tax arrears on donations
received (due to this, Goldrausch has not received any major donation since then);
! from very restrictive legislative frameworks regarding the way of collecting and holding money from savers. This is the case in the majority of the Member States. The
rules seem to be particularly strict in Spain, Greece and Ireland;
! from regulatory constraints which weigh heavily on those who wish to start their own
businesses. This is the case in France in particular. By contrast, in Ireland, unemployed
people living in less-favoured areas who create jobs for themselves are able to keep
their state benefits for three years;
! from the new European banking directive which does not distinguish between traditional banks and the FISE. It imposes a serious constraint as regards minimum starting
capital, which is likely to lead to a number of the latter ceasing operations (see part 3.2
Obstacles & Recommendations and the contribution from M. Malcolm Lynch in the
annex);
! from the absence of tax incentives for people who deposit their money in social lending
instruments and give up all or part of their interest. This problem is mentioned several
times in the UK case studies. Interest which is not claimed should be regarded as a gift
and, consequently be tax deductible.

3.4 Examples of positive synergies and co-operation
with public authorities
Where a public authority is making a direct financial contribution to an instrument, this
generally involves a right to oversee its activities. Nevertheless, positive synergies can occur.
The FISE have needs at three levels:
!

I216,2>(,*(.32K>.(,-.5(,*(10*J6;.(>*237(*0(9/2023,..7(,*(,-.(10*Y.I,7l some instruments say that a lack of capital is hindering the development of their activities. This is
particularly true in the case of EkoInvest in Sweden which wishes to pass from a pilot
phase and become better established. Being able to scale up their operations would
mean they would have a greater impact on the socio-economic environment, as EkoInvest helps integrated local community development projects to come to fruition. In
contrast, “top-down” organisations, established on the initiative of public authorities,
have mostly the opposite problem: they have difficulty finding viable projects in which
to invest;
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The last two points are interlinked because guidance and monitoring of the business’ founder are essential to its success. Advice, management assistance, encouragement and support for the projects’ founders are almost always the weak points of the FISE which do not
have sufficient means to employ staff: “The persons in charge of the Cigale investment
clubs would like to make more in terms of follow-up and the accompaniment of business
starters [...] However, that proves often difficult from a technical point of view as the partner-investors who form the Cigale do not always have the necessary competencies in the
particular field of the developed activity."
In every country, public authorities have set up support mechanisms for those starting up
businesses and for employment. An important role of the FISE, in addition to providing finance to projects which could not have been carried out by resorting to traditional bank
loans, could be to provide technical assistance with financial arrangements and search for
public funds. Crédal includes, among the additional support services it provides, advice on
how to find grants, present projects to donors and prepare proposals on a European level.
However, some instruments have a policy of only supporting projects which cannot access
government grants: “Triodos-Doen gives financing to businesses and institutions with social added value, which are not eligible for subsidies" ”
Among the positive collaborations between public authorities and alternative credit organisations, the following initiatives seem particularly interesting and reproducible:
!

the maintenance of all or part of unemployment and social security benefits for those
wishing to set up their own businesses, for a given period. This measure exists in Belgium and in Ireland, for periods of three months and three years respectively. The results of such measures should be evaluated.

!

assistance for business start ups such as the French ACCRE system (of which only the
exemption from social security contributions remains. The start up premium was unfortunately stopped from 1 January 1997); similar schemes exist in several Member
States. However, what would be particularly helpful would be assistance for start up
businesses in fields which receive little support, such as businesses concerned with environmental protection, promotion of culture or social development.

!

training, guidance for the person responsible for the project and an audit of the companies in collaboration with the public authorities. An interesting initiative is that of FAS
(the government training agency in Ireland) which has provided guidance to several
projects. Another interesting example is where the FISE organise training sessions of
their own with the help of the public authorities, as happens in Norway (mentioned in
the Finnish case study on Eko-osuuspankki). Public bodies providing advice and
training seem common in Northern European countries but relatively rare in the South,
for example in Greece, Italy or Portugal.

!

the FISE are close to their clients, and as such are in a strong position when advising
public authorities on how to put their social policies into practice. For example, the
Bank für KMU in Germany organises regular meetings with journalists, public authorities, the Chamber of Commerce and other economic players to discuss local develop-
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ment and job creation issues. Feedback from the financial instruments’ results could
also be incorporated into policy.
Support for a particular financial instrument by a personality, as is the case with the Prince
of Wales and PYBT, is interesting but is not easily reproducible.

3.5 Cases where public action hinders the development of the FISE
The usual problem with public authorities’ interventions is that they are contradictory. For
example:
!

The EU encourages the development of social economy initiatives through the Structural Funds and the Community Initiative Programmes, but at the same time, the banking directive makes it very difficult for new financial instruments particularly well
adapted to the social economy to be established, as is the case for Eko-osuuspankki.
The minimum capital required to create a bank nowadays is very high for local initiatives and slows down their creation considerably (if ever they get the chance to start).

!

Grants from public authorities to companies or associations financed with the support
of the FISE arrive late, leaving them in constant difficulties.

!

Social security contributions are a very heavy burden on those wishing to start up businesses. In the early years of start up, they often are charged at a flat-rate which has no
real link to the economic capacity of the fledgling enterprise.

!

Paying for all or part of the wages of salaried staff out of state grants is not a very attractive option because, owing to the short time span of grant aid, it leads to the creation of rather precarious jobs (and the loss of precious staff once the grant stops).

!

Assistance for business start-ups from public authorities often only has short-term results.

Several financial organisations (all of them of bottom-up origin) stress the difficulties of
accessing European aid. In Ireland, problems with the interpretation of the Industrial Development Act by the administration has until now prevented an organisation from accessing support from European funds. Goldrausch, in Germany, points out the inadequacy of
the trans-nationality of European policies for small enterprises, when the latter’s outreach
and cooperation need is mostly only trans-regional, requiring less investment in financial
and human resources.

3.6 Conclusion
It follows that overall, at the level of business start ups and job creation, the best solution is
to have co-operation between public authorities, providing financial and logistical support,
and the FISE which work on a case by case basis and have stronger connection to the local
level. Having public authorities assume responsibility for the financing process itself is often less effective than having small organisations in the field which build personal relations
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with those responsible for the projects, help them to progress and follow their businesses’
development.
All the case studies show that the human factor is fundamental to the success of the projects and can be provided more easily by small structures. (NEF: “The mix of public resources and private resources coming from small stakeholders gives a particular warmth to
public funds thus invested, and consequently an increased effectiveness.”)
The support given to the development of the FISE, though, should not be viewed by governments as a way of discharging themselves of their obligations in the areas of social policy and the fight against unemployment. However, it could serve as an opportunity to reconsider the distribution of tasks, helping to reduce the state’s monopoly on assistance to
business start-ups, transforming it into a new partnership with private initiatives.
It is also clear that if these instruments develop pilot projects focusing on economic development and job creation, at present the results remain small-scale. It seems that their contribution to combating unemployment can only become truly significant if these small initiatives can be established within a favourable macro-economic environment set up by the
public authorities. By making competition the principal rule governing the organisation of
the economy, the state encourages the breakdown of the fabric of society. There is therefore a choice here, between making the social economy another victim of this economic order or, on the contrary, to strengthen it as a social antibody.
The FISE do not benefit from individual treatment and have to conform to the same requirements as traditional banks. Bank-like activities are more and more restricted to organisations with a “banking licence”, which is more and more difficult to obtain. Understandably, the FISE have to demonstrate their professional capacity as a bank, submitting
themselves to very strict controls set by the national bank and publishing a monthly report
on their financial results. Yet, when Triodos was created at the beginning of the 1980s, the
legislation at the time required a minimum own capital of 500,000 guilders. Today, new
instruments trying to get established run up against the much higher threshold of ECU 5
million, fixed by the European Union in the second banking directive.
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4. Synergies with traditional banks?

What are the relations between the FISE (Financial Instruments of the Social Economy)
and the traditional banks? Are there not ways of mobilising part of the mass of traditional
savings (of the “average saver”) and directing it to social economy projects (small enterprises, local development projects, etc) served by the FISE?
There is no standard answer to this question. Each FISE has its own, strong and independent culture - a culture which has sometimes been forged precisely in reaction against the
“dominant banking system”.
However, a characteristic common to most of the more recent FISE is to be investment instruments - directed towards financing projects - rather than savings instruments. This
contrasts with the financial instruments of the traditional social economy which have always been (popular) savings instruments rather than directed towards active investment.
Structurally, synergies would seem to be possible, but distinctions should be made:

4.1 FISE which are also savings instruments
Among the FISE studied, there are two kinds which clearly address themselves to savers.
On the one hand (1) are the older instruments such as the Irish credit unions, the Greek
Co-operative Bank, the Spanish Caixa Rural, which form part of the traditional social
economy but which have often retained a strong commitment to their historical spirit. On
the other hand (2) is the generation which succeeded them from the 1970s onwards, namely
the “ethical” banks, such as the GLS Gemeinschaftsbank, Triodos Bank, Merkur, NEF etc.
The attitude of the first group to the mainstream banks ranges from tense hostility to the
keeping up of purely professional relationships, including mostly polite non-relation. Links
are seldom friendly (but they may be occasionally), tending to be rather of a competitive
sort generally. These distant relations are caused by the fact that the instruments were in
general created by groups of people or local communities which were not served by the
commercial banks in the first place.
The attitude of the newer ethical banks is not as strained. The projects that they finance
generally fall outside mainstream banks’ markets. However, some reconciliation with
banks of the traditional social economy has been noted recently, as in the case of NEF
which manages a common savings account with Crédit Coopératif, and Triodos Bank,
whose capital includes some limited participations from two saving banks (one Belgian and
the other Dutch).
In general, with the well-known exception of NEF, all these instruments do not seek to be
supplied directly by savings from established banks, as they attract savings of their own.
Any measure envisaged to increase their effectiveness and outreach should therefore rather
focus on improving these FISE’s own, already existing savings and investment flows
(though not exclusively so).
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Increasing this group’s investment outreach would therefore mean :
1. For the older social economy savings instruments: to increase their investment opportunities (for instance in local small businesses), a matter which is very much restricted
by regulation;
2. For the newer ethical banks: to encourage deposits and the holding of shares through
fiscal measures.
[NB: on these last questions, see also chapter 5 and especially section 5.5 on recommendations]

4.2 The microcredit FISE
In contrast to the cases discussed above, microcredit FISE do not attempt to address traditional savings directly. They are not profitable structures as their credit margins are too
small in relation to their overheads and support services for the costs to be covered. External partnerships therefore seem to be necessary. It is worth distinguishing three hypothetical cases: (1) initiatives entirely of public origin and administered by traditional banks; (2)
private initiatives receiving private and significant public support and (3) grass roots initiatives which obtain little or no support from public sources or from private companies.
1. initiatives entirely of public origin (top-down):
Financial set-ups with public bodies and private banks provide the best possibilities in
terms of financial resources. The Portuguese RIM (the “Micro-enterprise Support
Scheme”) - financed largely by European Structural Funds - is without doubt a case of
this type, both in terms of its potential and its limitations. It is managed by a network of
about ten mainstream banks throughout Portugal, which receive and evaluate the funding applications. RIM has not managed to build up strong local links. This seems to be
even more difficult in regions which are abandoned economically. In addition, RIM
does not provide any real guidance to those responsible for the projects, which reinforces the impression that it is not concerned with the smallest of the “microenterprises” (the average investment per project is ECU 38,000 !). The formal definition of a micro-enterprise (less than 10 employees) leaves indeed plenty of room for
manoeuvre.
2. private initiatives which receive private, and significant public, support:
These initiatives, established or supported by intermediary organisations, usually form
public and private alliances of complementary skills right from the start.
These first two types of financial instruments have job creation as a principal objective
(First Step, ADIE, PYBT, FFA, ART, etc). And in fact, they create the most jobs. Mainstream banks tend to be very involved in these set-ups, whether through their contributions
to the credit fund or seconding staff to help with the analysis of applications or, more often,
providing mentors. PYBT thus benefits from the support of almost 300 mentors, seconded
by many of the mainstream English banks. This support seems to be motivated by:
! a spirit of patronage;
! a concern for public relations and image;
! a sense of responsibility towards things “that don’t go well out there” (a responsibility
to which local branches seem particularly sensitive);
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!

an awareness of their own roots (in the case of banks which have themselves emerged
out of the social economy);

and in some ways more significantly:
!
!

attracting new savers through ethical products put together in collaboration with the
FISE (for example the “Employment and Solidarity Mutual Fund” launched in France);
the setting up and identification of a potential customer base (this is particularly true if
the partnership is local);

and for more strategic reasons:
! the evaluation of the feasibility of financing small enterprises;
! an apprenticeship in how to approach the social, charitable and third sector markets.
3. initiatives which obtain little or no support from public sources or private companies:
These are created by local groups or by associations pursuing objectives which are
complementary to that of job creation, such as the financing of women's projects (Goldrausch, Eko-osuuspankki / Netwerkskreditt) or local regeneration through the mobilisation of local savings (Cigales). These instruments take on most of the work of setting
up businesses (appraisal, training, follow-up). This can only be achieved with significant support from volunteers. They certainly finance fewer projects than the others, but
they also experience lower failure rates.
Their contacts with traditional banks are weak, or even difficult. In one case (Genèse),
the creation of the FISE in the form of a mutual credit society among micro-enterprises
came about precisely because of the difficulties they faced in obtaining finance from
traditional banks. External aid, where it exists, is usually from the public sector.

4.3 FISE directed towards the social sector and
workers’ co-operatives
These make up a rather broad group, which often welcomes savings from private individuals, but only from sensitised individuals, because the returns on savings are usually low or
zero. Their relations with traditional banks are extremely diverse. Some currently maintain
no relations (SCEIF, ITUT"), while others maintain important and quite unusual relations
with banks, usually with traditional social economy banks, (as in the cases of Crédal, NEF
...) or with national banks (for example, Cosis which is financed by the Banca di Roma).
In the same way as with the microcredit FISE, their significance for traditional banks stems
from a combination of image, interest and strategy. The collaboration agreements involve
very special set-ups, offering classical savings tools to the general public (investment
funds, saving accounts), of which part of the return goes to the FISE with which there is a
collaboration agreement. This makes it possible on the one hand to attract savers to the
traditional banks, and on the other hand for the FISE to cover part of their overheads or
service costs which cannot be supported by their own credit margins. Crédal and Hefboom
for instance obtain significant resources in this way, which enable them to finance social
projects at below market rates, while also providing them with professional guidance.
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4.4 FISE which provide guarantees
There is finally a small group of FISE which provide guarantees and maintain close relations with traditional banks, because the object of the guarantees is precisely to ensure access to credit from the banks. However, the guarantee instrument is not easy to handle. If
the guarantee offered is too small, banks are not interested. If, on the other hand, it is too
high, this can result in the person managing the project or the bank becoming irresponsible
(moral hazard). Nevertheless this is a tool which can provide significant leverage.

4.5 Conclusion
The sums invested by traditional banks through the FISE or in collaboration with them are
very small in comparison with overall levels of private savings. Most of the relationships
between FISE and traditional banks are voluntary and do not depend on relations structurally or strategically fundamental for the traditional banks. Even though the majority of
these relations are still at the stage of development, it is not very likely that there will be a
substantial expansion in these links without there being positive incentives or constraints carrot and stick - imposed by the authorities.
Reducing tax burdens on “green” savings products (green accounts) in The Netherlands,
and the introduction of the “Community Reinvestment Act” (CRA) in the United States,
which compels American banks to reinvest in the local economy from which savings have
often been derived, have had remarkable effects.
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5. Obstacles & Recommendations

Although there are a certain number of characteristics common to a large number of financial instruments, it is useful to divide them into groups in order to identify the obstacles and
recommendations which are typical of each. Distinctions will be made between:
-

Microcredit and start-up instruments;
Financial instruments directed towards the social sector and workers’ co-operatives;
“Ethical banks”;
Instruments which benefit from state aid.

5.1 Microcredit and start-up instruments
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There is a demand!

It should be noted above all that microcredit and start-up instruments are not limited on the
demand side. All the organisations studied felt that, with more funds and as information on
this kind of initiative increases, they could finance a larger number of projects. For example, PYBT indicated that they could grow from 4,000 to 6,000 business start ups per year,
without having to alter their support structure very much, if they had more capital.

Obstacles
The Achilles’ heel: costs of support services

Microcredit and start up instruments are characterised by very small investments but also
by intensive support for the entrepreneurs. Structurally, these instruments have to cover
training and follow-up costs (often a multiple of the loans granted) which cannot be met by
credit activities alone (at least this is the case for instruments in countries in the North).
Creating micro-enterprises &E%,%C-even if profits can reach a certain level as the programme
expands and the techniques improve. The symptoms of this structural disability are :
! insufficient professional guidance (not necessarily to be confused with incompetence),
as the organisation cannot afford to pay for permanent staff (First Step, Genèse), or
even having no permanent members of staff at all (Goldrausch, Cigale);
! poor promotion, as information is expensive and its costs have also to be borne by the
credit structure (Goldrausch);
! an under-dimensioning of the credit programme in relation to the existing demand
(PYBT, ADIE, First Step, Goldrausch, Eko-osuuspankki(2), Genèse).
External Capital: condition for growth (or maintenance)

The second financial and also structural constraint which microcredit instruments suffer
from concerns the capital needed to finance the projects. In the best cases, the failure rate
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is low and the capital is just about maintained, but this is exceptional in the countries of the
North. It is therefore not possible to expand activities via internal capital growth. Only
external contributions can provide for an expansion of microcredit activities (if not merely
their maintenance).
Multi-dimensionality versus administrative one-dimensionalities

Being structurally not self-sufficient, the microcredit organisations are obliged to look externally to supply for their internal insufficiency. But microcredit organisations are hybrids, with multiple functions. They simultaneously fulfil social functions (reconnecting
socially excluded people into social networks), training functions, bank-like functions, job
creation functions, small business support functions and sometimes local development
functions. They address many aspects of the entrepreneur embedded in his social and economic context. In contrast, the skills of public authorities are specific, specialised and bureaucratic, usually interpreting their own function in an overly narrow way.
Thus Eko-osuuspankki (Finland) and Goldrausch (Germany) could not gain access to public training budgets within the framework of their microcredit activities, but nevertheless
had a access to such funds on other occasions for training activities that were not connected
to any other purpose. Another organisation could not access European funds granted to its
country because of an overly narrow interpretation of the industrial development policy by
the government agency charged with the management of the funds.
Credit versus grant-based administrations

In addition to the previous disability, public bodies, in particular those dealing with issues
of exclusion, employment and small enterprise, do not yet seem to be at ease about giving
loans. Indeed it seems that it is administratively simpler to give grants, than to establish a
revolving credit fund.
Non-existent legal and fiscal frameworks for social credit

As well as being a functional hybrid, a microcredit organisation is also a hybrid which does
not fit well within existing legal forms. Its own activities are not-for-profit and consist in
supporting those who are marginalised or who do not have access to loans from elsewhere,
to start up their own business ventures. Legally, this not-for-profit support, helping people
move from marginality to independent and private (and therefore potentially gainful) employment is subsumed under for-profit activities in the majority of European countries. It is
therefore taxed as such. Even if this does not pose any problems as regards taxes on profits
(which are in fact non-existent), taxes on donations for instance can be disastrous. Goldrausch not only saw a large part of a donation received during its establishment phase being taken away, but since then also saw substantial donations being completely discouraged
as a result of this situation.
Inappropriate tax and social systems in relation to the self-employed

Some obstacles are not only of concern to the financial instruments. For his part, the entrepreneur also runs up against allowance, tax and social security contribution arrangements
which are often poorly suited to business start-ups. For example, England has just given up
its transitional income arrangement (the Enterprise Allowance Scheme) for those starting
up businesses. France’s social security contributions are charged at a flat rate, without consideration for an entrepreneur’s low income during his business’ start up phase. On top of
all this, the calculation of these charges is complicated and payments are not made at regu-
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lar intervals (three different administrations are in charge). In addition, the entrepreneur
receives less medical cover than those receiving minimum benefits (RMI). This can make
them regret having started up their businesses legally, as the microcredit organisations usually require them to do in order to receive a loan and support.

Recommendations
1. To recognise the creation of a business as a process of its own

This theme recurs again and again, but loses none of its relevance. Differentiating between
countries within the Union, the following are particularly important:
! setting up an income (an allowance) for the transitional phase between unemployment
and a business being established;
! altering the tax and social security contribution arrangements during this fragile transitional phase, when the entrepreneur’s income may be very low;
! simplification of the administration of the various obligations, rights and charges during a company’s turbulent start-up phase (for example: setting up a social department
specialising in small enterprise; providing a free public telephone helpline that acts as
an information and ombudsman service at the same time and dealing with legal issues,
grants and any other information which might be useful to the founders of businesses).
2. To recognise the specific character, the multi-dimensionality and the social usefulness of microcredit instruments

This involves:
! differentiating them from for-profit companies (even though as not-for-profits they create for-profit micro-enterprises, with socially excluded people) and granting them arrangements similar to those which apply to organisations for social or collective benefit;
! applying a tax regime similar to that which applies to organisations with a social purpose, in particular making donations tax-free (as is the case for First Step in Ireland until 1997);
! “distinguishing” them as financial organisations with social aims (and as not-forprofits) and applying the official and prudential banking regulations to them with discretion (to avoid legal juggling acts which are the rule among FISEs).
3. To fiscally encourage savings for social or local development aims

Tax incentives should focus as much on private individuals, who would thus be encouraged
to be concerned about local initiatives (and would guarantee, to some extent, their quality),
as on local authorities and other partners, such as private companies.
4. To set up measures helping provide guidance to businesses starters

The previous proposals aim to give microcredit organisations the greatest possible degree
of autonomy in solving and reducing their structural constraints on their own at their respective levels (following the principle of subsidiarity). However, it still needs to be
stressed that microcredit with accompanying support is not structurally self-sufficient, unless it relies heavily on the use of volunteers (which it certainly does). Proposals to remedy
this situation move in two directions:
! externalise the accompanying support services;
! find external financing to cover the costs of accompanying support services provided
internally.
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These formulae are not mutually exclusive, and there are intermediate solutions (consisting
in externalising some of the services). Individual and local circumstances will make one
option or the other more suitable: the size of the microcredit organisation; the existence or
lack of local voluntary partners; urban/rural environment, etc. However, both proposals
have their limits.
The proposal to provide assistance for the provision of support services could aim:
! to create, at a regional or national level, universal, free assistance for business start-ups
which would support the credit tools (and thus reduce their financial risk). The assistance could cover the development of business plans, accountancy and management
training and project monitoring;
! to create and/or encourage “balanced” partnerships between the person setting up a
business, in particular by making (strategic) links with established entrepreneurs.
However, the following limits and constraints must be taken into account in setting up these
support services:
! the people providing support must be motivated and believe in what they are doing and
in the projects that they are following;
! decisions taken at the top (of management, of the ministry, etc) must be taken with the
knowledge of resources available (time, personnel, good will etc) at the level of the
services to make the assistance worthwhile and credible;
! even with the best will available, this support is useless if the service is not given at
“the right level” (socially, culturally, technically) in relation to the micro-enterprise
starter, the micro-enterprise sector and their level of marginality from which they have
to emerge;
! over-specialisation of support tasks may overlook certain obvious needs or miss opportunities;
! how to create a business, in particular a micro-enterprise, cannot be taught in a theoretical way, but must come about through a constructive reflexive process with the
would-be micro-entrepreneur;
! too many support programmes lead to low rates of business start-ups. It is therefore
useful to limit access to training programmes, for example to those seeking credit.
5. To finance externally the costs of accompanying support provided by the microcredit organisation itself

Access to public funds can be improved through measures taken both by the microcredit
organisations and by the public authorities. For the public authorities, it can be helpful:
! to recognise the training capacity of microcredit organisations;
! to recognise the person setting up his own businesses as someone in training;
! to set up programme budgets capable of dealing with hybrid and innovative (training)
initiatives (for example by linking up several ministries or Directorates with the complementary skills).
For microcredit organisations, it is necessary:
! to seek clarification of their administrative and cost structures (in particular to distinguish between credit management tasks and those relating to accompanying services);
! to ensure that the structure of the follow-up service becomes professional.
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6. To create specific financing programmes for initiating or developing microcredit organisations

Such programmes should be envisaged as capital investments (one-off investments) or as
cost support for accompanying services, bearing in mind that:
! micro-financing is not an ad hoc activity, which can be done in part or as a side activity. On the contrary, it is a complete task which deserves full and special attention,
which has to be set up with the intention to last;
! programmes which are consistent, both in terms of their contents and in their duration
must therefore be created. Many measures are set up in emergencies (“something must
be done”) and then disappear through a lack of interest or are pushed out by the next
emergency (“something else must be done”);
! support programmes must be flexible enough to allow for adaptations to the needs in
the field. This implies both time flexibility and a freedom of approach in order to reach
the aim being sought.
! the support must be adapted to the needs and constraints of the micro-entrepreneur
rather than reflect the constraints of the administration (the French ACCRE allowance,
for example, had time frames for allocations and payments which were too long - between two and eight months, or even longer if the applicant was living on minimum
benefits. In such a case, the finance provided is not really contributing to the activity’s
start-up).
In relation to European financing in particular, it is important to note that certain requirements accompanying these funds do not always bear much relation to small and micro enterprises. Trans-nationality, for example, is not relevant for these businesses which are concerned above all with trans-regional links (Goldrausch mentions the LEI programme as
being generally a good attempt, although it is very under-funded and not necessarily open
to innovative projects).
Assistance with the financing and creation of micro-enterprises does not in principle create
market distortions, because the businesses financed would not have found financing elsewhere. In other words, what is involved here is a facility providing access to the market,
which, on the contrary, is actually combating a source of market inefficiency.
7. To integrate the experience of micro-business into macro-policy

It would be erroneous to conclude that because of their micro-size, the experiences of micro-business start-ups were insignificant in political terms. Microfinance, through its necessary holistic approach to the circumstances of the prospective entrepreneur, who is often
starting from a position of marginality, has a representative view of what allows or prevents
economic activities to develop, here and now. It would therefore be useful:
! to find and create ways of incorporating the lessons from initiatives in the field (those
which have succeeded and those which have failed);
! to capitalise on their experience.
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8. To encourage collaboration and the transfer of experience

The sharing of experience and good practice would be helpful, or even essential:
! laterally, between organisations in the field, in order to improve and capitalise on their
respective skills and strengthen their joint position;
! among other players in social and political life in order to make good practices known
and perhaps to spread those models which function well (for example, PYBT suggested
transferring its model to other countries).

5.2 Financial instruments directed towards the social
sector and workers’ co-operatives
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Obstacles
Shortage of projects

The feedback received from the FISE targeting the social sector and worker co-operatives
in almost all of the Union is a lack of applications for projects, either at start-up, or in development. According to Hefboom (Belgium) and MAG 2 Finance (Italy), at the time of
the investigation whole not-for-profit sector was stagnating. The financial instruments specifically directed towards workers’ co-operatives like AKF (Denmark) and instruments
emerging from the trade-union movement, like ITUT (Ireland), point out that the cooperative form is being no longer promoted by the organisations responsible for its promotion (Ireland), or worse, that the concept has burnt itself out, and there is no pioneering
spirit left in the co-operative sector (Denmark).
Bearing this in mind, it does however seem that there is a largely cyclical explanation to the
phenomenon. More specifically, Hefboom recognises that a structural lack of capital of
their own prevents co-operatives from embarking on developing projects.
Difficulties of collecting authorised capital

To remedy the first disability partly, the co-operative financial instruments have for a long
time recognised the importance of financial contributions in the form of equity in cooperative companies, rather than in the form of loans. Their own capacity to generate capital is, however, limited, as they have both a low capacity and no vocation to extract internal
surpluses. The raising of and intervention in capital pose various problems throughout
Europe at the following levels:
! legal: legislation surrounding the raising of capital is extremely restrictive in the majority of countries in the Union. Indeed, Hefboom, in Belgium, thinks it is among very
few organisations in Europe which are permitted to do it. Coop 57 in Spain, for example, has legal difficulties in making public calls to underwrite capital funds. It is also
forbidden from investing directly in co-operatives;
! practical: the preparation of investment prospectuses is complicated and often expensive for small financial organisations.
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Moreover, the saver, in view of the inherent risks in venture capital and the poor returns, is
not attracted by this formula. It is true that in the social field, the formulae of deposits or
bond-holdings generally provide a similar return, but there the risks are limited.
Non-existent legal forms

Like microcredit organisations, the financial instruments directed specifically towards the
social sector do not have a legal form of their own. Throughout the Union, they are obliged
to resort to traditional legal forms in order to carry out their credit activities. The result is
that:
! they are taxed just like any other for-profit company: Cosis (the Social Investment
Company), which only finances social co-operatives, is taxed at up to 30% of its turnover;
! they are confronted by legal requirements which are heavy for small structures to bear
and are expensive, given the modest funds at their disposal.

Recommendations
1. Recognise the specific character of the social investment sector

It would be appropriate and timely to differentiate, throughout the EU as a whole, financial
activities of social benefit from other banking activities. Indeed, not-for-profit financial
activities which aim to reduce social inequality through the creation and maintenance of
employment and support social integration and the regeneration of the fabric of local society, cannot validly be treated as commercial banking activities.
The aim of this recognition would not be to encourage public intervention through subsidies and other direct interventions. It is important for these instruments not to break the
link between savings and the projects being supported. The measures envisaged as a result
of the creation of a special law for “Socially Beneficial Not-for-Profit Financial Instruments” are primarily to do with tax incentives and indirect strengthening of their social
base and their own methods of intervention, such as: (1) tax exemptions for deposits; (2)
tax exemption on loans; (3) tax exemption on profits put into an undistributed reserve earmarked for social reinvestment, etc.
It is worth mentioning here the law being developed in the Italian Parliament on ONLUS,
(socially beneficial not-for-profit organisations). It would be helpful to be able to combine
this law with others (like the Ltd company for example) in the financial field, as COSIS
hopes will take place.
2. Encourage additional funding contributions

Even if it is appropriate to maintain a close link between the depositors and the projects,
some financial organisations (CAF and ICOF in particular) would welcome other sources
of complementary funds, as follows :
! corporations could be encouraged to invest through tax incentives (as it is the case in
France for instance);
! pension funds could be permitted to place their funds in the co-operative sector, using
the FISE as intermediaries;
! public authorities could commit funds for specific purposes such as employee buyouts
of companies for example in bankruptcy proceedings (as is already the case in Italy and
Austria);
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more appeals could be made to trade unions and they could be encouraged to invest
their funds in economic and social restructuring projects.

3. Stimulate the social and co-operative sector

To remedy the absence of projects in the social and co-operative sector, specific encouragement measures are possible, in particular: (1) at the level of information and awareness-raising; (2) at the level of co-operative legislation; (3) at the level of the taxation of
co-operatives, (4) at the level of investment incentives and (5) at the level of social
“markets”:
! !3+*052,6*3(23;(2Q20.3.77P0267639l(to formulate an information strategy at European
and national levels on co-operative and self-management principles, aimed at younger
generations, investors, trade unions, NGOs providing employment for the socially excluded and management schools.
! A.967>2,6*3l(certain specific recommendations by country are suggested, in particular:
expansion of co-operative legislation (and friendly societies) to smaller groups, in the
case of Ireland (less than seven people); to allow external contributions from nonmembers in the co-operative’s capital (cf. for example: the English ESOPs and the
French SCOPs).
! Z2f2,6*3l(certain national constraints could be reduced, in particular: the dismantling
of the flat-rate taxation of Italian co-operatives; tax exemption on profits put into nondistributable reserves in the UK.
! !3J.7,5.3,(63I.3,6J.7l(to make investment incentives accessible to co-operatives;
! C20X.,(7,65/>2,6*3: to give co-operatives preference when outsourcing or externalising (privatising) public services. Adaptation of legislation on competition, not to distort
the market in favour of social economy organisations (co-operatives, self-managed
businesses, women's businesses, etc) but to provide equal access to the market for all
economic actors, which is not the case at present.
4. Organise co-operation and collaboration between FISE on an EU scale

A gathering together of social and financial co-operative organisations at European level
was suggested (mainly by organisations which are not members of the INAISE network),
with the following aims:
! to solve real problems and exchange good practice;
! to set up joint projects (in particular with the aid of European funds);
! to organise and manage joint financial resources (in particular syndicating equity issues
in order to reduce the cost of this kind of operation).

5.3 “Ethical banks”
OC.0X/0@('A$('.5.637I-2+,7K23X@(%X*!3J.7,(k(%X*:23X.3@("%<@(C#'(T(<6P
323I.k:23I2(%,6I2@(%X*P*7//7123XX6S
Obstacles
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Lack of capital

The principal weakness of the ethical banks is their recurring lack of capital. Indeed, they
provide only a small return on shares and do not make large profits, as this is not their aim.
In other words, they are neither a strong attractor of external capital (at least for those investors insisting on a market competitive financial return), nor a strong accumulator of internal capital. It is therefore often difficult for them to finance all the projects which apply
to them, especially if these projects are large. Even if their deposits grow intensively (Merkur saw deposits grow by 40% in each of the last two years), they are limited by their solvency ratios (“Cook ratios”), which prevent them from investing these resources in projects. These require that the bank’s own capital is equal to at least 8% of the value of its investments. Once this ratio is reached an increase in capital is necessary before more funds
can be lent out to projects.
Under-capitalisation in the sectors financed

The ethical banks finance the third sector and co-operative, social, cultural and service
sectors as well as emerging sectors like the environmental sector (organic agriculture, renewable energy). All these sectors tend to suffer from a lack of own funds - a chronic deficiency for some, a start-up one for others.
Difficulties in achieving bank status

The introduction of the second banking directive, which fixed a minimum capital requirement of 5 million ECU to start up a bank has made it very difficult to establish this type of
instrument (which has become necessary for many FISE following the first bank directive
restricting bank-like activities to recognised banks). In fact, many of the current ethical
banks would never have existed if they had been subjected to this constraint when they
were created.
The intermediate status currently allowed in some EU countries (with lower capital requirements), limits the range of possible activities of those FISE that have not reached the
necessary capital level at this stage. How can savers be motivated and attracted if the possibilities of (ethical) investment are limited or not even permitted?
Eko-osuuspankki in Finland is blocked by a law which will not permit it to invest its capital
anywhere other than in government stocks. Yet the day when it finally reaches the required
capital threshold – if ever it does reach it - it will be compelled to it invest this capital rapidly in projects responding to its ethical criteria, but without having had any real opportunity to acquire necessary experience, and without having been able to build up essential
links in the field. It therefore risks being “disconnected” from its working environment
while being under pressure from its depositors, who will want to see their money being
used. It will be difficult to resist the temptation to invest in large projects rather than in
small ones, and in existing companies and other traded paper rather than in small projects
and start-ups.
Along the same lines, it will be interesting to see how the new German bank for the environment (Umweltbank) which took several years to assemble the necessary capital, will
succeed in financing projects in the sectors it wants to reach. It was not able to form these
essential links in the field during this time.
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Undeveloped market potential

Projects in the environmental sector, such as organic farming or renewable energy, which
are strongly supported by the ethical banks, would have very strong growth potentials
would environmental regulations (standards and taxes) be introduced more effectively. A
more rational environmental policy would definitely be a factor in the development of this
sector.

Recommendations
1. Public intervention in banking capital

The creation of a public instrument (bank investment fund for job creation) to supply capital to ethical banks would probably have several very useful characteristics, namely:
! valuable leverage (since on the basis of the Cook ratio, 1 ECU of capital makes it possible to invest approximately 12 ECU of deposits);
! “warmth”, care and effectiveness, due to the fact that public funds are associated with
the funds of small investors;
! a social ethic and efficacy which are maximised thanks to the statutory transparency of
ethical banks in the use of their funds, and
! a strong priority for social added value (which takes precedence over the concern for
profit, thanks to the low priority on the return on shares).
The exact form of the intervention, according to NEF, could be a capital endowment.
EkoInvest suggests a long-term equity stake, as their projects last from seven to 14 years.
At the European level, it would be interesting to assess here the value of a formula similar
to the seed capital funds set up by the European Commission aimed at innovative SMEs.
2. Creation of a Guarantee Fund

A second method of support in public funding could be via a guarantee fund which would
help improve the under-capitalisation in some enterprise sectors. Deficiencies in guarantee
instruments are, however, commonplace, occurring in part as a result of the moral hazard
that these kinds of instruments incur. The entrepreneur supported must be watched closely
to ensure that he does not shirk his responsibilities. This is why it is necessary that the fund
be set up in cooperation with interested ethical banks or with experienced guarantee managers, which would act as the conduits for it. At the European level, the guarantee funds of
the EIF should be considered, provided that:
! the management is not over burdensome (as is sometimes the case);
! the ethical banks have access to it;
! the granting conditions to applying projects are designed to suit the social sector.
3. Targeted tax concessions

The lack of environmental regulation (standards, taxes) can be mitigated to a certain extent
by tax incentives such as those introduced in The Netherlands for example, where green investment funds were given tax breaks. The formula was instantly a great success, causing a
knock-on effect among other banks and among savers in general, even though other investments would certainly have yielded higher returns.
4. To make bank status more accessible

The second banking directive, intended to make the banking sector more secure, imposed a
severe handicap on any new banking initiative. Even if it was probably not intentional, it
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has made it difficult now to establish a new ethical bank. It is not however absolutely necessary to lower the minimum capital threshold for banks. On the contrary, intermediate
statuses leading towards being a bank, although variable from one country to another,
should be adapted to permit financial activities compatible with an ethical vocation and/or
at the very least, enabling the financial instrument to build up its relationships in the field,
both among potential investors and potential projects to be financed, while the necessary
capital is being accumulated.
5. Contracting of European grants transfers to ethical banks

The time periods for payments of some European grants to selected projects are sometimes
extremely long and are often unbearable for small social structures which are obliged to
turn to the banking sector for bridging loans. The ethical banks are approached particularly
by organisations who in addition are only able to offer very weak guarantees. Contracting
these European grants directly to the financial intermediary (which in turn grants the
bridging loan to the project) would greatly facilitate the allocation of loans necessary to
cope with these payment periods.

5.4 Instruments benefiting from state aid
O<'!<@(<<#@(4<!@($!?@(?!C@(#?Z@($*Q.I7*5@(Z2X//P$RR,6[S
The financial instruments considered here are those which benefit or benefited from direct
and substantial public intervention. This group is not homogeneous. It can be subdivided
into those which benefit from permanent support and those which benefited from a single
injection of support or one which was limited in time. Their respective concerns and development paths can vary, as will be seen.

Obstacles
Scepticism

It seems that FISE of this sort which are in their establishment phase (ART, Sowecsom) are
confronted by scepticism and mistrust, as much from the public authorities (from departments or ministries other than those which are supporting the instruments), as from the social sector. In particular this scepticism is concerned with:
! whether they will find enough eligible projects to finance, considering their financial
exigencies (because they are dictated for example by a concern for the sustainability of
the fund or by the condition that they should not compete too much - having received
public funding - with the mainstream banking sector);
! whether they will have a significant impact on unemployment.
Not content with putting pressure on the organisation to achieve results, this scepticism itself seems to be a significant handicap for these financial organisations, which are called
upon to distribute these public funds in a short space of time.
Dependence on the whims of public authorities

Benefiting from public subsidies also brings with it procedural complications (delays, administrative burdens, etc) as well as risks due to changes in priorities which can sometimes
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occur in an abrupt way, following elections or following a change of majority. The fear of
the loss of the public support can undermine an organisation’s own mission and make it too
attentive to the desires of the state.
Pressure on results

Faced with the pressing problems of unemployment, social exclusion, poverty", it is a
matter of urgency for the politician whose horizon extends as far as the next elections, to
show quickly the effectiveness of the resources committed. What started off focused on the
regeneration of the area’s economy can thus become a race for projects, neglecting the necessary local synergies without which a project cannot take root. This is the fear with respect
to RIM and SIR in Portugal, which were endowed with a significant budget from Europe
(SIR alone has capital equal to the sum of )"" the other financial instruments here studied
put together). Facing these constraints, and political expectations not to disappoint, error is
difficult to accept and the system cannot correct itself. The results cannot be evaluated and
experience can hardly be accumulated.
Difficulties establishing local relations

For those instruments whose instigation was “top-down”, the major challenge lies in channelling resources into the field: getting funds to those who need them the most. This difficulty is particularly in evidence with RIM and SIR in Portugal. The principal problems are:
! inappropriate sizing of loans in relation to the needs in the field (especially in relation
to small enterprises);
! the burden and length of the administrative procedures for granting credit (in particular
for the RIM programme which addresses itself at businesses with less than 10 employees);
! the absence of a social base and of local connections, in particular with economically
disadvantaged regions.
The difficulty of building up local relations can also be due to the local level itself, if it
simply does not generate enough projects on its own, as can be seen in the most deprived
regions of Portugal. The presence of these financing programmes is not in itself sufficient
to highlight local needs or endogenous energies, or to deal with the absence of an enterprise
culture.

Recommendations
1. To recognise the importance of time and experimentation

As regards job creation, a mechanical input-output type return (invested funds - created
jobs) cannot be demanded of these financial instruments. The identification of needs in the
field, putting in place appropriate procedures, experimenting with interventions which can
create more jobs etc. all form part of a learning process which needs time as well as a certain latitude at the level of the financial instrument being supported. This recommendation
is true for all the financial instruments studied here, especially during their establishment
phase. This requires a loosening of expectations on the part of the public authorities, as
well as on the side of the fund managers, who should not sacrifice usefulness to justifiability.
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2. To simplify and decentralise procedures

Within the framework of the financial instruments and the programmes with “top down”
management, it is of primary importance to come down to the level of the projects targeted.
This involves:
! a simplification of and reduction in the time taken for the procedures for disbursing
funds;
! the adaptation of the amounts and conditions of access (guarantees required, own
funds, etc) to suit the capacities and needs of the projects;
! decentralisation of procedures both regionally and sectorally (for example, by involving organisations with good social roots and which are close to the target group).
3. Capitalise trust

It is crucial for financial instruments receiving one-off public support, straightaway to gain
trust from other partners, public and private, who will be needed if the activities are to survive the end of this initial support. For the financial instruments themselves, this involves
paying attention to:
! the setting up of evaluation and accounting procedures for the results obtained;
! the involvement of private funds (from mainstream banks, corporations, private individuals) at the departure of or in conjunction with public funding in order to improve
the credibility and the longevity of the instrument supported.
4. Tax incentives

In order to improve the chances of survival of financial instruments benefiting only from
government aid for a limited period, it would be helpful to establish tax advantages for private contributions. LIF draws attention to the measures existing in the US, from which it
would be interesting to draw ideas.

5.5 what steps should be taken? (recommendations
summary)
The principal recommendations put forward are a synthesis of what was expressed
(1) in the case studies, (2) at the experts’ meeting in Paris and (3) by the study group itself.

5.5.1

Adjustments to the banking framework

b7Tq-?#)J#*%-)*#-)JM$%#J-,E-*#F#*-,E-V)"&E"(-OX@&'n%-,#>,-$@-)@@#>-55-FE*-)-(E*#-#>,#@%$M#
J$%&S%%$E@-E@-,'$%-IE$@,9c
The introduction of the second banking directive throughout the EU fixes the minimum
capital threshold at ECU 5 million. This measure aims to make banks, and therefore savings, more secure, which is a respectable objective. However, although risk is an important
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consideration in relation to the financial system and the organisations of which it is composed, not everything can be reduced to this one criterion. Access to financial services by
any citizen, even those whose incomes are judged insufficient, access to a loan by small
enterprises, concern for balanced and sustainable development, are different criteria which
are also worthy of consideration when judging the performance of a bank, or even more, of
a banking system. Does not too an exclusive interest in banking risk alone, transfer and
build up risk – more fundamental risks – on the side of society and the environment?
The FISE, whose vocation is precisely to address these “other” risks (defensively, and
mostly constructively), are seriously handicapped in their access to banking status and to
banking functions since the introduction of this second banking directive. But it would not
be in their own interest (they do not seek profit), nor in the general interest to expose themselves to excessive financial risks. On the contrary, their proximity to the local economy
seem to ensure that their exposure to failure is low.
It is seriously recommended – precisely in a spirit of *#JS&$@B financial risks - to adapt
banking regulations to allow FISE to be created and skills to be acquired in the course of
their growth.
In several countries of the Union, a discretionary threshold of ECU 1 million of capital is
applied (of which the Commission is informed) within which the FISE can exercise certain
banking functions. It would be advantageous to make more systematic provision for intermediate thresholds which would allow progressive and extensive accumulation of banking
activities, until the current threshold of ECU 5 million was reached. It would not be necessary to change the latter.
What should be done?

!
!
!

In the very short term: to confirm a minimum safety threshold of 1 million ECU in the
revision of the second banking directive by the Commission - this revision has to be
completed at the latest by 1 January 1998;
To establish a dialogue between FISE and the national and European banking regulators, if only to bring to their attention the existence of FISE, in their own countries, in
Europe and further afield;
To study the rules of control best adapted to FISE in more detail, based for example on
English credit unions which benefit from adaptable prudential controls.

5.5.2

Adjustment of the taxation of FISE

Throughout the European Union, no systematic distinction in terms of tax treatment is
made between FISE and mainstream commercial financial organisations. In general, notfor-profit or “for the common good” legal structures, which are the only ones able to claim
favourable tax treatment (tax exemption on donations for example), do not allow deposit
and credit activities to be carried out. In contrast, legal structures which allow financial
activities to be undertaken in general are not permitted different tax treatment. However, in
several countries of the Union there are some exceptions, which are often temporary. Some
organisations manage by setting up a combination of several legal structures which enable
them to combine various benefits. But these solutions are seldom ideal, and are badly
adapted in particular to the growth of the FISE. There are too many cases where the tax
system comes into full force (Germany, Italy, etc). No official distinction is made between
the not-for-profit financing of social activities working for the general benefit, and forprofit finance pursued for private gain.
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This study has pointed several times to the fact that FISE carry out a mission of public
value, create many positive externalities, deal with collective tasks that the state does not
want to or cannot deal with, and develop new markets. The development of these new
markets is also to the notable benefit of the mainstream banks, in spite of their inaccessibility and conservatism. It would be justified for the sake of the common good )@J in order
to maintain a pool of social and economic experimentation, that FISE benefit from legal
forms which distinguish them from private for-profit financial activities. Let us only remember that the mechanisms of the social welfare system (mutuality, social insurance)
were at their origin techniques developed by the former generation of the social economy.
In many countries it would be possible to extend the recently established legal structures
for social companies (like the status of “enterprises with a social purpose” in Belgium) or
legal structures still being developed (like the "not-for-profit organisations of social benefit" in Italy) to FISE.
What should be done?

!
!

Define a legal form specifically for FISE, on a European scale if possible, or failing
this, on a national scale;
Make a systematic study for the countries in the European Union and perhaps in the US
as well of (1) the tax regulations applying to FISE, (2) the legal forms they adopt by default (and their tax implications), and (3) new legal forms being developed throughout
the EU which could apply to FISE.

5.5.3

Encourage ethical saving

Like the FISE themselves, ethical saving is also generally not encouraged, with the wellknown exception of The Netherlands, where "eco-funds" are exempt from capital income
taxes. Again, savers who are themselves concerned with social and environmental added
value and who sacrifice all or part of their interest to it, cannot be lumped together with
savers who aim only at the maximum private pecuniary return, without any concern for the
origin of this return. The lower interest rate offered to the ethical saver is furthermore often
structurally vital to the projects financed, where returns are not competitive and/or the costs
of the lending process (in the absence of “real” guarantees) are high.
Encouragement could be introduced mainly at two levels: (1) personal tax exemptions for
returns on ethical investments and (2) making unclaimed interest tax deductible (treated as
a donation). The launch of a specific European label for ethical savings could also increase
the visibility of these mechanisms and act as a valuable catalyst. The case of “Finansol” in
France, which involves some traditional banks and several French FISE would be an interesting experiment to watch.
An issue that is not resolved here is whether this encouragement should affect all “ethical
investments" (including investment funds investing in listed shares) or only social investments (limited to direct investments in projects or unquoted enterprises). This should be
borne in mind.
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What should be done?

!

!
!

Make a recommendation to the Member States on reducing taxes on ethical savings.
The procedure used for the subcommittee for PEPPER (measures encouraging employees to buy shares in their companies) would be worthwhile following (in particular with
the establishment of an advisory and follow-up committee at Commission level);
Encourage the establishment of national working parties between the FISE and the respective Ministries of Finance (like the one in Belgium for instance);
Develop a European ethical savings label, taking as a starting point the French example
and possibly American examples and involving ethical auditing organisations and the
FISE. However, care will should be taken to ensure that the label could not be turned
into a commercial gimmick.

5.5.4

Setting up funds for job creation

b7Tq-?#)J#*%-)*#-)JM$%#J-,E-*#F#*-,E-V*-d)@-6M#*%n%-)@J-V*-R@J*N-O#,EA%+XK%-,#>,%-$@-)@=
@#>-55-FE*-)-(E*#-#>,#@%$M#-J$%&S%%$E@-E@--,'$%-IE$@,9c
The study showed how comparatively inexpensive the creation of jobs through instruments
like FISE can be (an effectiveness argument). It also showed that these jobs are in priority
areas within the framework of the policies of the European Union, namely new sectors with
job-creating potential, in the small to very small enterprise sector as well as in the field of
local development (an appropriateness argument). Thus, both for reasons of effectiveness
and of appropriateness, direct interventions for FISE and for the “new social economy” in
general seem to be justified.
What should be done?

!

!

!

It would be worthwhile evaluating the possibility of using the financial mechanisms already created by the Commission – possibly by adapting them - for FISE. In particular:
- the FS@J%-EF-,'#-65T-)@J-EF-,'#-65! (the European Investment Bank and European
Investment Fund respectively), while taking particular care to ensure they are accessible to FISE and the social sector in general;
- the mechanisms of a %##J-&)I$,)"-FS@J, in particular in the form of taking shares in
the capital of ethical banks;
- mechanisms such as B"Ee)"-B*)@,%-b%SeM#@,$E@-B"Ee)"#cC-of particular interest to
microcredit.
the creation of a support programme to finance business start-ups in the form of lumpsum grants, which would be meant to compensate for the excessive costs of management and of accompanying services connected with the small amounts of finance for
business start ups (for example, a lump-sum contribution of ECU 2,000 per intervention/business created);
set up a study unit to look at the best forms of assistance for the creation of businesses
at European level and in the various countries of the Union.

5.5.5

Development and introduction of impact evaluation methods

The study revealed, and it is not the first to do so, that there are real difficulties in assessing
the effective added value of social instruments such as FISE. What criteria and tools can
be used to judge and compare the qualities of jobs, general and local multiplier effects, se-
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curity, and even economic effectiveness? How can jobs created in a major multinational
corporation, which can potentially be relocated, be compared with jobs created within
small enterprises, within the local economy, with value added, by those in precarious situations (the long-term unemployed, women with dependent children, etc)?
Tools are one thing, applying them is another. The study also persuaded many of the FISE
to assess their job creation impact for the first time. As a result, some have recognised the
value of the exercise and will henceforth systematically carry out this assessment. Even if
the tools are not perfect, one must do what one can. This seems to be a minimum requirement if one is to justify receiving public attention (even though this effort is seldom required of the private companies and banks benefiting from government aid: has anyone to
date evaluated the impact of the loans of the EIB?).
What should be done?

!
!

Start to seek out impact analysis tools which have already been developed in Europe
and the US (including benchmarking tools already used in the US in particular). Explore the possibility of adapting these evaluation tools for FISE;
FISE themselves need to introduce these evaluation tools into their assessment processes.

5.5.6

Adjustment of social legislation with respect to the creation of
enterprises/ activities

The problems faced by an unemployed would-be entrepreneur in setting up his own business are mainly beyond the scope of this study. However, again, it should be noted that the
poverty trap still exists and that legal and tax regimes still present obstacles for those starting businesses, which is in itself a difficult process even without these supplementary hurdles.
However, the study also revealed the threat which hangs over unemployed people who take
part in LETS type exchange systems in various countries in Europe. In particular, in Belgium the exclusion of an unemployed person from unemployment benefit has put a stop to
the development of these kinds of initiatives (for the moment). However, the Belgian
Minister of Finance, Mr Philippe Maystadt, declared publicly that it is unacceptable that no
legal alternatives are left to the unemployed except idleness.
What should be done?

!

!

Conduct a survey, for each country in the Union, of the mechanisms which facilitate
the creation of businesses, having in particular an attention for:
- the creation of a specific status for business starters;
- ways of managing exemptions from social charges and other transitory allowances for those creating businesses.
Studying in-depth possible adjustments of the social security system with a view to reintegrating marginalised people.
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5.5.7

To rebuild the concept of the social economy

It must be admitted that the “new social economy” remains very secret throughout the EU.
Very little is known among the general public about the financial instruments presented
here. And yet, a brief presentation of one of them is often sufficient to spark off people’s
curiosity, or even the enthusiasm of the converted. There is a clear lack of information.
Beside information, training is also largely lacking. Are there sufficient training centres
(higher education institutes or universities) teaching about the social economy? Are they
networked? Do they have any contacts with real creators of initiatives within the social
economy?
What should be done?

!
!

Launch and support media conveying information on the social economy which could
popularise the methods, principles, and ideas involved;
Identify, link up and promote training centres dealing with the social economy (higher
education institutes and universities), in particular management schools.

5.5.8

Continuation of a European process of reflection on FISE

This study wanted to present as broad a picture as possible of the FISE of the newest generation. Given the quantity and variety of information involved, it was not possible to
study all the aspects of these instruments in more detail, or to make close contact with all
the instruments themselves. This is - to our knowledge at least - the first European study
which has tried to give a such a complete outline of this new generation of financial instruments.
What should be done?

!
!
!

Start a process of reflection, at the European level, looking at the establishment of new
types of institutions and new procedures to encourage the creation of businesses
through the social economy;
Study the successful experiments located in countries beyond the EU (USA, WIR
Business-Circle in Switzerland, etc) and success factors connected with public policies;
Study separately and in more detail the new clearing instruments (LETS, Bartering,
JAK,") and in particular the effects of credit mechanisms which do not have job creation as a direct aim (what is their specific understanding of the economy and why does
the latter not generate employment?).
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6. Conclusions

The FISE (Financial Instruments of the Social Economy) which were the subject of this research are a testament to the J6,2>6,D and I0.2,6J6,D springing from 9.3/63.(633*J2,*07
Q6,-63(,-.(7*I62>(.I*3*5D and, more generally, +0*5(,-.(.f1>*02,6*3(*+(3.Q(Q2D7(KD
Q-6I-(7*I62>(23;(.I*3*56I(0.>2,6*37-617(I23(K.(I-239.;. It should be made clear that
the instruments retained for this exploratory study are mainly financial bank-type instruments, namely credit, venture capital and guarantee instruments. But these financial instruments often adopt “soft banking” policies, with regards to guarantee or return requirements, and they also tend to provide intensive accompanying support to the projects they
finance. This type of approach facilitates access to finance while also making projects of
low profitability viable (not-for-profit projects in particular). The majority of the instruments studied can be grouped into +*/0(5263(I2,.9*06.7:
1.
2.
3.
4.

microcredit and business start-up instruments;
financial instruments directed towards the social sector and workers' co-operatives;
ethical banks;
instruments which benefit or benefited from direct and substantial public interventions.

The organisations which were the subject of this study clearly Q*0X(63(2>>(7.I,*07(*+(,-.
.I*3*5D. Indeed, their interventions make it possible to create or support activities in agriculture or industry as much as in the service sector. Moreover, these organisations are .fP
,0.5.>D(2I,6J.(63(3.Q(7.I,*07(Q6,-(Y*KPI0.2,639(1*,.3,62>. They play an important role
in developing new economic activities and new markets like recycling, organic farming, renewable energies, etc. In one or two cases, the initiatives financed have contributed to the
development of a sector of new activities (for example the development of wind energy
production).
But these instruments have also many other objectives besides the development of economic activities - even if their intervention open up, as is often the role of the social economy, new types of activities. =-2,(.77.3,62>>D(,-.D(;*(67(,*(9023,(2(J.0D(651*0,23,(1>2I.
,*(5.3(23;(Q*5.3, first by using the generated economic activities to help those whom
the predominant economy has left by the wayside, then by placing these activities within
institutional frameworks (co-operatives, micro-businesses and mutual aid groups among
entrepreneurs and non-monetised exchanges) which make it possible to build up other human relationships, including work related ones. Lastly, they take an active part in the social revitalisation of communities (geographic or sociological) in which their actions are
undertaken.
It is the holistic nature of their approach - 23(.,-6I2>(2110*2I-(,*(K*,-(,-.(I*>>.I,6*3(23;
,*(,-.(2>>*I2,6*3(*+(72J6397, often within a project for society - which explains why .5P
1>*D5.3,(63(6,7.>+(67(3*,(,-.(I.3,02>(I*3I.03(*+(5*7,(*+(,-.(+6323I62>(637,0/5.3,7(7,/;P
6.;. If this observation seems astonishing at first sight, it is easily explained on reading the
social objective of the organisations encountered. This is, as has just been pointed out,
generally centred on other concerns: to support useful activities; help particular target
groups (women, the unemployed, elderly people, etc) or to contribute to setting up a project
for society. This attitude of benign neglect in relation to employment explains why a sta-
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tistical evaluation of the jobs created through the actions of the FISE is often difficult. It
must be underlined in this connection that, in very many socio-economic activities and experiments, employment tends to become a rather vague concept, which does not make it
easy to study the impact on employment; the same is very often the case for the initiatives
supported by the instruments studied. One can indeed wonder, for example, about the exact
impact of a financed project which (#*#"X brings in some additional income; one can also
pose questions about the exact status of some of the jobs created. Generally, the examination of the projects supported by the financial instruments studied confirms that, increasingly, employment is defined along a continuum - from exchange activities to jobs created
by a SME - and no longer by well defined “categories” isolated from each other.
That being said, in fact, many projects end up - in a shorter or longer time frame - creating
jobs (or, in some cases, "saving” jobs, which for the economists amounts to increasing employment when compared to what it would have been without the intervention). Certainly,
considering the generally very modest size of the FISE, the jobs created are relatively few.
However, the direct financial investment associated with each job is very small. The investment per job created is less than 10,000 ECU for the vast majority of the financial instruments, and less than 3,000 ECU for 40% of the financial instruments. For the reasons
explained in detail in the analysis, it is difficult to compare this type of evaluation with
evaluations, which are in addition very rare and imperfect, of other instruments aiming to
create jobs. But, generally, the financial investment per job created appears very modest in
relative terms as well.
Z-.(+6323I62>(637,0/5.3,7(7,/;6.;(,-.0.+*0.(I*3,06K/,.(,*(,-.(I0.2,6*3(*+(.51>*D5.3,
/7639(5*;.7,(+6323I62>(63J.7,5.3,7N In some cases, but this also applies to most of the
larger funding instruments (for example the European Structural Funds), there are obviously other capital or loan contributors, but the overall amounts involved usually remain
small. Account must also be taken of the “hidden" costs borne by a number of the instruments studied. Indeed, the nature of the activities and people assisted, and the small size of
many instruments, means that they involve voluntary (for example in the form of skills of
qualified people) and/or non-commercial resource mobilisation (for example in the form of
subsidies to finance operating costs) and/or contributions of cheap capital. Z-.7.(;6++.0.3,
X63;7(*+(27767,23I.@(.f1>6I6,(*0(651>6I6,@(20.(*+,.3(.77.3,62>(,*(,-.(10*Y.I,7(+/3;.;(KD
,-.(<!$%, in particular when the financing of micro-enterprises is involved. Indeed, in this
case, even at a “normal” interest rate (that is to say a market rate), the total expenditure of
all kinds connected with the disbursement of the loan and with a “normal" remuneration of
the capital could not both be covered. But, even taking these hidden costs into account,
which can sometimes represent a major proportion of the sum lent, ,-.(,*,2>(oI*7,p(1.0(Y*K
I0.2,.;(0.52637(63(2>>(0.71.I,7(0.>2,6J.>D(>*QN
To leverage their financing arrangements or to help with the support/training of those
starting the projects, 7*5.(<!$%(.3,.0(63,*(120,3.07-617(Q6,-(5*0.(,02;6,6*32>(K23X7
(particularly those of the traditional social economy). The resources tapped in this way remain in absolute terms fairly limited and are probably not irreversible, as these partnerships
are neither structurally nor strategically essential for the mainstream banks. That said, the
effects of these resources, limited though they are, are remarkable. But it probably cannot
be expected that this kind of collaboration can be substantially increased without incentives
or constraints (carrot and stick).
In this respect, one can ask whether the financial instruments studied contribute to 10.P
120639(520X.,7(+*0(5*0.(,02;6,6*32>(K23X7. Once the project supported reaches maturity
or at least becomes more secure, it is the mainstream banks that become the financial partner of the entrepreneur. However, the frequency and the importance of this external sup-
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port from which the traditional banks benefit cannot be evaluated with precision. This is
another illustration of the positive influences generated by the activity of the FISE and is
therefore a justification for more support, whether public or - why not? - private.
A meticulous examination of what goes on in the field shows that, in many cases, ,-.(Y*K7
I0.2,.;(Q*/>;(3*,(-2J.(K..3(I0.2,.;(Q6,-*/,(,-.(63,.0J.3,6*3(*+(,-.(<!$%N Even if, as
mentioned above, other actors contribute to the financing of the projects, the intervention of
the instruments studied often seems to be a determining factor. !3;..;@(*3.(I23(J.0D(*+P
,.3(*K7.0J.(,-.(<!$%(Q*0X639(63(u7.95.3,7u(*+(,-.(u520X.,u(Q-6I-(20.(3*,(7.0J.;(KD
7*PI2>>.;(o52637,0.25p(+6323I62>(63,.05.;6206.7@ for a variety of reasons (this is what
has been called )JJ$,$E@)"$,X). Five main reasons have been identified:
1. The applying for finance do not fit the required profile of the entrepreneur;
2. Mainstream financial institutions do not understand the logic of the solidarity economy
and doubt the viability of the projects emerging from it;
3. The projects which require finance are in new production and service markets and/or
aim to encourage social, economic or ecological innovation;
4. Projects lack guarantees and/or are supported by non-traditional economic structures
and/or are located in “high risk” areas;
5. The absence of management experience on the part of the applicant (an individual or an
organisation) means that there is a need to provide assistance and/or training in this
area (traditional bankers have no experience of this kind of task).
On reading this list, it can be appreciated that the problem is in part a cultural one: a view
of what an entrepreneur should or should not be.
Like the vision of their role put forward by the FISE themselves, we believe that an evaluation of their interventions should not be limited to job creation. These interventions produce, through their ways of operating and their objectives, a number of multiplier effects:
strengthening social networks; environmental protection; the development of a more entrepreneurial spirit; regional economic development, etc. These multiplier effects form a
whole and in turn help to strengthen each other.
!3(120,6I/>20@(,-.(90.2,(2,,.3,6*3(96J.3(KD(523D(637,0/5.3,7(,*(,-.(63,.902,6*3(*+(,-.
10*Y.I,7(Q6,-63(2(I*55/36,D(23;(,*(10*J6;639(2II*5123D639(7/11*0,(7.0J6I.7(+*0(.3P
,0.10.3./07(I*3,06K/,.7(,*(,-.(1.07*32>(;.J.>*15.3,(*+(,-*7.(27767,.;@(63I0.27.7(,-.60
7.>+PI*3+6;.3I.(23;(K/6>;7(/1(2(71606,(*+(636,62,6J.(25*39(,-*7.(I0.2,639(K/763.77.7N To
some extent, it can be said that the instruments studied are replacing the “real guarantee”
required for traditional loans with accompanying support services and. In short: they substitute or complement (insufficient) assets with knowledge. This is why, it can also be
noted, many jobs created by these instruments have a life-span which compares favourably
with that of jobs supported or initiated by other mechanisms. That said, the picture painted
should not be too rosy. The entrepreneurs assisted by the FISE come up against the same
difficulties as all those who create or restart economic activities. However, in some ways,
they sometimes have more assets (voluntary assistance from an expert, the support of another entrepreneur or a social network ...) than the entrepreneurs assisted by the
“traditional” financial system. To some extent,(7,/;D639(,-.(63,.0J.3,6*3(5.I-236757
23;(,-.(*1.02,639(5.,-*;7(*+(,-.(<!$%(25*/3,7(,*(7,/;D639(,-.(Q2D7(63(Q-6I-(.3,0.P
10.3./07(20.(I0.2,.;(23;(>6J.(,*;2D@ particularly when they are working on new activities
or new ventures.
Z-.(277.775.3,(*+(,-.(2I,6*3(*+(,-.(<!$%(67(,-.0.+*0.(9.3.02>>D(1*76,6J.N However, this
result is not reached without effort. It is above all the fruit of a determined investment on
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the part of individuals or associations which can mobilise voluntary and non-commercial
resources for higher human and social causes, mainly carried out off the beaten track (assisting different groups and different activities). Assistance of any kind is therefore welcome, and probably essential if some of these instruments are to develop (or even to survive, in some specific cases).
Z-.(5263(I*3I0.,.(0.I*55.3;2,6*37(0.,263.;(2,(,-.(.3;(*+(,-.(232>D767(20.(90*/1.;
63,*(.69-,(I2,.9*06.7l
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Adjustments to the banking framework;
Adjustment of the tax treatment of FISE;
Encouragement of ethical saving;
Setting up funds for job creation ;
Development and introduction of impact evaluation methods;
Adjustment of social legislation with respect to the creation of enterprises or activities;
Rebuilding the concept of the social economy;
Continuing a European process of reflection on FISE.

Z-.7.(0.I*55.3;2,6*37@(7.,(*/,(63(I-21,.0()(*+(,-67(0.7.20I-@(1/07/.(,-.(+*>>*Q639(*KP
Y.I,6J.7l
1. To mitigate the negative discrimination from which some instruments suffer;
2. To valorise the value of these instruments, in terms of job creation as well as multiplier
effects, to justify direct support (for example through grants) or indirect support (for
example via tax deductions);
3. To recognise the importance of time and experimentation (to avoid the pressure of urgency) in public programmes supporting the FISE;
4. To make it easier to raise capital when this is lacking (not always the case);
5. To encourage synergies (for example with public programmes) and avoid inconsistencies in economic policies;
6. To develop markets in which the entrepreneurs and projects supported by many FISE
can flourish.
As the Commission is currently being led to reflect on the development of the Structural
Funds, we would like to conclude with ,-0..(I*55.3,7:
!

The financial instruments studied generally fit into a 0.96*32>(2110*2I- based on the
needs expressed in a given geographical area, even if, as was indicated, this sometimes
involves needs specific to a particular target group or a particular sector of activity.
The existence of a clearly identified need and the strong motivation of those responsible for the projects and of the instruments providing them with finance and accompanying support contribute to creating jobs which are (relatively) sustainable and solid;
They therefore distinguish themselves from policies which, in the end, appear to be social policies more than real employment policies. Along the same lines, one cannot
prevent oneself from wondering about the respective advantages of credits with regard
to subsidies to create sustainable socio-economic development, even though these two
forms of contributions are obviously not mutually exclusive.

!

Z-.(J6,2>(0*>.(*+(,-.(.3,0.10.3./0(63(0.96*32>(;.J.>*15.3, cannot be over-stressed.
Recognising their importance involves recognising the wide variety of activities in
which an entrepreneurial spirit can flourish and the wide range of entrepreneur statuses
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and types. If support policies are needed to provide financial resources to these potential entrepreneurs, non-exploited sectors must also be developed (for example local
services) and mechanisms be found whereby these entrepreneurs can be given a socioeconomic status, in particular during the start up and development phases of the project.
!

Lastly, the very nature of the financial instruments studied, makes these so positive experiences to be reproduced not without some difficulty. Most of the FISE show social
and human characteristics which are difficult to transfer or put into ready-made
“recipes”, nor do they suggest that one model might be better than another for a given
situation. !,(7-*/>;(,-.0.+*0.(K.(7,0.77.;(2>>(,-.(5*0.(,-2,(6,(67(.77.3,62>(+*0(1/K>6I
2/,-*06,6.7(,*(7/11*0,(,-.(.f67,639(637,6,/,6*37(2I,6J.>D@(Q6,-*/,(0.7.0J2,6*37@(,*
56,692,.(,-.(,-0.2,7(Q-6I-(-239(*J.0(,-.60(.f67,.3I.(23;(,*(-*>;(K2IX(,-.(*K7,2I>.7
Q-6I-(-63;.0(,-.(.5.09.3I.(*+(3.Q(10*Y.I,7N
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Annex ITables

Table I.1:

Geographical distribution of the case studies

Table I.2:

Types of financial instruments

Table I.3:

Objectives of the instruments

Table I.4:

Size of instruments (Capital)

Table I.5:

Years in which the instruments were established

Table I.6:

Sources of funding

Table I.7:

Credit policies and accompanying services

Table I.8:

Investment per job created (by country order)

Table I.9:

Investment per job created (by investment per job)

Table I.10:

Administration costs

Table I.11:

National legislation or other measures mentioned in the case studies which
have an influence on the FISE

Table I.12:

Examples of positive synergies and co-operation with public authorities, at
various levels

Table I.13:

Examples of cases where the actions of public authorities have hindered the
development of alternative financial instruments
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AFW, Alternativ-Fernwärme GmbH
BCI (Barter, Clearing & Information)
Crédal *
Hefboom
Sowecsom
Merkur, Den Almennyttige Andelskasse *
AKF
Takuu-Säätiö (The Guarantee Foundation)
Eko-osuuspankki *
Société Financière de la NEF *
Herrikoa
ADIE *
Cigale, Chemin Vert *
Association France Active FFA *
IDES (FGIF) *
Genèse
Socoden *
CAF, Charities Aid Foundation *
ICOF, Industrial Common Ownership Finance *
ART, Aston Reinvestment Trust
PYBT, Prince’s Youth Business Trust
LIF, Local Investment Fund
SCEIF, Scottish Community Enterprise Investment Fund
GLS Gemeinschaftsbank *
Bank für KMU (Bank for SMEs)
Goldrausch
SHD (Senior Citizen’s Assistance)
Co-operative Bank of Lamia
Anka
Clones Credit Union
Blessington Credit Union
Tallow Credit Union
Beara LETS (Local Economy Trading System)
First Step
ITUT, Irish Trade Union Trust
MAG 2 Finance *
CFI, Compagnia Finanziaria Industriale *
COSIS, Compagnia Sociale di Investimenti
Fund for Artists, Triodos Bank Foundation *
Stichting Werkgelegenheid
Triodos-DOEN Foundation *
RIM
SIR
Coop 57 (Faccta)
Caja Rural de Guisona
Fundosa
Ecos
EkoInvest
JAK *
-

*-(#(e#*%-EF-,'#-57R5U6-@#,AE*+
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Govt
(Additionality)

(x)

(x)

1995

x

1995

x

x

x

1995
1995
1994

x

x

de facto

x

de facto

x

x

x

competitor

1994

de facto

1994

x

1994

x

1993

x

1993

x

imposed

x

de facto
competitor

x

de facto

1993

x

competitor

1992

de facto

1992

x

1992
1992
1990

x

1990
1990

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

imposed
x

x
x
x

x

1988

x

1987

imposed
n/a

1989
1989

imposed

imposed
x

x

1989

x

de facto
x

x

x

x

de facto
de facto
imposed

1986

competitor

1986

x

1986

x

de facto
x

1986

x

x

x

x

x

1986

x

1985

x

de facto

x

de facto
x

1984

x

x

x

de facto

x

1983

de facto
x

1982

x

1982

imposed
de facto

x

1985

1980

de facto
imposed (?)

x

imposed

x

competitor

x

de facto

x

x

de facto

1980

x

1979

x

de facto

1974

x

competitor

1973

x

1973

x

1965

de facto

x

de facto
competitor

x

de facto

1965

x

competitor

1965

x

competitor

1963

x

competitor

1959

x

1953
1900

competitor
x

x

x

de facto
competitor
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AFW

VC

yes

=

x

-

BCI

L

yes

0

x

-

-

Crédal

L

yes

<

x

x

x

Hefboom

L

yes

<

x

x

x

Sowecsom

L

if possible

<

x

-

-

VC

n/a

<

x

x

x

Merkur

L

yes

<

x

x

-

Ekopankki (1)

L

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

AKF

-

Ekopankki (2)

L

no

<

-

x

x

Takuu-Säätiö

G

n/a

<

x

-

x

ADIE

L

partial

=

-

x

x

VC

n/a

<

-

x

-

FFA

G

no

<

-

x

-

Genèse

L

no

<

-

x

-

VC

n/a

=

x

x

-

IDES (FGIF)

G

forbidden

=

-

-

-

NEF

L

yes

<

x

x

x

Socoden

L

n/a

<

x

x

-

Bank für KMU

L

?

<

x

x

x

GLS Gemeinbk

L

no

<

x

x

-

Goldrausch

L

no

0

x

x

x

SHD

L

no

0

-

-

-

ART

L

yes

</=

x

x

x

CAF

L

no

<

x

-

-

ICOF

L

yes

<

x

x

x

LIF

L

yes

=

x

-

-

PYBT

L

no

<

x

x

x

SCEIF

L

if possible

<

-

-

-

Coop Bk Lamia

L

yes

< (business)
> (consump)

x

x

x

Beara LETS

L

no

0

-

-

x

Bless CU

L

yes

<

x

-

-

Clones CU

L

yes

<

x

-

-

First Step

L

no

0

x

x

x

ITUT

L

no

<

x

x

x

Tallow CU

L

< £12,000 no

<

x

x

x

VC

?

x

x

x

COSIS

L

yes

<

x

x

-

MAG 2 Finance

L

large projects: yes

<

x

x

-

St Werk

G

no

x

x

x

Triodos-Art

L

yes

=

x

x

x

Triodos-Doen

L

yes

=

x

x

x

RIM

L

no

<

-

-

-

SIR

L

no

<

-

-

-

CR Guisona

L

yes

<

x

-

-

Coop 57

VC

no

<

x

x

x

Ecos

VC

no

<

x

-

-

Ekolnvest

VC

partial

0

x

x

-

L

yes

0

x

-

-

Cigale-Ch V

Herrikoa

CFI

JAK
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AFW

3

750 000

2.0

NS

Crédal (1) auto-cr

8

5 000

1.0

5 000

Crédal (2) inv.

20

61 250

2.9

21 000

Hefboom (1) general inv

5

33 000

4.1

8 000

Hefboom (2) soc enterprises

"

40 000

17.5

2 300

too recent

130 000

0.6

NS

AKF

1

450 000

0.0

-

Merkur

80

?

?

?

Sowecsom

Ekopankki (1)
Ekopankki (2) PG mod
ADIE
Cigale-Ch V

not operational

-

-

-

?

6 100

1.0

6 100

700

3 500

1.2

3 000

1

2 000

2.5

1 300

FFA

175

3 000

1.1

2 700

Genèse

50

4 300

0.9

4 500

Herrikoa

12

36 000

14.3

2 500

IDES (FGIF)

65

13 800

1.8

3 800

NEF

120

30 000

1.3

23 700

Socoden (1) création

23

6 000

4.3

1 400

Socoden (2) reprise

16

24 000

18.8

1 200

Bank für KMU

700

100 000

1.0

(18 500)

GLS Gemeinschaftsbank
Goldrausch

35

3 000

1.5

1 400+600

ART

too recent

-

-

-

CAF

too recent

-

-

-

22 500

6 to 7

3 750
1 500

ICOF
LIF

10

120 000

PYBT

4 000

3 000

1.9

SCEIF

5

19 850

11.8

1 700

Bless CU

(1)

125 000

10.0

12 500

Clones CU

(2)

62 500

8.0

7 800

First Step

135

3 750

2.5

1 500

?

?

?

?

Tallow CU (1)

(2)

145 000

35.0

4 150

Tallow CU (2)

65

4 000

?

?

CFI

10

475 000

38.0

12 500

COSIS

30

163 500

7.8

21 000

MAG 2 Finance

20

15000

3.9

3 850

Sticht Werk

5

14 300

2.0

7 150

Triodos-Art

5

37 000

ITUT

Triodos-Doen
RIM

200

38 000

3.3

18 700

SIR

500

104 500

4.7

53 800

Coop 57

3

28 000

5.0

5 600

Ecos

3

112 000

4.5

2 500

Ekolnvest
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16

24 000

18.8

1 200

1

2 000

2.5

1 300

23

6 000

4.3

1 400

4 000

3 000

1.9

1 500

135

3 750

2.5

1 500

5

19 850

11.8

1 700

35

3 000

1.5

2 000

-

40 000

17.5

2 300

12

36 000

14.3

2 500

3

112 000

4.5

2 500

175

3 000

1.1

2 700

700

3 500

1.2

3 000

22 500

6 to 7

3 750

65

13 800

1.8

3 800

20

15 000

3.9

3 850

(2)

145 000

35.0

4 150

50

4 300

0.9

4 500

8

5 000

1.0

5 000

-

6 100

1.0

6 100

5

14 300

2.0

7 150

(2)

62 500

8.0

7 800

5

33 000

4.1

8 000

(1)

125 000

10.0

12 500

10

475 000

38.0

12 500

700

100 000

1.0

18 500

200

38 000

3.3

18 700

3

28 000

5.0

18 700

20

61 250

2.9

21 000

30

163 500

7.8

21 000

120

30 000

1.3

23 700

500

104 500

4.7

53 800

too recent

130 000

0.6

NS

3

750 000

2.0

NS

1

450 000

0.0

-

not operational

-

-

-

too recent

-

-

-

too recent

-

-

-

80

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

65

4 000

-

-

-

-

-

10

120 000

-

-

5

37 000

-

-
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AFW

100% employees

N

BCI
Crédal

100% employees
100% employees

Y?

120 000

1 800

Hefboom
Sowecsom
AKF
Merkur

64% volunteers

147 500

1 400

100% employees
100% employees

Y?
Y
N
N

175 676
675 676

8 400

Ekopankki (2)
ADIE

100% volunteers
80% volunteers

N?
Y

375 400

458

Cigale-Ch V
FFA
Genèse

100% volunteers
50% volunteers

few
Y
Y

4 307

253

Herrikoa

75% volunteers

Y

53 846

1 100

384 615

2 500

190

IDES (FGIF)
NEF
Socoden
Bank für KMU

100% employees

Y
Y
N
N

GLS Gemeinbk

100% employees

N

Goldrausch

100% volunteers

N

10 000

N
Y
N

270 000

CAF
ICOF
LIF
PYBT
SCEIF
Coop Bk Lamia

28% volunteers

773 750
24 052

1part time (+ x vol)
100% employees

Beara LETS

volunteers

Bless CU

volunteers

Clones CU

N

151 250

N

288 750

First Step

517 964

ITUT

100% employees

Tallow CU
CFI

100% employees

COSIS

100% employees

MAG 2 Finance
St Werk

100% employees
not self-financing

Triodos-Art

0.3 self-financing

Triodos-Doen
100% employees

SIR

100% employees

CR Guisona

100% employees

Coop 57
Ecos
Ekolnvest
JAK

1 500

187 500
N
Y (100%)
N
Y (100%)

307 500

1 300

179 000

2 300

Y?
Y (100%)

RIM

102
407

Y

volunteers

153 333
N

33% volunteers
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#/7,062
! Institutional separation of procuring (purchase) and commercialisation (sale). Successful barter can only take place
in combination of both sides.
! Income side of public parties is characterised by taxes. The option of paying taxes by Barter- clearing is controversial with regard to its legal admissibility.
:.>96/5
! Principles of operation stated by the Walloon Council of the Social Economy (CWES), taken up from the official
European definition concerning the targeted public.
! Ethical criteria defined in 1990 by the CWES.
&.3520X
! Legal status of bank for Merkur since 1985 regulated by Danish law and current EU law. Since 1985, the law allows all banks, savings banks and coops to become full-scale banks independently of the capital base if they were
established before 1983.
! EU- banking law (future).
! Investment limits imposed by EU-rules, which allow Merkur to lend only ECU 1/2 million to one person or company.
<63>23;
! Legislation on credit institutions (1990) : minimum capital for banks of FIM 25 million restricts Ekopankki activities.
! EU-banking law (future).
<023I.
! 35 million Francs (i.e. 5 million ECU) of capital has to be assembled to allow the full development of the financial
activities of NEF and make it a fully operating bank. Its current capital is 15 million Francs.
! Finance law of 1995 on the granting of tax reductions to the members of investment clubs on their investments in
shares in non-quoted SMEs. Cigale club members benefit in particular from a tax reduction of 25% on the amount
invested and/or (according to the tax regulation of the year) the possibility of deducting the total amount invested
from taxable income in the event of bankruptcy.
! The French regulatory framework is in addition far too heavy and binding to allow initiatives of disadvantaged individuals to develop.
'.0523D
! According to German law (Vereinsrecht) non-profit organisations fall into two different categories. Since Goldrausch supports commercial initiatives, it is not deemed to be of public interest and neither Goldrausch nor its
benefactors can avail of tax relief.
'0..I.
! Law 1667/86 regarding "Urban Co- operatives" principles of establishment and operation (1986).
! Law 2076/92 - adaptation of the EEC 89/646 directive on banking competition and 2258/93 decision of the Governor of Bank of Greece on the prerequisites required for the transformation of the urban credit co-operatives into
co-operative banks.
! The legal framework concerning the establishment and operation of credit co-operatives (Laws 2076/1992 and
1667/1986) does not acknowledge these co-operatives to be a financial instrument of special characteristics (variable capital, shareholders being at the same time the only customers, effort to aid the local community, operation at
regional level, etc.). Thus, the only favourable niche conditions are the ones referring to the lower capital requirements : Urban Credit Co- operatives can grant small loans when reaching a co-operative capital of 300 m. Drachma
and get permission by the Bank of Greece to change into Co-operative Banks only when they reach 600 m.
Drachma respectively, which is half the amount required in case of a traditional bank.
! Co-operative Banks are considered to be limited liability companies and are being taxed in that way (35% of their
profit).
!0.>23;
! The Finance Act of 1993 and 1995 gave Corporate Tax Relief for donations by companies to the First Step Revolving Loan Funds.
! There is a possibility that the law will be changed in Ireland to make it impossible for a credit union to own property [for instance for an enterprise incubator] other than its office premises.
! The five years limit for repaying loans is expected to be raised to seven by a new law currently being framed by the
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Irish government.
Legal position of members who need to maintain more than one account with the credit unnion in order to be able
to claim certain tax relief on their business activities.
!,2>D
! Social co-operatives are special co-operatives defined by Italian Law No 91/381, which have the statutory aim "of
pursuing the common interest of the Community for the promotion of humanity and the social integration of citizens".
! Tax advantages for co-operatives which do not redistribute dividends derived from the profits they make: 3%
flat-rate tax on profits since 1995.
! The SpA statute (plc) makes it possible to act outside banking regulations while at the same time maintaining a notfor-profit character, provided that the statutes are defined that way. However, there remains the problem of taxation (30% of the turnover of the company).
$1263
! Catalan law on co-operatives: it is not allowed to constitute co-operatives of the first degree exclusively by legal
entities (art.100.1) + Education and Co-operative Promotion Funds (art 66).
! (National) Co-operative law
! Future regulation of the sector by the Department of Treasury and Financial Policy will allow all of the venture
capital society to be registered - According to the present law, as a venture capital society, ECOS-participation as
stockholder must always be in minority positions.
! Legal restrictions on co-operative members’ ability to invest capital in the company in addition to tight restrictions
on calls for public savings.
$Q.;.3
! In the ongoing EU harmonisation of Swedish laws, the current banking law was repealed and replaced by another
which did not give JAK and similar organisations special status to continue operations. So, it had to apply for a
banking licence under the new law on member banks.
! It is not advantageous for businesses under current tax legislation to participate in savings for investments.
! Small savings-and-loan associations with less than 1,000 members are exempt from obligation to have a licence but
institutions in the middle level are treated unfavourably by current legislation.
a36,.;(8639;*5
! Donations in the UK can be made tax effectively through mechanisms such as Gift Aid, Deed of Covenants or payroll giving. In the case of reusable loans, these are made on an interest free basis which in effect represents a donation of the interest foregone. No mechanism currently exists for this philanthropic gesture to be recognised through
the tax system.
! SCEIF is a commercial business and does not benefit from tax available to charities. Additionally, its shareholders
can't apply for tax recognition of interest or other income foregone from its capital investment in SCEIF.
! Lack of a suitable structure to promote the development of loan fund operation as SCEIF. The plc model used is
considered to be both onerous and restrictive imposing extra transaction costs which are inappropriate to a fund of
the size of SCEIF.
!
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:.>96/5
! Crédal grants bridging loans which allow activities to continue while organisations are waiting for government
grants to be paid. Finance from alternative credit sources should complement grant financing: In other words,
while grants should go for infrastructure costs, loans should go for productive activities.
! Jobs are created by the joint actions of Crédal and of regional funds for employment (TCT, ACS, Prime, etc) and
of the European Social Fund.
! Regional aid for SMEs and non-commercial sector under public economic development measures.
! EU aid within the framework of Objective 1 (Hainault).
! Hefboom has been involved in the setting up of the "integration enterprise system " which entitles employers recruiting 3 out of 5 employees from vulnerable groups to a wage-cost subsidy of 100% in the first year, 70% in
the second year and 30% in the third.
! Providing authorities with studies on the employment of vulnerable groups.
&.3520X
! Official Danish support for organic production, DKK 0.5 million.
! Provision of salaries (The centre for renewable energy, north Jutland).
<63>23;
! The training service of Takuu-Saatio is given under the auspices of The Ministry of Justice.
! Negotiation on the implementation by Ekopankki of a peer group lending model (Grameen Bank model as applied in Norway) have been started (1996) - Municipalities participation in the surveillance group is foreseen
! Governmental subsidies to the borrowers : e.g. unemployment benefits, state and city subventions.
! Re-training schemes, courses aiming at entrepreneurship, temporary employment for unemployed people financed by Government subsidies as well as information services.
<023I.
! NEF’s relations with institutions and ministries involved in combating social exclusion.
! Publication of the evaluation report of the Commission of Evaluation and of various studies on the RMI (minimum state benefit), which increased the understanding of this population and demonstrated a very substantial
demand for employment through economic initiative among the disadvantaged.
! Extension of aid for the entrepreneurial unemployed who set up businesses (ACCRE) to the recipients of the
RMI (minimum state benefit), which increases an entrepreneur's chances by reducing initial expenses and increasing own funds.
! Research on coherent solutions compatible with general economic and social policies.
! Some Regional Councils support the programme for the creation of economic activities by the recipients of the
RMI, working with local partners.
! The Ministry of Labour, and the regional and Regional Directorates of Work encourage initiatives supporting the
creation of micro-businesses, in particular by the long-term unemployed and the recipients of the RMI. ADIE
has signed a national agreement on the Promotion of Employment and several regional (Département) agreements.
! FFA devotes the bulk of its resources to setting up funds which mobilise local authorities, the state services, the
consular organisations etc.
! Guarantee fund for companies providing employment to the disadvantaged created in 1992 (by the public
authorities) and managed by the Economic and Social Development Institute (IDES).
! Training agreement between the State and the organisation Racine for the follow-up of IDES’ women borrowers
free of charge for two years.
'.0523D
! Government development credits (EKH, ERP, KfW & DtA- Programmes).
! Regular meetings are organised by Bank fur KMU with journalists, government decision-makers, the Chamber of
Commerce and other local economic players to inform them about the bank's activities and to discuss and work
on topics relating to employment creation and local development.
! Projects financed by Bank fur KMU are mainly in the trade or service sectors which are supported by the state
sector.
! BKMU initiatives are a reference point for political decision-makers looking for concrete applications of their
economic policies. They contribute to an evolution in thought on employment creation in the framework of small
and medium sized enterprises sector.
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! Goldrausch organises educational projects financed by the Berlin Senate.
! Goldrausch provides information on how to prepare funding plans.
a36,.;(8639;*5
! The definitions of economic regeneration used by LIF reflect those set by the UK Government under its Single
Regeneration Budget initiative. LIF is considered a test study.
! ICOF is the manager for the southern half of England for Business in the Community (BITC) Local Investment
Fund (LIF).
! ICOF expanded its fee earning consultancy services for local authorities + creation of local authorities managed
loan funds + future assistance in buying out and managing loan funds for Government Regional Development
Agencies + project for creating a Regional Development Agency area for local economic regeneration.
! Sponsorship from the Birmingham TEC and Birmingham City Council to ART.
! ART will forge close links with the City Council and other agencies which offer a range of services or support to
start-up and established businesses.
! In terms of building support, opening doors and networking within the private sector, the role of the Prince of
Wales has been invaluable for PYBT.
! Public sector grant aids exist for starting businesses, in particular, support to non- profit making businesses from
Scottish Local Authorities.
'0..I.
! In the future it is more than likely that municipalities will buy shares which will contribute to the enlargement of
the Co-operative Bank’s Capital.
! Soon, SMES will have access to funding for ten years, in the context of the EU policy for supporting such enterprises.
!0.>23;
! £100,000 contribution from the International Fund for Ireland to the Clones enterprise centre project and similar
funds are offered by Governmental or EU schemes in many other parts of Ireland and thus provide the same incentive.
! Grant-aid by local Irish Government agencies.
! The Irish Government's manpower training agency (FAS) provides trainees + a Community Enterprise Programme.
! Contribution from LEADER (EU rural development programmes).
! Credit Unions invest deposits from their members in Government sECUrities.
! LETS receives support from the Irish Government's Community Employment Scheme especially through training.
! Under new Social Welfare measures (Back to Work Scheme), applicants from disadvantaged areas, in particular,
can retain their Social Welfare benefits on a declining scale over three years.
! Local, regional, national enterprise development programmes.
! National Partnership Agreement : corporate national strategy between the trade unions, the business sector and
the Government.
! Newly formed Government sponsored bodies such as the County Enterprise Boards and the Area Based Partnership companies.
!,2>D
! State financed of “integration-wages” for dismissed workers coming from enterprises in economic crisis.
! Public financing at advantageous interest rates for young entrepreneurs, the reintegration of drug addicts, social
co-operatives and the development of employment.
$Q.;.3
! Co-operation with the local authorities trying to create employment for immigrants.
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:.>96/5
! Difficult to get funding from public authorities for Crédal because the Government does not allow interest to be
charged on public money.
! Crédal grants bridging loans to structures dependent on public subsidies to enable them to pay their taxes and social contributions to the State.
! Involving staff from programmes aimed at reducing unemployment (TCT, ACS, Premium, etc) does not make it
possible to recruit qualified personnel, or to put in place long-term strategies.
! Increasingly chronic delays in receiving grants for Crédal partners who therefore avoid taking on new personnel.
! Legislation on economic expansion does not make it possible to satisfy the financial needs of businesses in the
social economy. It was therefore necessary to create tools which did not require a legislative and/or social process (Sowecsom).
<63>23;
! In compliance with the regulations, Ekopankki cannot give out loans and thus cannot attract new capital.
<023I.
! At the time of the Herrikoa subscription campaign of 1988, the Stock Exchange Supervision (COB) delayed the
completion of the prospectus for 5 months, by refusing the authorisation for the public call for savings and by
bringing a legal action against the organisation.
! Government aid is important but late : the ACCRE included a 12 month exemption from social security contributions and the possibility of using approved organisations for financial, tax or legal advice. The principal problem concerns the delay in disbursing the Government funding (2-8 months) making it impossible to finance the
start-up effectively. These delays are even longer for those on minimum benefits who have to go through a special commission.
! Social sECUrity contributions are poorly adapted to starting up businesses: contributions are calculated on a
flat-rate basis for the first two years, on a level close to the minimum legal income which can be more than the
actual income from the new business. In addition, these payments have to be made to three different public bodies each using a different method of calculation and payment periods.
! Health provision for those on minimum benefits is in many cases better than that of the self-employed workers.
'.0523D
! The increasing competition and the resulting process of concentration of the economy needs a new organisation
of the economic cycle and not just subsidies, grants or other assistance.
! Women usually have no access to funding from (usually large scale) public credit programmes.
! After long terms of self-employment people may no longer be eligible for unemployment benefits.
! The existing programmes sponsoring job-creation have had short-term rather than long-term effects.
! Billions of DM of subsidies are justified because they save jobs in big industries. A considerable number of jobs
could be created with less financial outlay by financing special programmes for people setting up in small business.
!0.>23;
! Start up projects need state subsidies to enable them to face their established competitors on more equal terms.
Too few projects are selected for grant aid. Access to start-up capital and leverage of additional funds are difficult.
! " Common bond " rule which prevents CUs recruiting members in neighbouring towns serves largely to protect
less aggressive credit unions which give a poorer service.
! In the EU, some governments, the British in particular, have cut Social Welfare payments for groups who would
stand to gain most from LETS membership.
! The Beara LETS trading levels have been reduced because at least 20 of its keenest unemployed members have
been engaged for one-year periods on Community Employment Schemes to develop the system. They have had,
as a result, less need and less time to trade through it.
! A FISE is trying to access European Funds through Forbait but has to date been unsuccessful in this attempt because of the latter’s interpretation of the Industrial Development Act.
!,2>D
! Few institutions give free or low cost information/advice to those starting up businesses. Only SIG (a public
scheme providing loan funds and training support for start-ups) provides assistance to young people who want to
start businesses.
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!
!

Weak Government follow-up regarding CFI’s activities.
Objections from the EU offices relating to the incompatibility of public support to employment in a framework of
market competition (has been resolved for the time being).
E*0,/92>
! The DGDR is not an appropriate size and procedures are too bureaucratic and centralised.
! The promotion of economic activities and employment in less-favoured regions can be questioned. Alentejo,
(one of the poorest regions in Portugal from the point of view of economic activities and employment) was also
the region with the second fewest number of selected projects.
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